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The City of Pascagoula exercises authority granted by the State under
Title 17, Chapter 1, of the Mississippi Code of 1972, as amended, in the
interpretation, administration and evaluation of the comprehensive plan.
Consistent with Title 17, Chapter 1, land development within the incorporated area of Pascagoula municipal jurisdiction should be consistent with
an adopted comprehensive plan and all planning initiatives and regulations
enacted or amended should be consistent with the plan.

The development of a sound comprehensive plan is a process conducted
over time. The essential steps involve investigating background data of a
community to understand the development patterns and trends at work,
engaging in the development of goals and objectives for the community,
and designing the future of the community to meet those goals and objectives. The graphic below illustrates the process as it occurs under the
headings of Discovery, Direction, Design and Determination and
is the process used to develop the Plan Pascagoula! Comprehensive
Plan.
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This section of the Mississippi Code also defines the comprehensive plan
as a statement of public policy for the physical development of the entire municipality or county adopted by resolution of the governing body,
consisting of the following elements at a minimum:
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• A transportation plan depicting, in map form, the proposed functional classifications for all existing and proposed streets, roads
and highways. Functional classifications shall consist of arterial, collector and local streets, roads and highways, and these classifications
shall be defined in the plan with minimum right-of-way and surface
width requirements. All other forms of transportation pertinent to
the local jurisdiction shall be addressed as appropriate. The transportation plan shall be a basis for a capital improvements program.

.7

• A land use plan which designates in map or policy form the proposed
general distribution and extent of the uses of land for residences,
commerce, industry, recreation and open space, public/quasi-public
facilities and lands. Background information shall be provided concerning the residential densities; intensity of commercial uses; industrial and public/quasi-public uses, projections of population and economic growth for the area encompassed by the plan may be the basis
for quantitative recommendations for each land use category.
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w

• Goals and objectives for the long-range (20 to 25 years) development of the county or municipality. Required goals and objectives
shall address residential, commercial and industrial development;
parks, open space and recreation; street or road improvements; public schools and community facilities.

• A community facilities plan as a basis for a capital improvements
program including, but not limited to, the following: housing; schools;
parks and recreation; public buildings and facilities; and utilities
and drainage.

DISCOVERY

Introduction

Planning the future of a city is based in a community’s hopes and
dreams. But those hopes and dreams must be firmly grounded in
facts and reality. The first step in the city planning process is discovering those facts by collecting and analyzing data to understand past and current realities. Discovery must be carried out
with a truly insightful understanding of the fundamental identity
of a community.
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The second, or Direction phase, involves the critical step of creating a
community vision and mission. From the vision of the future, as informed
by current realities, a community may establish specific, measurable goals
and objectives which answer questions such as such as:
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are needed?
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What transportation improvements

R

redevelop older areas?

What are the priority development
needs of the community?
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The People of Pascagoula

VISION
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“Pascagoula will leverage its
rich heritage of shipbuilding
and industry, natural environment and coastal living
to shape a future def ined by
economic prosperity, vibrant
neighborhoods and active
healthy living where residents,
new and old, can enjoy a quality of life second to none.”

Step three, Design, involves the writing of the plan itself, based on the
previous two steps. Sound plan development uses a combination of narrative, graphics, and mapping. As mentioned before, the minimum elements
a plan must contain under Mississippi Planning Law are land use, housing,
transportation and community facilities with a time horizon of 20 years.
However, other elements such as historic preservation, environmental
protection, or energy conservation, among others, may be included. In recent years communities have often chosen to include elements related to
community health.

DESIGN

The ultimate product in this Direction phase is a vision for achieving a
better community over time. Successful planning in this phase includes
a meaningful and thorough effort at citizen engagement. Methods such
as intensive planning workshops, (sometimes called charrettes), focus
groups and surveys are a few of the effective methods for engaging the
community. Interactive web posting and the use of social media is another
increasingly effective avenue for public input.

To be successful, the process cannot end with the writing of the plan. In the
final step, plans must be translated into policies and projects that can be
successfully implemented. Implementation of a community’s plan includes
the determination and enactment of appropriate policies, projects, and
management methods. Typically, implementation policies will include:
Vital to the effectiveness of any of these tools is a fundamental understanding that their purpose is to achieve community goals. If a community
cannot attribute positive outcomes to its planning tools those tools should
be reformed, redrafted, or discarded.
Implementation should also include community projects which involve the
investment of public funds in accordance with a plan’s identified projects
and goals and the motivation, support and coordination of private sector
efforts. Capital improvement programs, for example, provide clear and
systematic guidance in these investments over the long term, eliminating
the frustration of haphazard budgeting without a clear long range goal.
Other initiatives may involve the administration and promotion of incentives to achieve development goals. Community officials will have some
familiarity with most of these methods of planning execution. Zoning controls are often the most misunderstood of these planning tools.
Finally, planning provisions must be managed and administered through
appropriate management methods and techniques. To be effective, administration must be firm, fair, predictable and competent.

Zoning and Land Use Controls •
Architectural Design Standards and Form Based Codes •
Historic Preservation Codes •
Environmental Controls •
Subdivision Standards •
Housing and Building Codes •
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Early Pascagoula History

Throughout the history of modern city planning it has been necessary to
reproduce extensive population, economic and other data that was not
readily available to decision makers as they considered a community’s future. Today, overwhelming amounts of data are available via the internet
directly from primary sources such as the U.S. Bureau of the Census. This
data is frequently organized and packaged by local agencies and represented in a manner that renders much of the former detailed data reproduction unnecessary. Where pages of data once provided a substantial
amount of plan content, this data can now be summarized and primary
sources cited.

In 1699 D’Iberville and Bienville landed on Ship Island and started a search
for a site for the construction of Fort Maurepas probably in the Ocean
Springs area of today. D’Iberville and Bienville explored the Pascagoula
River and discovered the villages of the Biloxi and Pascagoula Indians.
They were treated well by the Pascagoula Indians and made an alliance with them. The Pascagoula, of Choctaw lineage, was a small,
peaceful nation who was adept in the art of cultivating wheat. In the
Choctaw language “paska” is thought to mean “bread” and “goula” to
mean “people”.
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Such is the case with the Pascagoula comprehensive plan. While
key data has been reviewed and summarized, a much greater focus and effort has been placed on the establishment of Pascagoula’s
development goals and objectives and their corresponding implementation measures. These values, as they have been developed, are first expressed in the Pascagoula Vision Statement and are used to guide the
future design of the community, the way in which it will be regulated and
the initiatives the City will undertake to achieve its vision. With this background in mind, primary community developmental indicators are summarized in the following sections.

D

This is also the case with mapping. With services such as Google Earth,
Apple and Bing Maps, and many online geographic information systems
available, geographic based inquiry into a community becomes exceptionally simple. Map efforts can now be concentrated on producing
geographic information that serves to support key planning values
and policy provisions of plans.

Comprehensive city planning has been carried out in Pascagoula since at
least 1965. Research has not revealed a comprehensive plan prior to that
year. Subsequent plans were developed in 1976 and 2006. The most recent plans was developed in 2010 in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.
The current planning effort substantially revises and updates the planning
work completed in 2010 utilizing a participatory community engagement
process and a placetype approach discussed Section 4, Design.

The Pascagoula area was a part of the French province from 1699 to 1763.
During this period, in 1711, a French land grant was given to Madame de
Chaumont. Madame de Chaumont sent a fleet to establish a fortress on
Lake Catahoula (now Krebs Lake). This fleet arrived in 1718 under de la
Pointe and built a settlement. In 1730, Hugo Krebs, an Alsatian, married de
la Point’s daughter Marie Jean. The Krebs became the dominant clan and
the area became known as Krebsville.

When the French and Indian War ended in 1763 this area came under British rule. However, the English did little to develop this area. The British
lost control of the area in 1781 at the end of the Revolutionary War.
The Pascagoula area became part of the Spanish Territory in 1781. The
Spanish used one of the buildings built by the French as a fort. Few Spaniards moved into the area and Spain lost control of the area in 1798.
On June 7, 1798, the Pascagoula area became part of the territory of the
United States. In 1817 the area entered the Union as a part of the State
of Mississippi.
Scranton was the name given to the railroad express office and the town
which grew up around the railroad. In 1890, Scranton was established as a
city. The town of Pascagoula consisted of the area from just south of the
present Communy Avenue south to the Mississippi Sound. Pascagoula obtained town status in 1896. The town of Pascagoula and the City of Scranton were merged on April, 1904 to create what is presently known as the
City of Pascagoula.
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French Explorers Iberville & Bienville, accompanied by Andre-Joseph
Penigault, encountered the name
Baye de Pascagoula. Later both
Iberville and Penigault ascended
the river, and encountered the Pas- House built by Valentine Delmas in
cagoula Indians, establishing a last- 1814 on Front Street in Pascagoula.
ing alliance.

On February 9, 1838 Pascagoula
was incorporated as a municipality.
The business that brought the South
back into Prosperity. - Logging near
Pascagoula.

Streetcar line from Pascagoula International Shipbuilding CompaBeach to Moss Point.
ny opened a plant in Pascagoula.
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Old Courthouse burned.
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1861 – January 9 - The State of Mississippi seceded from the Union
and became the Republic of Mississippi. Also, 3000 Union troops landed in East Pascagoula and marched
to Mobile.
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The George Gauld map of 1768
shows anchorages in Krebs Lake.

1861

Scranton and East Pascagoula consolidated as City of Pascagoula
(pop) 4,063.
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Legendary visit of a priest from the
DeSoto expedition to the Indians at
the mouth of the Pascagoula, which
resulted in the first “Mysterious Music” legend.

Sometime during this period La
Pointe built what was later to be
known as the Old Spanish Fort.

Engineer Louis- Frederic de St. Fer- East bank of the Pascagoula River
ol, employed by the Delmas family, dredged creating deepwater port.
opened the first school in Pascagoula.
Portrait of Captain John O. Grant Father of the Port of Pascagoula

Replacement for Scranton Academy opened; Sanborn map of Scranton illustrated five mills. The Farnsworth Mill was one of the largest.

Anderson Park was established to
provide amusement for the increasing number of visitors; It featured
the wonders of electricity, and had
a restaurant, open air theater, pavilion and bathing pier.
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Ingalls Shipbuilding Corporation
launched the world’s first all welded
ship.

2016

Hurricane Katrina strikes
Pascagoula.

New planning commissioned
for the City.
Plan Pascagoula! is
launched.

1941-1944
Maritime Administration built 5000
homes and barracks for shipyard
workers due to the shortage of
housing in the area.
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1940

2010
2005

Ingalls West Bank constructed.

Deep Water Horizon Oil Spill
impacts the region.
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1921

1977 1984

1967
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1924

1969 – August 17 Hurricane Camille,
the most powerful storm recorded
to date, came ashore at Pass Christian, and evoked havoc over the entire coast including Pascagoula
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Standard Oil, Mississippi Chemical Company and HK Porter in
the Bayou Cassott Industrial
Park
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The Pascagoula Street Railway &
Power Company was shut down as
the automobile had replaced the
demand for mass transit; The great
fire devastated most of downtown,
destroying twenty-five businesses
and twenty five homes.
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Ingalls employment peaks at
an all time high of 25,000.

The concrete seawall was built.

1984 Naval Station Pascagoula located on Singing River Island built.
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exPloRe
Pascagoula’s Environmental Setting

16. Bennett Bayou, land Trust Conservation Preserve
is home to the current Pascagoula River Audubon
Center ,PRAC. Visit the PRAC, to experience the
rich river environment.
N30° 26’ 37.78” W88° 33’ 3.31” ◗ ♦ ■ ◆

Hwy.
613

Frank Griffin Rd.

16

15. The Mouth of Bennett Bayou covers five acres
and is a direct tributary to the Pascagoula River.
N30° 26’ 21.93” W88° 33’ 25.71”

W
Av emb
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15

14. i-10 launch offers easy access and a boat launch.
N30° 26’ 14.60” W88° 33’ 27.26” ◗ ◆

Interstate 10

14

ft

12. The Pascagoula River audubon Center will relocate to 5107 Arthur
Street in Moss Point by 2013. .N30° 24’ 55.34” W88° 32’ 36.28”
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Delmas Ave.

Piers
Parking
Facilities
Picnicking

The Blueway Trail takes approximately 6 hours to
complete. The trail offers touring of Krebs Lake and
the river’s edge with an optional western route
where more advanced paddlers can explore
the marshes along the open channel.
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Spanish Ave.

1. The Magnolia Street Birding Pier will be
accessible from Magnolia Street and Dupont
Avenue and home to brown pelicans, herons,
and egrets. N30° 21’ 42.96” W88° 33’ 36.22” ◗ ♦

◗
♦
■
✖

W

W
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● Points of Interest
Blueway Trail
▲ Mileage
◆ Boat Launch
★ Food & Drinks

Greene
Forrest

Shellfish

Hemlock St.

Krebs
Lake

2. The Pascagoula Riverfront will soon be developed
into a mixed-use economic hub with retail,
restaurant, and residential space.
N30° 21’ 53.68” W88° 33’ 49.51” ◗ ♦ ■ ✖ ★

Pascagoula
River Blueway

JACKSON COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI
NPDES Point Sources

Recreation

Impaired Water Bodies
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3. The National oceanic and atmospheric
administration’s (Noaa) Gulf Marine Support Facility
and Mississippi Laboratory is the home port of the
NOAA ships Gordon Gunter and Pisces.
N30° 21’ 58.69” W88° 33’ 47.81”

Fish and Wildlife

Fish and Wildlife
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Bangs Lake
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Priest Bayou

Legend

6. As the oldest standing building in the Mississippi
Valley, the laPointe-Krebs House is an example of
French Colonial architecture and is the earliest settlement
in Pascagoula. N30° 22’ 49.80” W88° 33’ 29.27”

4. The lighthouse Park holds the soon-to-be
restored 1859 Round Island Lighthouse
and many recreational amenities.
N30° 22’ 17.15” W88° 33’ 39.93” ◗ ♦ ◆ ✖

Goose Lake




Moss Point

7. Next to the LaPointe-Krebs House lies the
Krebs Cemetery, where many of the first
settlers of the area are buried.
N30° 22’ 50.60” W88° 33’ 27.10” ◗ ♦ ◆
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5. In the near future, the Pascagoula River Park will gain some
exciting renovations including an amphitheater and the
recently renovated Scranton Floating Museum.
N30° 22’ 26.75” W88° 33’ 50.74” ◗ ♦ ■ ✖
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MS0028355 Jackson County School District, East Central School
MS0039152 Hygiene Crab Company, Inc of Vancleve
MS0037982 MDOT, Interstate10 East, Truck Scale, Jackson
Jackson County School District, Saint Martin High
MS0038008 School
MS0047007 Circle V Traditions Inc
MS0036455 Rainbow Skate Center
MS0002674 International Paper Company, Moss Point Mill
MS0048445 Colle Towing Company
MS0028487 Rolls Royce Naval Marine Inc
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MS0028720 Woodland Park Mobile Home Village
MS0002950 Omega Protein, Inc.
BP America Production Company, Pascagoula Gas
MS0057568 Processing Plant
MS0001481 Chevron Products Company, Pascagoula Refinery
MS0001791 First Chemical Corporation
Jackson County Port Authority, Black Creek Cooling
MS0021601 Water Facility
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Saint Andrews Water and Sewer Inc, Saint Andrews
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8. Accessible from Lake Avenue near the
Lake Avenue Fire Station,
Mariner’s Cove offers boat slips.
N30° 22’ 45.27” W88° 32’ 56.67”

Bird Lake
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9. The Mouth of Mcinnis Bayou provides
access to the lower end of McInnis Bayou
for fishing and exploring marshes.
N30° 23’ 24.45” W88° 33’ 51.82”
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MS0038326 Jackson County School District, Vancleave High School
MS0033375 Kwik Kar Wash
Jackson County School District, Vancleave Junior High
MS0028762 School
Mississippi Gulf Coast Regional Wastewater Authority,
MS0021521 Escatawpa
Mississippi Gulf Coast Regional Wastewater Authority,
MS0042269 Escatawpa
MS0057151 Pascagoula Water Treatment Plant, Phase Two

Black Creek Swamp
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MS0001554 International Paper Company, Moss Point Mill
MS0001414 Mississippi Export Railroad Company, Moss Point
Morton International Inc, dba/ Shipley Company Moss
MS0058262 Point Plant
MS0002747 Bayou Cassotte Seafood, Inc
MS0036820 Orange Lake Elementary
MS0037966 MDOT, Interstate 10 Welcome Center
MS0037974 MDOT, Interstate 10 West Truck Scales
MS0050580 Hurley Car Care Carwash
MS0046221 Davis Laundry and Quickstop
MS0037001 Ocean Springs Seafood Company Inc
MS0041629 KOA Kampground, Jackson
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Dogged Dead River
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10. Choctaw Marina is located on Hemlock Avenue
near Griffin Street and accesses McInnis Bayou.
N30° 23’ 59.12” W88° 33’ 20.09” ◗ ♦ ◆
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11. Bellview Street is a small neighborhood boat launch with
paved parking. N30° 24’ 38.02” W88° 33’ 35.14” ♦ ◆
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Waterways are at Pascagoula’s core, visually, ecologically and economically. The bayous, riverine lands and corridors, and the tree canopy within Pascagoula’s City limits present opportunities for enhancement and
restoration- especially of marshes, with their beneficial role in reducing
flooding and storm surges- and a variety of active and passive recreation
opportunities. The City’s surface waters, notably the Pascagoula River, Yazoo Bayou and Mississippi Sound, which provide rich wildlife habitat, are a
defining element for the City and many of its neighborhoods. The bayous
and waterways also provide an opportunity unique to Pascagoula to make
nature part of the design of the City.
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13. Home to both shopping and dining,
Downtown Moss Point includes a riverwalk and park.
N30° 24’ 52.94” W88° 32’ 16.66” ◗ ♦ ■ ✖ ◆ ★
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Points of Interest:

Pascagoula sits at the mouth of the Pascagoula River Watershed, a nationally significant eco-region and the largest unimpeded main stem river
system in the lower 48 states. The high biological quality and integrity of
the combination of forest and river systems in this watershed makes it significant in the Southern United States; the 2008 Southern Forest Lands
Assessment prepared by the Southern Group of State Foresters noted
the relative integrity of forests in the watershed, concentration of threatened or endangered species, and low likelihood of forest mortality. Today
the Pascagoula River Basin Alliance coordinates stakeholders’ conservation and restoration actions throughout the watershed, where over 70,000
acres of the watershed are in permanent conservation.

The Escatawpa River meanders through the center of the City of Moss
Point, Pascagoula’s northern neighbor, draining into the Pascagoula River
Delta on the west side of the City. Bayou Casotte and Bayou Chicot, part
and parcel of the City’s landscape and visual character, lie to the eastern
edge of the City. Further to the east of the City limits are portions of the
Grand Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve, and to the north of the
City‘s western limits are wetland areas preserved by The Nature Conservancy. At the “bottom” of the Escatawpa and Pascagoula River watersheds
is the Gulf of Mexico and the Mississippi Sound, providing Pascagoula with
its distinctive mix of beaches, launches and inlets.
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COVER ASSESSMENT FOR PASCAGOULA

Trees and the Urban Forest
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TREE COVER = 33.3%
NON-TREE COVER (ALL OTHER SURFACES) = 29%
IMPERVIOUS SURFACES = 34.5%
SURFACE WATER = 3.5%

Tree Beneﬁt Estimates

Beneﬁt Description

Value

R
8
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Bald cypress (Taxodium distichum) >12”

.7

Live oak (Quercus virginiana) > 12”

Amount

±SE

$197.12

±19.86

1.37 T

±0.14

Nitrogen Dioxide removed annually

$258.28

±26.02

5.95 T

±0.60

75.24 T

±7.58

O3

Ozone removed annually

$20,694.17

±2,085.04

PM2.5

Particulate Matter less than 2.5 microns removed annually

$54,692.65

±5,510.54

4.93 T

±0.50

SO2

Sulfur Dioxide removed annually

$72.10

±7.26

3.85 T

±0.39

PM10*

Particulate Matter greater than 2.5 microns and less than 10
microns removed annually

$13,702.31

±1,380.57

20.62 T

±2.08

$439,988.48

±44,330.92

12,168.04 T

±1,225.99

CO2seq Carbon Dioxide sequestered annually in trees

Heritage Trees Protected in Pascagoula

±SE

Carbon Monoxide removed annually

ie
w

Pascagoula’s tree canopy measurably benefits the City’s air quality, provides shade, reduces “heat island” effects from parking lots and pavement, and in many locations helps prevent flooding by absorbing storm
water. An assessment using iTree software indicates roughly one-third of
the City’s land surface area is covered by tree canopy, with another third
covered by impervious surfaces (buildings, parking, roads and compacted
land) and the other third covered by grasses, shrubs and wetland plants.
Pascagoula’s trees remove nearly 25 tons of airborne particulates and 6
tons of carbon dioxide from the environment annually, which provides
health and climate benefits to the City.

Proper care of the urban forest requires ongoing investment and attention to maintain tree health, provide sufficient irrigation and growing conditions, and minimize interference with structures and overhead utilities.
Pascagoula protects its “Heritage Trees” with strong provisions in the UDO,
requiring permits for removal and protection during land disturbance and
construction. The City also has a strong commitment to planting additional trees, and requiring trees in site plans. Continued enforcement of UDO
provisions, and tree planting in parks, City rights-of-way, and natural areas
Source: i-Tree Canopy 6 . 1
as well as on development sites, will further enhance this much-loved part
Cover Assessment and Tree Benefits Report
of Pascagoula’s natural environment.
Estimated using random sampling statistics on 1/04/17
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Trees are essential to how Pascagoula looks and feels, and to its quality of
life. Pascagoula’s “urban forest” is made up of its street tree system, the
trees planted in parks and other public spaces, and the trees on private
properties and in yards throughout the City. This urban forest functions
as an extension of the woodland and grassland plant communities along
the City’s waterways, and brings natural functions and benefits into the
heart of the City. Tree cover is most dense in the older neighborhoods of
the City, where mature street trees provide a dense canopy, and in natural
areas along the rivers and bayous.

CO2stor

Carbon Dioxide stored in trees (Note: this beneﬁt is not an annual
$9,835,789.12 ±991,002.25 272,012.26 T ±27,406.52
rate)

i-Tree Canopy Annual Tree Beneﬁt Estimates based on these values in lbs/acre/yr and $/T/yr: CO 1.266 @ $144.47 | NO2 5.499 @ $43.56 | O3 69.539 @
$276.01 | PM2.5 4.554 @ $11,139.80 | SO2 3.561 @ $18.78 | PM10* 19.053 @ $667.00 | CO2seq 11,245.774 @ $36.29 | CO2stor is a total biomass amount of
251,395.359 @ $36.29
Note: Standard errors of removal amounts and beneﬁts were calculated based on standard errors of sampled and classiﬁed points.
About i-Tree Canopy

Any other hardwood canopy tree
(e.g., tulip poplar, sycamore) >18”

The concept and prototype of this program were developed by David J. Nowak, Jeffery T. Walton and Eric J. Greenﬁeld (USDA Forest Service). The current
version of this program was developed and adapted to i-Tree by David Ellingsworth, Mike Binkley, and Scott Maco (The Davey Tree Expert Company).

Red maple (Acer
rubrum)
>18”
Limitations
of i-Tree Canopy

Southern magnolia
(Magnolia grandiflora) >18”

The accuracy of the analysis depends upon the ability of the user to correctly classify each point into its correct class. As the number of points increase, the
precision of the estimate will increase as the standard error of the estimate will decrease. If too few points are classiﬁed, the standard error will be too high to
have any real certainty of the estimate.

A Cooperative Initiative Between:

www.itreetools.org

* TREE SIZES REFER TO THE DIAMETER AT BREAST HEIGHT (DBH)

Any hardwood understory tree
(e.g. dogwood, holly) >8”
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Parks and Open Spaces

Riparian corridors along the bayous, which are several hundred feet wide
in places, provide migratory paths for wildlife, visual relief from the urban
environment, and spaces for recreation. Thirty species of rare, threatened,
or endangered plants have the potential to occur within the Pascagoula
City limits, based on regional assessments, primarily within emergent wetlands/marshes, forested wetlands, bogs and the marsh habitat in the bayous and rivers. Three threatened species are known to occur in Pascagoula: The Gulf Sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus desotoi), likely present in the
Pascagoula and Escatawpa Rivers; the Brown Pelican (Pelecanus occidentalis) common on the river and along the Mississippi Sound shoreline; and
the American White Pelican (Pelecanus erythrorhynchos) found along the
river and the sound. Plants that occur along streams, and in the Gulf and
bayous, form the foundation of Pascagoula’s aquatic ecosystems and thus
are critical to the City’s recreation resources and economy. In addition to
providing food and shelter, riparian vegetation along streams and bayous
shades water and thus lowers water temperature, which is important in
sustaining aquatic life.

Parks, ranging from pocket parks to large community parks, and private
spaces such as the Pascagoula Country Club, are interspersed throughout Pascagoula and a critical part of its natural resource base. Because
the City is principally built out, Pascagoula’s conservation efforts and Plan
policies center on improving and enhancing the existing open space network. Pascagoula is uniquely blessed with water views and water access,
including public boat launches, private marinas and docks, as well as roads
and parks offering access to the beach and rivers. The mobility elements
and recommendations of this Plan address the economic importance of
ensuring ease of access to waterfront recreation, and enhancing access
for non-motorized boating (e.g. kayaking), and also recognize that planning
must keep an eye to the future of privately-held open spaces where land
uses may change over time.
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Wildlife
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parks and WETLANDS
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1. Mercury levels in fish, for which MDEQ has issued advisories on
the Pascagoula and Escatawpa River reaches throughout Jackson
County;

ra

2. Water pollution from metals, toxins (including pesticides and
hydrocarbons), phenols, organic and inorganic pollutants, and
nutrients (Nitrogen and Phosphorous) in various reaches of the
rivers and bayous, which result in impairments to aquatic life;
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ORDINANCE NO. 2-2012
CITY OF PASCAGOULA, MISSISSIPPI
AN ORDINANCE TO ESTABLISH A STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM;
TO PROVIDE POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND PERMITTING PROCESSES; TO
ESTABLISH ENFORCEMENT PROVISIONS; TO ESTABLISH AN EFFECTIVE
DATE; AND FOR RELATED PURPOSES
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
PASCAGOULA, MISSISSIPPI:

ARTICLE 1.0

STATEMENTS OF PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES. CITATION TO
ORDINANCE

SECTION A. PURPOSE
A. The purpose of this ordinance is to protect the environment, public health, safety,

stormwater....
what does yours contain?

4. Pollution from untreated stormwater runoff, which collects pollutants as it passes over roofs, parking lots and roads, and from
“legacy” industrial sites or unregulated areas, into the City’s storm
drain system, drainage ways and surface waters.
The City has adopted a stormwater management ordinance, as part of
its obligation under the federal Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
(MS4) permit program, which requires basic control of construction-phase
erosion and sedimentation, as well as requiring control of runoff from
larger developed sites and “good housekeeping” pollution prevention at
City facilities. As the Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality
enhances the MS4 program, the City is likely to become more engaged
in efforts to prevent storm water pollution from its own properties and
streets, and in new development and re-development projects.

2. Plan Pascagoula Discovery

Pascagoula’s industries and the infrastructure that services them, while
essential to the City’s economy and identity, do involve planning considerations related to air quality, hazardous materials, solid waste, noise and
safety. While Jackson, Harrison and Hancock Counties are in attainment
with the National Ambient Air Quality Attainment Standards for airborne
pollutants, ozone standards are a concern and there are several point
sources of airborne emissions (permitted under Title V Operating Permits
issued by MDEQ). Hazardous materials also are transported through the
City by train. To address these environmental conditions and hazards, the
City is participating with six surrounding counties in the MEMA District
9 Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This plan was adopted in October of
2017 and replaces the City’s individual Local Hazard Mitigation Plan. It is
intended for greater coordination among these jurisdictions.

3. Sedimentation, which affects the navigability and use of harbors,
rivers and access points as well as affecting aquatic plant growth
(particularly beneficial sea grass) and other aquatic life; and

ev

Water Supply and Wastewater Management:
A sufficient supply of high-quality water and safe, effective wastewater
treatment capacity are essential to support Pascagoula’s economic, community development and environmental quality goals. The City’s water
supply is drawn from groundwater wells located throughout eastern Jackson County, which withdraw from the Miocene Aquifer system. Water is
treated at the Communy Street Water Treatment Plant. Wastewater treatment is provided by the Jackson County Utility Authority at the Pascagoula-Moss Point Regional Wastewater Treatment Facility, located on the
waterfront in Downtown Pascagoula. While both systems are adequate
to provide for current needs, the potential for periods of drought (which
are predicted to occur with increasing frequency in the region) or groundwater contamination to affect supply is a concern. Steps are underway to
revamp the regional wastewater treatment system which was damaged
during Hurricane Katrina and which does not use the most contemporary
forms of treatment.

Hazard Mitigation

D

With water at its heart, the quality, quantity and health of Pascagoula’s surface and groundwaters is a material interest for the community.

Surface Water Quality:
Pascagoula’s industrial legacy, the many modifications to its natural river
and wetland systems over time for development and dredging, and the ongoing problem of polluted stormwater runoff from developed land, have
led to documented impacts on water quality in the Pascagoula River and
its tributaries and wetlands within the City. The chief water quality concerns for planning, addressed with different regulatory and clean-up strategies, are:
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Water Resources
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Flood zones
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Climate, Restoration and Resilience

Like most areas along the Mississippi Sound, Pascagoula’s natural resources have been affected and their functions compromised by filling
and dredging, encroachment, and pollution. More recently, damage from
Hurricane Katrina and the BP oil spill, and the prospect of both intense
coastal storms and longer or more frequent drought periods, have led to
a renewed focus on the importance of protecting and restoring coastal
and waterfront zones. Restoration activity underway since Hurricane Katrina, and today supported by RESTORE MS funding from the BP oil spill,
represents an opportunity for Pascagoula to reclaim and enhance these
tremendous assets. Increasingly, the City is embracing restoration techniques and approaches as a way of enhancing its natural resources and
preventing further damage. City and other regional projects use naturalized techniques to prevent erosion, provide naturalized flood control, and
reestablish or mimic natural functions, such as using vegetation and geotextile techniques to stabilize bayou banks and reduce sedimentation. Additional investments in barrier island and coastal restoration such as the
Beachfront Promenade are anticipated in the coming decade.
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The mapping of the Special Flood Hazard Area continues to cause issues
for the City’s residents and property owners. Remappings occurred in
2006 and 2009 with the latter being the current regulatory maps. These
revisions to the maps have substantially changed elevation requirements
for new construction and repairs. These requirements make building new
homes more costly, but with significant elevation requirements homes of-

Flood zones burden residential and commercial properties with increases
in the building costs, limits on repairs and increases to flood insurance
costs. The Mississippi Coastal cities and counties are working with South
Mississippi Planning and Development District to conduct an extensive review of the existing flood mapping to insure a more accurate depiction of
the flood threats. The project is anticipated to be complete by 2021.

ev

Because of its position along so many waterways, and its flat, coastal topography, much of the City of Pascagoula, principally the land areas south
of Highway 90, are Special Flood Hazard Areas as identified by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency. These designations collectively mean
that large areas of the City could be subject to flood inundation of different depths at different historical average frequencies (or “return periods”).
Flooding from overflow of inland or tidal waters, or from the accumulation
of storm water, has a multitude of material impacts on Pascagoula including public safety, water quality, building and development requirements,
municipal finances, and flood insurance costs to property owners. Storm
surge from Hurricane Katrina inundated much of the City, and subsequent
re-mapping of flood hazard zones by FEMA has had a substantial impact
on the ability of property owners to rebuild or improve residences in many
parts of the City. The City’s planning context thus involves both the physical and natural resource impacts of flooding, and how federal and local
policy shape subsequent land use and investments.

R

Flood Hazard Areas

ten must to be elevated between 5 and 10 feet above grade. This can be
a deterrent for older residents and families with young children. Existing
homes that were not destroyed are often considered noncompliant because these homes may be below the below Base Flood Elevation. This
causes higher insurance premiums for these structures, but also limits investments into renovations to 50 percent of the structures’ value. As the
values decline, so does the investment potential. Areas along and north
of Beach Boulevard that were once occupied by residential structures are
now vacant lots in part due to the higher standards and elevation requirements that are now in place. In many cases, structures that were not situated in a Special Flood Hazard Area prior to Hurricane Katrina were remapped to require new structures to be elevated between 5 and 10 feet.

8

Natural Resource Investments and Policies

Long-term plans to “de-commission” the Pascagoula-Moss Point Regional
Wastewater Treatment Facility also offer the potential to enhance physi-

2. Plan Pascagoula Discovery

cal and economic resilience to drought and storms, construct a more water-efficient treatment system for the region, and make much greater use
of the current wastewater treatment plant site on the waterfront in Downtown Pascagoula. Plans are under development by the Jackson County
Utility Authority to “de-commission” the Pascagoula and Escatawpa regional treatment facilities. A combined reclamation facility is planned at a
site upriver, away from Downtown and better protected from storm surge.
Preliminary plans for the facility would include water reclamation (reuse)
for industrial purposes, which would reduce demands on groundwater
supplies, reduce the total amount of wastewater discharge into the Pascagoula River, and provide a reliable, long-term and “drought-proof” water
supply for Pascagoula’s industries. The project will require a 15 to 20 year
time horizon and significant federal funding assistance, during which time
the City and the Utility Authority will work cooperatively on managing
odors and conditions at the existing facility, developing plans for ultimate
use of the current treatment plant site, and securing funding.
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Previous Studies
This analysis builds off of previous plans that assessed the Pascagoula
market. The 2008 Downtown Charrette addressed the retail market for
downtown and presented opportunities for investment in the core of the
community. The 2010 Market Analysis extended that analysis providing
retail data and development strategies for the entire City, and the 2015
Market Analysis Update provided a 5-year assessment from the previous
retail study. These plans established certain common themes that are still
relevant to the current planning effort:
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• Pascagoula City Limits

Primary Trade Area (Orange) and Secondary Trade Area (Purple).
Source: ESRI, Arnett Muldrow

• Pascagoula’s Retail Trade Areas – these trade areas were established
in the 2010 Market Analysis and updated in 2015. They represent the
market that is relevant to Pascagoula businesses, including:
Primary Trade Area – (39567 and 39581 zip codes)
Secondary Trade Area – (39563, 39562, and 39553 zip codes)
• Greater metro area - Gulfport-Biloxi-Pascagoula Combined Statistical Area.
• Nearby communities and competitive markets.

Demographics

08

• Pascagoula has always provided a strong jobs base for Jackson County and the entire Mississippi Gulf Coast, particularly with Ingalls Shipbuilding and Chevron Refinery.

D

This data provides the foundation for the economic development strategies outlined later in the implementation section. In addition to the general findings below, more detailed market research is provided in the technical appendix of this plan.
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• Employment snapshot identifying current year employment data.

Market Area
In order to understand opportunities for growth in Pascagoula, we must
look at its market in context with the larger region. Therefore, the following market geographies were used for this study:
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• Housing snapshot presenting current housing data and trends.

• Cede retail and residential growth to nearby rural and suburban locations, remaining a key employment center but not a desirable place
to live.

R

• Commercial and retail market study showing opportunities for
retail growth to meet the needs of Pascagoula residents.

8

• Demographic trends including population growth, income and
other indicators in Pascagoula as compared to the region.

• Focus on a plan of vibrant growth, attracting families and professionals with varied housing options, and growing retail and service sectors, or

.1

The economic development element of the Pascagoula Comprehensive
Plan assesses market trends in context with future growth and investment
opportunities, including:

The 2015 Update was completed just prior to this Comprehensive Plan
and concluded that Pascagoula as a community can go in one of two directions:

.7

Pascagoula’s Economic Context

• Even with this sustained employment, population in Pascagoula has
continued to decline even as nearby communities have recovered
post-recession.
• New investment in retail and service businesses have followed population migration to communities outside of Pascagoula.

Population Change
Pascagoula’s population in 2010 was 22,392. Between 2000 and 2010, the
city lost 3,980 people, a decrease of over 15%. According to the Census
ACS, the 2015 population of Pascagoula was 22,230, and the GulfportBiloxi-Pascagoula metro was 382,511. The Gulfport region seems to have
recovered from the recession and is projected to grow by 3.68% over
the next five years, according to Nielsen Claritas projections. However,
Nielsen Claritas indicates that Pascagoula continues to lag the region, and
is projected to grow by just 0.41%, or just 91 people, between now and
2021.

Study Area. Gulfport-Biloxi-Pascagoula CSA, Jackson County, City
of Pascagoula.
Source: ESRI, Arnett Muldrow
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The American Community Survey estimates recent population for Pascagoula and the area as indicated in the table below.
Pascagoula

$37,366

22,372
22,239
22,230

Glfpt-Bil-Pas.
MSA

Age, Ethnicity & Other Demographics

1.85%

Jackson CO

ft

Pascagoula

6.27%

• Pascagoula’s 2016 median age is 36 years old, slightly younger than
that of the Gulfport MSA (37.5) and Jackson County (38.4).
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Jackson CO

Other
7%

2016 Ethnicity
Two or More
2%

• 14.6% of Pascagoula’s population has Hispanic or Latino origin.
• Pascagoula residents’ median travel time to work is just 21 minutes,
less than the County (27) and the combined metro area (25).

• The largest combined segment of Pascagoula’s population could be
considered Generation X, between 35 and 54 years of age.

• 82% of city residents drive alone to work. 12% carpool and the remaining 6% use other means (walk, bike, transit, etc)
• 17% of Pascagoula residents above the age of 25 have a Bachelor’s
degree or higher compared to 20% for the metro area.

R

-15.09%

White
57%

Black
33%

• It’s population has aged from a median of 32.6 in 2000 and 34.9 in 2010.
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Glfpt-Bil-Pas.
MSA

$46,954

Asian
1%

Population Change '00-'10

Pascagoula

$43,116

ra

2013
2014
2015

Gulfport-Biloxi-Pascagoula Metro Area
375,259
378,972
382,511

2016 MHI

D

Year

• The City is 57% White and 33% Black.

'16 Age Distribution Pascagoula
Gen X,
25.5%

Millenial,
19.9%

Boomer,
19.7%

2016 Bachelor's Degree & Higher
17.23%
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• Jackson County, at $46,954 has some of the highest household incomes compared to other counties in the region.

.7

• Pascagoula’s 2016 Median Household Income was $37,366. Like population growth, this lags both Jackson County and the larger metro.

.1
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Income

18.82%

19.84%

• Ocean Springs has the highest median household income at $55,024.

• The largest share of households in Pascagoula have annual incomes of
less than $15,000 (22.6% share).
• The next highest share has incomes between $50,000 and $75,000
(18.4% share).
• 18% of Pascagoula households are below the poverty line.

2. Plan Pascagoula Discovery

0%

50%

100%

Pascagoula

Jackson

Gulfport MSA
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Retail Market

2015 Retail Inflow $ (Demand)

There are three retail districts that make up the commercial market for
Pascagoula:

Secondary Trade
Area

• Downtown and the Riverfront – This is the historic core of Pascagoula
generally centered around Delmas Avenue and surrounding streets.
It includes Anchor Square and the Riverfront Development.

213,163,514

• Market Street and Ingalls Avenue – This 50’s era district is the first
auto-oriented commercial corridor that developed outside of downtown Pascagoula. It includes a number of retail, office and institutional uses.

These are the trade areas that were used to determine the scale of market
opportunity in Pascagoula.

This market study seeks to identify opportunities for new or expanded retail and business offerings within Pascagoula. The primary, demand-side
study to determine this opportunity is called retail leakage.

PTA

STA

MSA

ra
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(329,011,472)

D

(590,039,788)
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“Retail Leakage” refers to the difference between the retail expenditures of residents living in a particular area and the retail sales produced
by the stores located in the same area. If desired products are not available within that area, consumers will travel to other places or use different
methods to obtain those products. Consequently, the dollars spent outside of the area are said to be “leaking”.

When we isolate demand by individual retail sectors, certain categories
emerge as key opportunities for retail recruitment. Much of this demand
can be directed to the appropriate commercial districts in Pascagoula.

8

The City of Pascagoula shows an overall gain of retail dollars, meaning that
Pascagoula is somewhat of a retail magnet. Of course, Pascagoula’s market area extends well past the city limits, and these trade areas show an
overall net leakage. This leakage translates directly to demand.
• City of Pascagoula - $213 million gain
• Primary Trade Area (39567 & 39581 zip codes) - $265 million in gain
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During the 2008 charrette and the subsequent retail market analyses of
2010 and 2015, the geographic retail market was defined for the City of
Pascagoula. These are the regions that are served by Pascagoula businesses and include the Primary Trade Area (PTA) identified in orange to the
below, and the Secondary Trade Area (STA) shown in purple.

Primary Trade Area

.1

In addition to the local market, there is a significant amount of competitive
retail within the region. Within 30 minutes of Pascagoula, there is over
4 million square feet of shopping centers alone. This figure includes developments such as Lakeview Village and the Promenade in D’Iberville. It
does not include smaller shopping centers under 50,000 square feet, so
the actual square footage is much higher. These centers compete with
Pascagoula for new retail, as many of these centers have space available
to absorb regional demand.

Pascagoula

.7

• Denny Avenue – This highway-oriented commercial corridor crosses
Pascagoula from the River on the west to Highway 63 and Moss Point
to the northeast. It includes conventional chain and big box retail development, various restaurants and service uses, as well as the Hospital.

265,181,794

• Secondary Trade Area (39563, 39562, & 39553) - $329 million in leakage (demand)

• Combined Trade Area - $64 million in leakage (demand)
• Gulfport-Biloxi-Pascagoula CSA - $590 million in leakage (demand)

Pascagoula Trade Area Opportunity ($)
63,200,184

GROCERY STORES

32,546,577

BEER, WINE, LIQUOR

15,777,020

FURNITURE/ HOME FURNISHINGS
JEWELRY

13,490,037

ELECTRONICS

13,414,846

SPORTING GOODS

11,519,231

FOOD SERVICE & DRINKING PLACES

11,268,841

NURSERY & GARDEN

11,187,395
8,455,458

CLOTHING
HARDWARE

8,380,307
0

20,000,000

40,000,000

60,000,000
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Housing Market

• Similarly, while there has been slight growth in regional listing value,
both Pascagoula zip codes have seen declines.
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SF Att.
3%

Owner
57%

R

8

Median Listing Price 2012-2016

.7

.1

828
$200,000

532

$150,000

• 43% of occupied units are rental, compared to 28% in Jackson County
and 32% in the region.
• According to the Multiple Listing Service (MLS), Pascagoula listing
prices have been substantially lower than those in the County and
MSA over the past four years.

SF Det.
61%

SF Permits Jackson County
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• With a median year built of 1972, Pascagoula has some of the oldest housing stock in the region driving demand for renovation, which
leads to the economic issues with flood proofing requirements described above.

Other
0%

MF
33%

Renter
43%

• At $110,017, Pascagoula’s 2016 median occupied housing unit value is
one of the lowest in the region.
• The largest share of housing property values in Pascagoula are between $80,000-$149,000 (43% share).

Mobile
3%

ev

Further complicating Pascagoula’s market is the fact that the vast majority of the City’s residential land area is in a regulatory flood zone. These
properties are subject to the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP).
Under the NFIP, investments in renovations or improvements are limited
to 50% of a property’s assessed value before the entire structure must be
brought into compliance with property protection standards. These standards require elevation of homes above the base flood elevatoins (BFE).
In Pascagoula, the added cost of elevating homes, in some cases more than
10 feet, creates resale values far above market prices. At the same time,
many homes are of an age and in a condition where renovations are needed to make homes livable and competitive with housing options in nearby
communities. With a limited amount of undeveloped land for new construction, these factors together create a very challenged housing market
for Pascagoula.

Pascagoula Housing Type '16

Pascagoula Tenure 2016

The Mississippi Gulf Coast’s housing market has mirrored National trends,
whereby rapid growth in new housing starts peaked in 2005/2006, dropped
precipitously due to the housing bubble and recession, and then began
slow, albeit marginal growth beginning in 2011. Like population growth,
Pascagoula’s residential market recovery has lagged that of the larger region.

$100,000

190

243

$50,000
$0

Pascagoula 39567

Pascagoula 39581

Gulfport-Biloxi-Pascagoula MSA

Jackson County
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Total ATTACHED
value of developed
site
NEW
SINGLE-FAMILY
- Town homes$
Total
value per unit
$
Lot
Size
Lot Value
$
Sq Ft/Unit
# Units
Construction costs all units
$
Flood requirements (foundation/elevation)
$

1,574,000
143,091
1 acre
100,000
1100
11
1,210,000
264,000

Total value of developed site
Total value per unit

1,574,000
143,091

$
$
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employment, wage, and commuting patterns
Ingalls Shipbuilding, Chevron Pascagoula, and the Singing River Hospital
System are the leading employers in Pascagoula. Smaller shipbuilding operations and governmental uses round out the top ten.

Pascagoula 2014 Employment
Other
10%

Accommodation/Food
4%

Manufacturing
47%

Professional/
Technical
4%
Public Admin
5%

Admin, Waste
Mgmt, etc
6%

Construction
7%

Retail Trade
7%

Health Care & Social
10%

8

R
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In 2014, 83.8% of the jobs within the City of Pascagoula were filled by employees who live outside of the City.
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REHAB Existing
Sq. ft
1100
Building Value
$
55,000
Land Value
$
25,000
Total Existing Value (Land + Building)
$
80,000
50% Improvement - land
$
27,500
REHAB Existing
New Value
$
107,500
Sq. ft
1100
Building Value
$
55,000
NEW SINGLE
FAMILY
• Moreover,
the home
Land Valueif they were to rebuild completely
$ on the lot,
25,000
Sq. Ftbe priced much higher than the median market value
1100
would
in PascaTotal Existing Value (Land + Building)
$
80,000
Building
Construction
Cost
$
110,000
goula
the region.- land
This does not include added
costs27,500
if an existing
50% or
Improvement
$
Land
Value
$
25,000
structure
needed to be demolished.
New Value
$
107,500
Flood requirements (foundation/elevation)
$
30,000
REHAB Existing
Total Value
$
165,000
NEW
Sq.
ft SINGLE FAMILY
1100
Sq. Ft Value
1100
Building
$
55,000
NEW ATTACHED SINGLE-FAMILY - Town homes
Building
Construction Cost
$
110,000
Land
Value
25,000
Lot Size
1 acre
Land Value
25,000
Total
Existing Value (Land + Building)
$
80,000
Lot Value
$
100,000
Flood
requirements- (foundation/elevation)
$
30,000
50% Improvement
land
27,500
Sq Ft/Unit
1100
TotalValue
Value
165,000
New
$
107,500
# Units
11
Construction costs all units
$
1,210,000
ATTACHED
SINGLE-FAMILY - Town homes
NEW SINGLE
FAMILY
Flood requirements (foundation/elevation)
$
264,000
• The
Lotfinal
Size scenario presents an alternative in which property
11100
acre is asSq.
Ft
Total
value
of
developed
site
$
1,574,000
sembled
to
build a small
development of attached
single-family
Lot
Value
$
100,000
Building
Construction
Cost
110,000 town
Total value per unit
$
143,091
Sq Ft/Unit
1100 not
homes.
The added density and economy of scale
of construction
Land
Value
$
25,000
# Units
Flood
requirements
(foundation/elevation)
$
only
results
in a higher
return on overall investment,
but30,000
also11
producConstruction
costs
all units
$
1,210,000
Value that
$
165,000
esTotal
a product
better
meets the current market
needs.
Flood requirements (foundation/elevation)
$
264,000

Pascagoula is one of the main employment centers serving the Mississippi
Gulf Coast. Historically, shipbuilding has been the primary employment
sector, with Ingalls Shipbuilding established on the east bank of the Pascagoula River in 1938. Today, Ingalls ( Mississippi’s largest private employer)
and other smaller shipbuilders lead the manufacturing sector, along with
Chevron Pascagoula Refinery. Existing employment, trends, and opportunities are outlined in this section.

.1

• Currently, homeowners wanting to improve or expand their home are
limited in the amount of value they can add due to the 50% limitation
requirement of NFIP.

Employment

.7

Pascagoula’s housing challenge is illustrated in the examples below. It
presents a scenario in which the same size home in the Chipley Neighborhood is rehabilitated or redeveloped.

Employment Inflow and Outflow
Conversely, 54.9% of employed residents who live in Pascagoula work outside of the City.
According to the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Pascagoula has generally higher wages than both Jackson County and the Gulfport-Biloxi MSA. Nearly
60% of jobs in Pascagoula pay more than $3,333 per month compared to
47% in Jackson County, and 36% in the Gulfport-Biloxi MSA.

Major Employers in Pascagoula
(Source: Jackson CO Economic Dev Foundation Jan 2016)

Company Name
Ingalls Shipbuilding

Industry Type
Manufacturing/
Shiobuildina
Petroleum Refining

Chevron Pascagoula
Refinerv
Singing River Health Healthcare Services
Svstem
VT Halter Marine, Inc Manufacturing/
Shiobuildina
Pascagoula School
Education
District
Jackson County,
Government
Mississiooi
Retail
Wal-MartPascagoula
SUPSHIP, US Navy Government
Mississippi Power
Company
City of Pascagoula

Employees
12,100
1,600 FT and
2,000 CON
1,240
1,700
1,302
775
450
400

Utility

280

Government

275

31

3,000

12
10
8

4

R

2

Source: MDES Annual Averages

.1

8

0

.7

Mississippi
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Source: MDES

As of March 2017, Jackson County’s unemployment rate had fallen to 5.4%.
While overall manufacturing jobs have declined since 2001, it remains
strong at 27.9% of all jobs in Jackson County in 2015. Government (19.5%),
Retail Trade (9.3%), and Accommodations/Food (9.0%) also remain strong.

Key growth sectors include Healthcare (440 jobs and 14.9% growth between 2010 and 2015), Accommodation and Food (300 jobs, 6.9% growth),
and Management of Companies/Enterprise (300 jobs, 176% growth).
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Hancock County

George County

Stone County

3,400

7,350

750

490

510

51,360

88,220

13,990

5,080

4,130

8.3%

5.4%

9.6%

12.3%

6.6%

2015

2013

Harrison County
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6

Glfpt Metro

2011

Jackson County
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2015 Employment
Health Care & Social Assistance
Total Employment
Percentage of Total Employment

Jackson

0

D

Unemployment Rate 2000-2015

1,000

2009
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• 6.5% - Mississippi

2,000

2007

Employment
Jobs in healthcare and social assistance accounted for 6.6% of all jobs in
Jackson County in 2015. Though a small percentage of the overall employment makeup of Jackson County, healthcare is a sector that is growing in importance, up from 5% of total employment in 2001 and adding
760 jobs from 2001-2015. Although total employment decreased by 2.3%
from 2001 to 2015, jobs in Healthcare and Social Assistance grew by 28.8%
over the same time period. The table below provides 2015 employment in
health care for Jackson County and surrounding counties.
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• 6.5% - Gulfport-Biloxi-Pascagoula MSA

4,000

2005

• 7.2% - Jackson County

Labor, Employment and Wages

Employment in Healthcare & Social Asst. , Jackson
County

2003

Jackson County’s unemployment exceeded 10% in 2005 and peaked at
10.4% in 2011. Since 2011, the entire region has seen a decrease in unemployment rates. Rates in 2015 were:

Assessment of the Healthcare Industry in
the Pascagoula area

2001

Industry Trends and Growth Sectors
Like the rest of Mississippi, Pascagoula and Jackson County experienced
job losses during the recession. The entire Gulf Coast region also saw unemployment spike immediately after Hurricane Katrina in late 2005.

32

Wages
The average annual wage of healthcare practitioners and technical occupations in the Gulfport-Biloxi-Pascagoula MSA in 2016 is $65,490. The average wage for this sector is 59% higher than the average wage for all jobs
in the MSA at $41,190. Within the sector, average annual wages range from
$21,810 for dietetic technicians to $245,260 for psychiatrists.
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Average Annual Wage, 2016 Gulf-Bil-Pas MSA
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$65,490

$70,000
$60,000
$40,000
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$41,190

$50,000

$29,110

$30,000

ev

$20,000
$10,000
All Occupations

Healthcare Practitioners
and Technical
Occupations

Healthcare Support
Occupations

R

$0

All Occupations
Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations
Healthcare Support
Occupations

29-0000
31-0000

$19.80

$41,190

$31.48

$65,490

$13.99

$29,110

Significance of Nursing
Registered nurses account for over a third of all healthcare practitioners
and technical occupations in the Gulfport-Biloxi-Pascagoula MSA. When
nursing aides and home health aides are included in this count, nurses and
related occupations account for 56% of all healthcare jobs in the MSA.
The number of jobs in nursing is expected to grow. MDES identified registered nurses as the “hottest” occupation in 2016 in the Twin Districts, with
an annual demand of 405 nursing jobs and an average wage of $57,191.
Family and general practitioners as well as pharmacists are also listed
among the top ten “hot jobs”.

.7

00-0000

Average Wage
Hourly
Annual
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SOC Title

.1

8

Source: MDES Occupational Projections 2012-2022

SOC Code

Existing Assets
Singing River Health System
The Singing River Heath System is a not-for-profit, county-owned health
system that is made up of two hospitals, Singing River Hospital in Pascagoula and Ocean Springs Hospital in Ocean Springs. With over 2,300
employees, the Singing River Health System is one of Jackson County’s
largest employers and has an economic impact of over $270 million per
year. Approximately 74% of the system’s patients are residents of Jackson
County.

ft

Healthcare support occupations, which include occupations such as home
health aides, medical transcriptionists, nursing assistants and other medical assistants, receive an average annual wage of $29,110.

Occupational Projections
In its Occupational Employment Projections, the Mississippi Department
of Employment Security (MDES) projects that the number of healthcare
practitioners and technical occupations in the Gulfport-Biloxi-Pascagoula
MSA will increase by 1,480 jobs or 16.2% from 2012 to 2022. Additionally,
the number of jobs in healthcare support occupations is anticipated to
grow by 11.4% over the same time period. An increase in nurses, nurse
aides, orderlies and attendants will account for a significant amount of job
growth in the healthcare industry.

Source: MDES/LMI 2016 Gulfport-Biloxi-Pascagoula Occupational Employment Wage Estimates

Singing River Health System Facilities
Facility
Location
Description
435-bed hospital

Singing River Hospital

Pascagoula

Ocean Springs Hospital

Ocean Springs

Singing River Medical Park
Ocean Springs Medical
Park

Pascagoula

Outpatient facility

Ocean Springs

Outpatient facility

The Neuroscience Center

Ocean Springs

Comprehensive neurosciences program

The Regional Cancer Center Pascagoula

Pascagoula

Primary Care Clinics

Hurley, Pascagoula (2),
Ocean Springs (2), Vancleave

136-bed hospital

Cancer care facility
Primary care clinics

In part due to a troubled pension plan, the Singing River Health System suffered financial challenges in recent years. Following the implementation
of its Turnaround Plan, which included staff and benefit reductions, the
system is on the path to financial stability. After suffering a loss of nearly
$35 million in 2014, the system is now seeing modest profits. However, the
health system still faces litigation surrounding pension plans.
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• Increasing the number of active physicians in the state; and
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• Increasing the number of healthcare professionals throughout the
state.

Legislative Environment

08

In recent years, Mississippi has introduced several policies to promote the
healthcare industry across the state. These policies are described below.

.7

.1

Source: 1 Source: SRHS Community Connection, Summer 2016

Healthcare Industry Zone Incentive
The Mississippi Legislature passed the Healthcare Industry Zone Act in
2012 to incentivize growth in the health care field. The act provides tax
incentives for healthcare-related businesses (medical supply, biologics,
laboratory testing, medical product distribution, diagnostic imaging, biotechnology, pharmaceutical research and development, medical equipment or medicine production and related manufacturing or processing)
to locate within a designated zone. Following the legislation, 12 counties
created Health Care Zone Master Plans, including Hancock County.
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Figure 1: Mississippi Health Care Zone Master Plans

Blueprint Mississippi Healthcare
The Mississippi Economic Council published Blueprint Mississippi in 2011,
a study that identifies opportunities for economic development across
the state. The study includes a 275-page appendix that identifies opportunities in health care specifically. The study’s recommendations for health
care include:
• Targeting healthcare as an economic driver;
• Creating a comprehensive strategy around healthcare;

Concentration of healthcare-related Manufacturing Facilities
Source: Blueprint Mississippi Health Care
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The plan identifies districts suitable for healthcare-related development
and creates a framework master plan for the districts. The key strategies
include:
• Establish focused and targeted public relations/marketing and recruitment strategy for the healthcare industry
• Leverage economic development resources and partnerships
• Make education and workforce a regional priority, with an eye towards
healthcare

ra
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• Focus planning efforts for new healthcare and non-healthcare related
development in targeted districts
• Utilize state and local incentives focused on healthcare industries

D

• Create other local incentive programs for established areas with existing buildings that could be reused, updated or expanded

ie
w

• Establish land use regulations that enable healthcare development
and promote a mixed-use district that can become a regional destination

ev

• Incorporate healthcare district site development standards that promote pedestrian-friendly design and efficient parking standards

R

• Create a district funding mechanism to fund infrastructure and public
area improvements that spark new development

8

Concentration of Delivery Facilities
Source: Blueprint Mississippi Health Care

• Create other local incentive programs for established areas with existing buildings that could be reused, updated or expanded
• Work with the SMPDD to gain assistance with plan implementation

08

As previously mentioned, 12 counties in Mississippi created Health Care
Zone Master Plans to leverage state incentives for healthcare-related
businesses. The closest healthcare zone to Pascagoula is the Bay-Waveland zone in Hancock County.

.7

Peer Communities

.1

• Identify and market existing sites and buildings for potential healthcare uses

Bay-Waveland Health Care Zone, Hancock County
In June of 2013, Hancock County published the Bay-Waveland Healthcare
Industry Zone Plan to meet the requirements of the Healthcare Zone Incentive program and to outline a strategy for promoting healthcare-related economic development.

Opportunities and Recommendations
Based on industry trends, employment projections and community assets,
opportunities exist to grow the healthcare sector in Pascagoula. Opportunities include:
• Leverage existing strengths in manufacturing to promote healthcarerelated manufacturing in Pascagoula.
• Develop a Coordinated Area Pan for the Singing River Hospital area.
As identified in the 2010 Pascagoula Comprehensive Plan, opportuni-

Bay-Waveland Health Care Zone, Hancock County
ties exist to create a mixed use district in the area surrounding the
Singing River Hospital that will enhance the character or the area and
better integrate it with the rest of the city.
• Partner with Jackson County and the Jackson County Economic Development Foundation to develop economic development strategies
specifically targeting healthcare-related businesses.
• Take advantage of statewide incentives for healthcare-related businesses.
• Strengthen relationship with Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College and other regional educational institutions to train and recruit
nurses and other healthcare professionals.
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Pascagoula’s Development Patterns

Special Areas

Existing land use was inventoried, mapped and analyzed in order to determine community development patterns and trends for the Plan Pascagoula. Data sources for existing land use included the 2010 Comprehensive,
current aerial photography, information from the Jackson County Tax Assessor and visual surveys of selected areas. The categories used to classify
development patterns and their meanings are:

• Special Areas - Industrial - Industrial land uses include manufacturing,
warehousing and assembly of goods.

Parks and Open Space

• Special Areas - Civic - Civic uses are typically government buildings
and facilities (other than infrastructure facilities).

Infrastructure

ft
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• Special Areas - Assembly (Public and Private)- Assembly uses are
facilities that accommodate the assembly of people such as auditoriums and churches. Assembly does not include schools.

D

• Recreation-Private - This places consists of private open space typically associated with the private developments and subdivisions.

• Special Area - Schools - These areas represent Pascagoula’s schools
and educational facilities.

• Special Areas - Cemetery - designated place for burying the dead.

Commercial Office

ev

• Auto Oriented Commercial – These commercial areas include stores
as fixed point-of-sale locations designed to attract a high volume of
customers. These establishments exist in built environments that are
dominated by automobiles and characterized by large on-site parking
areas between streets and buildings. Auto-dominated commercial areas are often referred to as suburban in character.

08

• Vacant - Vacant lands are lands not otherwise categorized as Agricultural that lie unoccupied.

• Service Commercial – The category of commercial activity describes
commercial activity that is oriented to providing repair, outdoor storage, contracting or machinery and equipment sales including automobiles. As such, these establishments require outdoor work and storage spaces that often do not blend well with the other land uses.

.1

• Agricultural/Large Estate - These areas accommodate crops and livestock from a farm or ranch. They may be described as farms, ranches,
dairies, greenhouses, nurseries, or orchards. Estates are single family
homes typically on larger lots of 1 to 3 acres.

.7

Large Tracts/Vacant

8
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• Infrastructure - Infrastructure land uses include land dedicated to
the provision of common services required by the community such as
water or sewer system facilities.
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• Public/Recreation - Public - These areas include passive or active
space devoted to public enjoyment and recreation use and are generally publicly owned.

• Special Area - Medical Services – Medical services refers to any medically related office or institution.

• Lodging – These commercial areas consist of hotels and motels and
similar lodging facilities.
• Commercial-Downtown – This category describes commercial activity that takes place in environments that are scaled to pedestrians and
less dominated by automobiles. Buildings in this category are typically
in close proximity to the street and parking areas are off-site or to the
side and rear of buildings.
• Office - Offices are buildings used as a places for professional or administrative work.
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Residential

Park/Recreation - Public,
0.21%
Recreation-Private, 1.45%

Multiple Family, 3.17%
Group Home, 0.07%

• Single Family – Single Family Residential refers to residential development accommodating individual dwelling as a single unit or attached dwellings such as condominiums and townhouses in individual
lots. Units per acre may range from 1 to 10.

Infrastructure, 0.15%

Manufactured Home, 0.26%

Vacant, 19.58%

0.21%
1.45%

10.78

0.15%

Agricultural
Vacant

1381.69

0.00%
21.42%

Industrial
Medical Services
School

1545.66
36.57
110.26

20.06%
0.52%
1.56%

570.12
118.19
74.54

8.08%
1.67%
1.06%

437.84

6.20%

226.54
22.92
83.13

3.21%
0.32%
1.18%

Single Family

2075.74

29.41%

Multiple Family
Manufactured Home
Group Home

223.40
18.54
4.86

3.17%
0.26%
0.07%

Industrial, 21.90%
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Personal Services, 1.18%

Hospital, 0.52%

Auto-Oriented Commercial,
Government Services, 8.08%
Assembly (Public and Private),
6.20%
1.67%
Cemetery, 1.06%
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Service Commercial, 3.21%
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School, 1.56%
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14.97
102.29

Special Areas

Lodging, 0.32%

• Group Homes - These areas accommodate homes where a small number of unrelated people in need of care, support, or supervision can
live together, such as those who are elderly or mentally ill.

Park/Recreation - Public
Recreation-Private

Infrastructure
Large Tract/Vacant

Single Family, 29.41%

• Multiple-Family Residential – Multiple-Family residential development occurs at densities of greater than 10 units to the acre in structures that are usually attached.
• Manufactured Home - These areas accommodate manufactured
housing either on individual lots or within rental communities on
smaller lots.

Existing Land Use, Pascagoula
Land Use
Acres
Percentage
Parks and Open Space

Civic and Assembly
Government Services
Assembly (Public and Private)
Cemetery

Commercial/Office
Auto-Oriented
Commercial
Service Commercial
Lodging
Personal Services

Residential

Total Area
7058.06
100%
Source: Jackson County Tax Assessor, Consultant Analysis
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Vacant land as zoned
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Pascagoula’s Build-out Model

Res.

Multi Fam.

A simplified example is helpful in understanding the way the results are
calculated. If there were 100 vacant acres of land zoned SFR10 and that
zoning category permitted up to 4.4 dwelling units per acre, the carrying
capacity of the land would be calculated as 440 dwelling units(100 acres x
4.4 units). These dwelling units can then be converted into population by
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Vacant and
Developable
Acres

Residential Zones
SFR 10
SFR 8
SFR 6
MR 3
WMU

Build-out Capacity
Dwelling Units

Single Family Residential 10

10,000

-

-

4.4

194.5

847.2

Single Family Residential 8

7,500

-

-

5.8

18.7

108.6

Single Family Residential 6

6,000

6,000

2,500

7.3

432.9

3142.9

Mixed Residential 3

5,000

-

-

8.7

96.1

837.2

Water Front Mixed Use (Residential )

1,500

18.0

11.4

205

5141.1
Build-out
Capacity (Bldg. ft./2)

Commercial Zones
NC
CC
RC
DT
GC

Neighborhood Commercial

WMU
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Total Potential Dwelling Units

0.25

60.5

658,845

n/a

0.25

108.9

1,185,921

n/a

0.25

53.7

584,793

n/a

0.50

10.1

219,978

Gateway Commercial

n/a

0.25

0.0

-

Water Front Mixed Use
(Commercial)

n/a

0.50

10.0

217,800

Community Commercial

ev

Downtown

ie
w

Regional Commercial

D

n/a

Total Potential Dwelling Units

2,649,537
Build-out Capacity

Industrial Zones
LI

R

Light Industrial

8

Heavy Industrial
HI
Port
P
Floodplain Overlay
n/a
FPO
Varies
NCO Neighborhood Conservation Overlay
Source: Interpretation of City of Pascagoula UDO, OPD Analysis

n/a

152

Dependent on Industry

n/a

232.8

Dependent on Industry

n/a

0

multiplying by the average household size in Pascagoula. In 2014, average
household size as 2.5. 440 dwelling units multiplied by 2.5 persons per unit
represents a population of 1,100.
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The constraint used to determine Pascagoula’s build-out is current zoning.
The analysis assumes that all the growth permitted under current zoning
will occur to the maximum extent permitted. The zoning of vacant land
was identified and is shown on the map at left and carrying capacity constraints applied. Carrying capacity for this analysis is measured in permitted unit density per acre for residential zones and likely square feet of
building per acre in commercial zones. Some combination of these two
measures is used for mixed use zones. Environmental constraints such as
wetlands and flood areas were not included in the constraint characteristics. The constraints, along with the results of the analysis are illustrated in
the table to the right.

Res.

.1

Build-out analysis proceeds from the concept of carrying capacity of land.
Carrying capacity is the maximum number of units that a land area can
accommodate, or carry, given a set of constraints and assumptions about
the area. In its most basic form, build-out analysis answers the question of
what is likely to happen if the community grows to the full extent allowed
under present development regulations and plans.

Zoning District

.7

Build-out analysis is a critically important tool for planners and other decision makers wanting to understand the potential scale and likely impacts
of future growth and development. This analysis can be carried out in varying levels of detail, but whether general or specific, the underlying motivation for conducting the analysis is to understand the broad implications
of future growth and change. Build-out analysis looks ahead to the planning horizon in order to project the amount and location of growth allowed
under existing community development policies. The resulting findings of
the analysis can be used to assess the community impacts and to determine whether current plans, strategies and development codes align with
community vision and goals. Where forecasted development outcomes
are incongruent with community vision, corrective adjustments can be formulated and proposed. Results can then be judged against planning goals
and market realities to determine if resulting development patterns are
desirable and what changes should be made if they are not.

Build-out Capacity of Vacant Land by Zoning District
Lot Size by Unit Type (sf)
Calculated or Estimated
Single Fam.
Two Fam.
Town Hm/
Maximum Density (DU)

Commercial building square footage is calculated by multiplying available
acreage by either 11,000 or 21,780 square feet per acre. These figures,
11,000 or 21,780 square represents an assumed building area per acre of
25 percent in suburban areas or 50 percent in downtown or mixed uses
areas. These are common standards for suburban commercial and urban
commercial intensity respectively. Industrial intensities are left uncalculated.

0.25

0.0

6

0.0

-

Table 2 provides the results of these calculations. The table indicates Pascagoula could accommodate over 5000 dwelling units or more 12,500 persons. In addition, vacant land zoned commercial would accommodate over
2.6 million square feet of commercial space, well in excess of projected
demand.
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mobility framework
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Pascagoula is well-served and accessed by regional roadways. US Highway
90/Denny Avenue runs east-west and connects the community to Mobile
to the east and Gulfport/Biloxi/Ocean Springs to the west. The city is also
proximate to Interstate 10 which runs along the entire Gulf Coast and connects across the southern part of the country. The roadway network also
includes major state roads such as MS 613/Telephone Road, MS 611/Industrial Road that serves the Chevron Pascagoula Refinery, and the Jerry
St. Pé Highway that serves Ingalls Shipbuilding as denoted on the map of
MDOT facilities. These major facilities are supported by a network of citymaintained streets to provide access to neighborhoods, shopping, schools
and churches, parks, and businesses and services.

ra

Vehicular Network and Levels of Service

Analysis of both sets of data yields two important conclusions. First, traffic volumes on streets in Pascagoula can be accommodated by the current
street network in its current configuration, and in many cases excess capacity exists on some of the larger City-maintained corridors. Second, the
historical trend shows that traffic volumes have been stable and in many
cases declining over the past ten years; the notable exception to that trend
is along Highway 90 concurrent with the development of auto-oriented
commercial properties in that corridor. The conclusion is that Pascagoula
does not need to invest heavily in widening existing roadways to accommodate current or future vehicular traffic, and in some cases can rethink
the amount of pavement on some corridors dedicated to the movement
of cars.

D

Pascagoula’s Mobility Framework

2. Plan Pascagoula Discovery
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invest heavily in widening existing roadways to accommodate
current or future vehicular traffic, and in some cases can rethink the
amount of pavement on some corridors
dedicated to the movement of cars.
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Pascagoula doesn’t need to
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The current street network is depicted on the map on the following page,
which also illustrates Average Daily Traffic (ADT) volumes. Existing traffic
volumes show that US 90 carries the highest traffic volumes in the city,
mostly due to it being the primary access to Ingalls and Chevron as well as
a major east-west artery for regional Gulf Coast traffic. The second map
depicts a ten-year traffic trend related to historic traffic volumes on the
same streets in Pascagoula.

Opportunities to Balance and Enhance Mobility
Stakeholders involved in the process voiced a desire to create a more
walkable and bikeable community, one in which residents would not be
required to get into a car for every single trip. Many of the streets are so
geared toward moving cars that they form barriers to walking or biking.
Either facilities do not exist or the vehicular traffic speeds make walking
and biking along them feel unsafe.
Pascagoula does have several dedicated facilities to biking, a combination
of on street routes/shared lanes and off-street greenways as shown in the
bike facilities map. The most visible greenway connection is the current
segment of shared use path along Beach Boulevard in the vicinity of the
Beach Park. An extension of this path is under construction which will connect Beach Park to Point Park along Beach Boulevard. However on large
roads such as Highway 90, there are no provisions for people to reach destinations such as the Pascagoula River Park; in addition, trying to walk or
bike from Downtown or neighborhoods to Point Park or the Beach Park is
difficult at best.
A rebalancing of the streets to create on-street bicycle facilities while
preserving acceptable vehicular access can not only provide true modal
choices to the community, but can also be used as a way to implement
complete and attractive streets consistent with the City’s Complete
Streets Policy. This mobility approach reenforces walking and biking as a
travel mode, enhancing public health and reducing the negative effects
of auto dependence. The policy also enhances economic development efforts by creating a high quality sense of place, a key element in attracting
and retaining both business activity and workforce.
Existing on-street bike facility (sharrow) on Victor Street.
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HISTORIC TRAFFIC COUNTS
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Pascagoula’s Community Support
Facilities and Infrastructure

Major Community Support Facilities and Infrastructure
Personnel

Equipment or System
Description

Ben L. Briggs Police Headquarters

611 Live Oak Ave

65 full sworn officer
15 part-time officers

-

Central Fire Station

1707 Jackson Ave.

Lake Ave. Fire Station

1411 Lake Ave.

Bayou Casotte Fire Station

3608 Scovel

Public safety and law enforcement
Police Stations and equipment

Fire stations and equipment
Fire Rating - 5

Bayou Cassette Water Treatment plant and Storage

3608 Scovel Avenue

-

-

Communy Water Treatment
Plant and Storage

1103 Communy Avenue

-

-

Criswell Water Treatment Plant
and Storage

2511 Criswell Avenue

-

-

-

-

n/a

2

Chateau Lake

Monoco Drive

3

R

n/a

.1

Ladner Rd
Launch, Pier
Pascagoula
Recreation
Center

.7
5

6
7

8
9
10

Beach Park
I.G. Levy Park
(North &
South)
Pine Street
Park
Pascagoula
Soccer Complex
12th Street
Park

-

Pat Wilson
Jogging Park

4

-

1

Inner Harbor

1 Rescue Vehicle
1 1250 GPM Pumper
1 Ladder Truck

3103 Frederic Street

8

Parks and Recreation

1250 GPM Pumper

Jackson County Utility Authority
Waste Water Facility

ev

Natural Gas Systems

08

Development also requires the provision of other municipal services such
as police protection, fire protection and recreational services. In addition,
development support services beyond Pascagoula’s municipal authority must also be provided. These services include electricity, natural gas,
communication, and schools. Mississippi Power and Singing River Electric
Cooperative supplies Pascagoula’s electrical services. The City is the provider of natural gas.

ra

Lift Stations Throughout City

Sanitary Sewer Facilities

Water Systems

The purpose of this section is to document and make a brief summary assessment of Pascagoula’s major infrastructure components, assessing its
overall condition and determining the components’ ability and adequacy
to support Pascagoula’s future community development dynamics. The
major components inventoried and mapped are listed in table that follows.

54 Firefighters
6 Administrative
Personnel

ft

Public Health and Utilities

D

Pascagoula is supported by existing community facilities and infrastructure that meets the fundamental needs of the community and creates and
maintains an environment of flourishing human activity. If this infrastructure becomes deficient either in its quality or its quantity the health and
prosperity of the City will be impeded.

Buildings

ie
w

Access to cost efficient infrastructure enables community growth and development. However, the mere presence of such infrastructure is insufficient to induce quality development. The infrastructure controlled by the
City of Pascagoula was evaluated at a broad community wide scale to determine its reach and general capacity. This broad evaluation was focused
on understanding how this development support infrastructure may influence areas of future development and its long term ability to accommodate Pascagoula’s growth, development and redevelopment.

2. Plan Pascagoula Discovery

Location

Facility

Pascagoula Street
Ladber Road

9 acre park featuring a 1/2 mile lighted jogging, exercise stations and swings.
4.5 acre stacked, catch and release lake and surrounding area.
Rental Slips
Boat Launch and Fishing Pier

2935 Pascagoula Street

Meeting rooms, large gym, 3 multipurpose rooms for 30-60 people, a conference room for 10, and a small
kitchen.

600 City Park

14 acres, concession stand, playground areas, pavilions, grills, restrooms, splash pad, walking trail, beach,
fishing pie

2900 Chicot Street

60 acres, disc golf course, 2 mile jogging trail Scranton Nature Center, pavilion, bbq grills, playground, and
soccer fields, tennis courts, 2 small pavilions, skate park, racquetball, and outdoor volleyball.

Pine Street

4.5 acre park, boulder playground, pavilion, 2 tennis courts, 2 baseball/softball practice fields, and 1/4 mile
jogging trail

Tillman Street
2210 12th Street

9 soccer fields, a concession area, and playground
4 fields, a concession stand, pavilion, restrooms, and a playground

44

Major Community Support Facilities and Infrastructure
Facility

Buildings

BB Jennings
Park
Louis Street
Softball Complex
Andrew Johnson Recreation Center

13

2 softball fields, a concession stand, and restrooms

1402 Tucker Avenue

Playground, 2 basketball courts, and public swimming pool

MCC Park

Orchard Avenue

15

Pointe Park

600 Beach Boulevard

16

River Park

Clark Street

19
20

8.6 acre park, 650 ft. fishing pier, boat ramp, bbq grills, picnic tables, stage

1912 Dr. Reuben P. Morris
3928 Nathan Hale
Cypress Avenue

8

22

.1

23

6 fields, batting cage, 2 concession stands, pavilion, playground, restrooms

D

1813 Tucker Avenue

Center provides classes, activities, outings for seniors. Ballroom, kitchen, 2 classrooms
Exhibits of sea life, birds, mammals, rocks, minerals, fossils and insects
Boat launch, Pascagoula River Environmental Trail, start of the Pascagoula River Blueway

505 Railroad

Houses Singing River Art Association and Pascagoula Main Street

Hickory Street

Boat Launch

R

21

2 fishing piers, 4 boat launches

ie
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18

1 baseball field, 1 softball field, pavilion, restrooms, concession stand

ev

Dixie Youth
Baseball
Complex
Pascagoula
Senior Citizens Center
Scranton Nature Center
Lighthouse
Park
Jolly McCarty
Train Depot
Krebs Lake
Boat Launch
Riverfront
Boardwalk

17

Playground, 2 basketball courts, a pavilion, and walking trail

2200 Louise Street

14

Equipment or System
Description

ft

12

Telephone Road

Personnel

ra

11

Location

Dock Street

Riverfront walkway

Administration

-

603 Watts Ave

-

-

-

4015 14th Street

-

-

Maintenance Facilities

-

4011 14th St

-

-

Meeting and Kitchen Facilities

1912 Live Oak Ave

-

-

08

.7

City Hall
Planning and Building
Department

Other Community Facilities
Senior Center

2. Plan Pascagoula Discovery
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Pascagoula’s Community Character
Complementing the analysis in the preceding sections is a community assessment of a different nature. Obviously, Pascagoula is far more than its
descriptive statistics and numbers, as important as these fact are. in drawing conclusions. Pascagoula is a unique place represented by its unique
collection of visual, cultural, social and environmental qualities that provide deep meaning to the people and community of Pascagoula’s and its
geographic location.

D
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These qualities combine to form what is often referred to as “community
character”. Community character is the quality that makes one location
(e.g., Pascagoula) different from another location (e.g., Ocean Springs).
Community character consists of the unique physical qualities that engender affection and care for the community.

• Key Iconic Features

ie
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Community character in Pascagoula was assessed by considering the following four categories in relation to the built environment:

CHARACTER –

• Strong and Positive Character

ev

“A distinctive trait, quality, or attribute”

• Undefined Character

R

• Character Defining Districts

.1
.7

08

A community’s architectural vocabulary is a reflection of a community
of people, their regional identity, and the point in time in which they live.
Much of the character of Pascagoula is birthed out of its legacy in shipbuilding and a culture of a proud labor force. The town’s long-standing
Ingalls Shipyard and the more recent Chevron Pascagoula Refinery are significant iconic features of the town’s built environment. Both have large
footprints and bookend the east and west ends of the town. Pascagoula
also has a strong connection to the natural environment as well. This coastal town is nearly surrounded on all sides by marshland, bayous, rivers, and
the Gulf of Mexico.

8

Key Iconic Features

Although Pascagoula’s strength derives from these attributes, it is not reflected in the built environment and therefore seems undefined in nature.
Many of the buildings display no character and do not currently represent
the qualities of a particular place, people or culture. Although the people

47

• Rhythm and arrangement. These qualities address repetitive elements that should be aligned and spaced.
• Proportion & Scale. This reflects design that can make a building look squatty, spindly, or stately. This is determined by the ratio of
width and height of a building, as well as the elements on its façade.
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• Color, texture, and materials. These elements composes the
surface of the building.

ie
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• Order, symmetry or asymmetrical composition. These qualities reflect How will the building be organized visually?

The examples shown here are examples of local buildings and spaces
exhibiting strong character. Architecturally, each exemplifies set traits
and features that bring delight to those who use them or even to those
just passing by. They are memorable and inviting. People are attracted
to beautiful places. The value of a place grows exponentially when the
design is more than functional. The value of strong character may be
tough to measure, but it unquestionably can help the bottom line.

ev

Many qualities contribute to a building’s character. Strong and positive
character can be achieved through thoughtful planning and execution of
several design principles. These principles include:

• Beauty
The built environment should bring delight. This is where buildings
become architecture. Without beauty, a building may be durable and
functional, but it is simply utilitarian. This is also the more subjective
and sometimes more challenging principle to meet.

R

The character of a City is visible through its constituent parts. Streets
and sidewalks, greenspaces and buildings shape the physical environment.
Like people in a community, the collection of individual homes and businesses that form the City. Buildings should express an identifiable character that is meaningful, inspiring, and memorable to the citizens and visitors. After all, this is where residents make their homes and should reflect
the communities distinctiveness and best qualities.

• Utility
It should be useful and function well for all occupants. Often, the primary reason for a building’s conception is to meet a certain function.

8

Strong and Positive Character

• Durability
It should stand sturdily and remain in good condition. Building codes
help with the minimum requirements for this principle, while good
design and craftsmanship produce higher quality.

.1

Our goal is to assist the people of Pascagoula in bridging the gap in their
built environment. We will identify those places and architecture that represent the identity of this community and build open those characteristics.

Three distinct principles, that were identified nearly two thousand years
ago, remain sound benchmarks of “good” architecture:

.7

and culture of Pascagoula are strong character, many of the buildings in
the town are not.

• Historic precedence or innovative expression. This address
the question of what and whose set of guidelines will lead the design.

• Context. This addresses surroundings and whether a site and building fits the surroundings, locale, and vision of the neighborhood.
• Local vernacular. The buildings and spaces exhibits traits convey
a sense of belonging in coastal Mississippi.
• Good craftsmanship. This speaks to the quality of construction.

2. Plan Pascagoula Discovery
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Undefined Character
In contrast to strong and positive character, the City also exhibits ares of
what could be termed as undefined character. By undefined character,
a certain indistinct featurelessness or generic quality is exhibited by
a building or collection of buildings. A few examples of places having
undefined character are shown here. The design of these buildings do not
meet the criteria of the aforementioned design principles.
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These buildings meet functional requirements but appear devoid of local
vernacular and architectural beauty; therefore, they do not attract activity
and people. In addition to the lack of architectural expression, sites have
become bleak by over-paving. Little to no greenspace or landscaping
yields a landscape that is harsh, austere and unwelcoming and that in
summertime, retains and reflects excess heat through the “urban heat
island effect,” which can be mitigated through landscaping and design
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With thoughtful rebuilding or renovation, properties with undefined
character can undergo transformations that makes these places attractive,
inviting, more valued, and far more successful. Later sections of the plan
will express redevelopment possibilities more thoroughly but the example
at right provides a preliminary visual concept of how areas of undefined
character may be redeveloped into major community assets that reinforce
the character of Pascagoula.

Character Defining Districts
In addition to individual buildings and sites, there are certain areas or districts in the City of Pascagoula that contribute strongly to the identity of
the City. These key areas of Pascagoula that contribute to the character
of the City in this way have been recognized and designated as such. They
are inventoried and illustrated here and influence later plan recommendations. These districts comprise Pascagoula’s Historic Districts and its Main
Street District.
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Historic Districts
Currently there are four districts listed on the National Register of Historic Places and one proposed National Register District. The four currently
recognized are:

D

• Krebsville
• Orange Street

ie
w

• Front Street
• International Shipbuilding Employee Housing District

Parking Garage on Front Street

Main Street Distinct
Pacagoula’s Main Street District encompasses the heart of the City consider its downtown and its surrounding areas and neighborhoods. While
intended for preservation activity, it is not a historic district as recognized
by the National Register of Historic Places. Pascagoula Main Street is a
volunteer-based publicly and privately supported organization whose goal
is to promote, enhance and preserve the Main Street district.

Residential Area in Krebsville
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The proposed National Register Historic District is the Buena Vista District. These Districts are illustrated on the map on the opposite page.

Delmas Avenue in the Main Street District
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III. Direction - Engaging Pascagoula
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Community Engagement and Collaboration
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• Jackson County Economic Development Foundation
• Jackson County Chamber of Commerce
• Market Street Focus Group

• Neighborhood Groups
• Eco-Tourism/Pascagoula River/Birders

• Input from the Pascagoula High School Student Council
• Mayor’s Youth Council

Roundtable with the Pascagoula High School Student Council

.1
.7
08

The first in-depth series of meetings occurred on June 20 - 22, 2016. These
meetings sought the input of the focus groups listed above. Each focus
group met with the planning team in a format of facilitated discussion.
These meetings and discussions identified Pascagoula’s assets and concerns to provide an initial basis upon which to draft Pascagoula’s planning
principles.

ft
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• Singing River Hospital

Through these meetings and input mechanisms, the current development
circumstances of Pascagoula were discussed, desired future directions
identified and specific planning principles for stewarding the future of the
community created. Summary results of these meetings are included in
the Appendix. The methods of input were supplemented and supported
by ongoing consultation with Pascagoula’s Planning Department.

Beginning Meetings and Focus Groups

• Pascagoula-Gautier School District

8

3. Conventional and Social Media Outreach - Communication
regarding the planning process was conducted through the social media outlets of Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. In addition, notices
regarding media were posted on Pascagoula’s web site. Conventional
media covered the planning process through local print and broadcast outlets.

• Main Street

D

2. Advisory Committee - The Advisory Committee function was carried out by City staff and provided guidance, input and broad oversight to the project. The Advisory Committee was composed of key
planning, engineering, community development and communications
staff.

• Pascagoula Redevelopment Authority (PRA)

5. Planning Week with numerous individual and group meetings and
two key community meetings:

ie
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1. Planning Board Direction - The Pascagoula Planning Board and
Staff provided initial direction and overall supervision of the planning
process based on the plans scope of activity.

• Emerge Pascagoula

ev

Community engagement for Plan Pascagoula! was accomplished
through multiple opportunities for both focused input and general input
into the overall planning process. The goal of this input was to identify desired key directions for community development and to identify key community concerns that should be addressed. The mechanisms for this input
included the following:

4. Focus Groups - The formation of eight focus groups to provide targeted input to the plan. Subject areas for focus groups included:

R

Community Engagement and Collaboration

Planning Week Participants Discussion Vision
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Planning Week (November 6 - 11, 2016)
During this planning week, the entire planning team was present in Pascagoula to develop the initial concept plan of Plan Pascagoula! An opening meeting was held at which participants were provided background information and given instructions for designing the future development of
Pascagoula. This facilitated exercise was based on the results of information developed in the discovery phase of the project and the first round
of community and focus group meetings. The planning team members
synthesized the results of these exercises to develop the major planning
concepts and the initial concept plan.
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Planning week Workshop Participants
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These concepts were presented to the Planning Board and City staff,
which discussed and ratified the emerging planning direction. After working through the remaining portion of the planning week, the team concluded the planning week with a Town Hall Meeting at which the results of the
community’s work were displayed and discussed. This presentation served
as the concept plan for further refinement into a final plan for Pascagoula.

3. Plan Pascagoula Direction

Vision discussion during planning week
Participants mapping Pascagoula’s future
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From the preceding focus groups, exercises and engagement activities,
participants were asked to identify the strengths of Pascagoula as a community and areas on which it should focus in the future. The results of this
identification is listed in the groups notes contained in the appendix. The
lists were then prioritized and ranked by participants in Planning Week as
well as the Planning Board. The results are reported in the tables below.

9

Waterfronts
Natural Environment
Shipbuilding Heritage
Redevelopment Opportunities
Schools
Preservation Areas
Downtown
Green Infrastructure
Medical Facilities
Pascagoula Street

20
15
19
4
10
3
1
1
2
1

22
19
13
15
5
8
7
6
5
5

42
34
32
19
15
11
8
7
7
6
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Public
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Strength

Pascagoula’s primary development strengths

R

Overall
Ranking

ft

Pascagoula’s Primary Development Strengths

6

7
8

PC

Total

Dilapidated Conditions
Perception
Housing
Flood Insurance
After hours Activity
Population Decline
Riverfront development
Outdoor Recreation

24
8
19
13
7
3
8
9

12
22
9
8
11
14
9
8

36
30
28
21
18
17
17
17

Walkability

5

6

11

Mobility Corridors

5

6

11

Retail

4

0

4

.1

Public

.7

1
2
3
4
5

Focus Area
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Overall
Ranking
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Pascagoula’s Primary Planning Focus Areas
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that balances all forms of mobility including pedestrians, cyclists, and land and water vehicles.

3. Pascagoula will pro-actively lead in imple-
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8. Pascagoula will recognize the timeless

building patterns represented in its historic areas and neighborhoods and preserve
these environments.

9. Pascagoula will strongly promote the best

practices in community development and redevelopment.

08

menting advanced planning practices in the
region.

velopment of vacant land and under-utilized buildings, maximizing private and public investments in the built environment.
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2. Pascagoula will build a mobility network

7. Pascagoula will actively target the rede-

ev

hance its natural resources as an investment in Pascagoula’s health, safety, beauty,
prosperity, and quality of life.

reational opportunities, parks and open
spaces.

R

1. Pascagoula will protect, restore and en-

6. Pascagoula will develop high quality rec-

8

To build the Pascagoula envisioned in Plan Pascagoula!, the community will pursue its future in accordance with the following principles to
enhance quality of life, community character and economic prosperity:

erative efforts for development priorities
identified in Plan Pascagoula!, coordinating with private and public partners at the
local, state and national levels.

.1

Pascagoula’s planning principles were developed from the input received
into the planning process described in the previous section. Pascagoula’s
planning principles were reviewed and ratified by planning week participants. These principles provide the basis for developing the next phase of
the plan. The principles are expressed in series of nine statements which
comprehensively address the future development of the City.

5. Pascagoula will facilitate and lead coop-

.7

Planning Principles

4. Pascagoula will fully embrace its position

as a manufacturing leader knowing that
past, present and future are dependent on
access to water and strong, efficient transportation networks.

3. Plan Pascagoula Direction

“Pascagoula will leverage it rich
heritage of shipbuilding and industry, natural environment and coastal
living to shape a future def ined by
economic prosperity, vibrant neighborhoods and active healthy living
where residents, new and old, can
enjoy a quality of life second to none.”
The People of Pascagoula
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“But when I think of home, I think
about Pascagoula.....I will always
think of it as home.”
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Jimmy Buffet from A Pirate looks at Fifty
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IV. Designing Pascagoula’s Future
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Plan as a Guide

8

Planning Approach

Strategic Development Areas
Mobility

59
60
92
115
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Planning Approach
The approach selected to prepare the Pascagoula comprehensive plan
was developed under multiple considerations. Those considerations include the a review of the 2010 Comprehensive Plan, the extensive public
input that occurred throughout the planning process and the development of planning principles through that input.

A Place Type is an urban design tool used to guide and evaluate development in terms of form, scale and function in the built environment. This
includes descriptions, standards, and graphic examples of each place type
along with its mobility characteristics. In Pascagoula, place types have
been created for the categories of:

Another consideration incorporated in the planning approach was the
experience, insights and planning philosophy of the professionals who
guided the development of the plan including both the project consultant
team and the City’s planning staff. This group of planners values planning
based on “place types” (as explained below), rather than focusing solely
on conventional land uses and land planning techniques.

1. Natural Areas, Parks and Open Space (beaches, etc.)
2. Suburban Areas
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Place Type Focus
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The framework for planning the future of Pascagoula departs from the
conventional land use focused approach used in the City’s current plan.
Instead, the plan recognizes distinctive types of places and is very deliberate in their treatment to be sure that future development reinforces
the desired character of each well-defined place. These place types exist
along a continuum of development patterns. As illustrated on the page at
right, there are seven distinct continuum types ranging from the “Natural”
to the “Urban Core”, in addition to the “Special Districts” area. This framework has been used to develop the place types specific to Pascagoula and
ultimately the overall plan for the City.

Single-family Neighborhood
Mixed Residential Neighborhood
Neighborhood Mixed Use
Suburban Corridors

3. Urban Areas
a. Urban Corridors
b. Urban Core

4.
5.

Special Districts (industrial Areas, Institutions, etc.)
Waterfronts
a.
b.
c.
d.

Working Waterfront
Urban Waterfront
Residential Waterfront
Naturalized Waterfront

Each of these place types is described individually in the following sections in terms of their characteristics and intended application within the
City. This plan is comprehensive and all areas of the City are designated
as a specific place type according to their existing character or their projected future character.

Composite Development Plan
The Composite Development Plan synthesizes the major planning concepts for Pascagoula into one overall map. This representation of the plan,
based on the planning approach, presents the ideal development characteristics for Pascagoula, as currently envisioned by the people of Pascagoula, as a series of place types.

4. Plan Pascagoula Design
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Strategic Development Areas
In addition to these place type development patterns, other more specific
consideration of several of Pascagoula’s strategic development areas follows the place type discussion. These strategic development areas require
more focused and specialized policy provisions to achieve the vision of the
plan. These strategic areas are:
1. North waterfront
2. Downtown
3. East Bank (Old Ingalls)

ft

4. South Pascagoula Infill

ra

5. Chicot/Old Mobile

Focus Areas

Plan as a Guide

08

.7

.1

8

R

Plan Pascagoula! is to serve as a guide to future development decisions in the City. Each place type sets out a range of place characteristics
that can be achieved through Pascagoula’s development policy, particularly its Unified Development Ordinance. Policy outcomes should in all cases
align with the Pascagoula’s Guiding Principles. Some of these characteristics, in particular suburban development, are entrenched in Pascagoula’s
current development patterns. Others, especially quality design related
concepts in the urban types, will require policy adjustment to implement.

ie
w

These strategic development areas are illustrated on the Future Development Map and their relationship to planning continuum to achieve placemaking outcomes is illustrated in the following graphic.

ev

7. Highway 90 Retrofit

Planning Continuum

D

6. Medical District

The plan is not a code, but rather a highly articulated guide to the formulation of appropriate policies, codes and development decisions required to
achieve Pascagoula’s planning vision.

Place
Making
Outcomes
Place Making
Outcomes

Strategic Development Areas
Place Making Outcomes Result From The Planning Continuum’s Relationship With
Strategic Development Areas.
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Potential Development Uses and Policies

Natural Areas, Parks, Open Space

Secondary Land Use

•

Estate residential

Density Range

•

1 to 2 acres per dwelling unit.

Appropriate Development Policies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flood Zone Review
Development Easements
Resource Setbacks
Open Space Preservation Conservation Design
Agriculture
Tree Canopy Preservation
Site Plan Review

Parking Areas
Access
Landscaping

No requirement

•

2 stories maximum

•
•
•

Trees
Stormwater Management
Permeable Surfaces

•

Limited curb cuts

•

Natural/Agricultural

D

•

ie
w

Building facades have deep setbacks
Remote placement from resource areas unless
associated with active recreational activities

The streets within and around natural areas often conform to natural features of the site. Parks and open spaces are appropriate in all place types.
Consequently, streets within and around parks and open spaces should be
compatible with the street design appropriate to surrounding place type.

ev

Building Frontage
Building Height

•
•

R

Building Placement

In contrast, parks and open space areas that have been set aside to serve
specific active or passive recreational needs. The areas range from regional parks for activities such as hiking and camping to community pailfuls to
formal open spaces such as playgrounds, greens, and squares. Development in parks and open spaces supports the area’s specific function along
with other civic buildings.

8

Private and Public Ame- • Open Space dedication
• Trail and Park Networks
nity
General Design Character

Natural areas are places that have experienced minimal human caused
disturbance or alteration of their form or function for an extended period
of time. In their natural state these areas are typically characterized by
sensitive topography, hydrology, vegetation, wildlife or other natural environmental conditions. These areas perform vital ecological functions
including, wildlife habitat, cleansing of water and air, and flood mitigation.
Building is minimal in natural areas. Natural areas are often stream corridors, wetland and floodplains and ideally exist in unfragmented segments
but both active and passive recreation may be supported.

ft

Parks, Beaches, Etc.
Active and Passive Recreation
Wetlands

ra

Primary Land Uses

•
•
•

Non-Vehicular Mobility

•

Greenways, Bikeways, Sidewalks

Transit

•

Minimal feasibility

Precedent Imagery

.7

Parkway
Boulevard
Avenue
Main Street
Local
Waterfront

08

Street Type /
Classification

•
•
•
•
•
•

.1

Mobility
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parkway

parkway

boulevard

arterial

Mobility Characteristics for Natural Areas, Parks, Open Space
avenue

R
Single Family Neighborhood
Mixed Residential Neighborhood
Neighborhood Mixed Use

Boulevard Avenue

Main
Local
Street

Waterfront

.7

Natural Areas, Parks, Open Space

Parkway

08

Place Type

.1

8

local / multi-family

waterfront

local / single-family

Suburban Corridor
Urban Corridor

arterial /
collector
arterial /
collector

ev

main street

collector /
local

local / single-family

collector /
local

local / multi-family

ie
w

main street

avenue

D

ra

ft

arterial

boulevard

Special District
Waterfront: Urban
Waterfront: Working
Waterfront: Naturalized
Waterfront: Residential

waterfront

collector /
local

Urban Core

applicable street type street
class
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•

D

General Design Character
Building facades set back from the street
Accessory buildings in the rear yard
Recessed garages
Residential buildings typically have porches
At least one entrance faces the primary street

Building Height

•

3 stories maximum

Parking

•

Garages are located behind the front facade or
placed to the rear of the lot

Access
Landscaping and
Transitional Buffering

•

Individual driveways

•

Street trees, natural or constructed separation from
nearby commercial areas

ev

ie
w

Building Frontage

•
•
•
•
•

Building
Placement

Precedent Imagery

Mobility
•

Parkway, Avenue, Local, Waterfront

•

Pedestrian facilities on both sides of the street, bike
lanes

Transit

•

Marginally feasible but selected areas may have access

08

Street Types
Non Vehicular
Mobility

4. Plan Pascagoula Design

ft

10 percent open space. Recreation areas must be
provided if not with 1/2 mile of a city park.
Bike trail connectivity to parks and centers

R

•

Classic suburban neighborhoods, in contrast to more auto dominated developments of suburban sprawl, use nature, parks and open space as a key
organizing element. A range of lot sizes are encouraged to create opportunities for diverse housing choices. The suburban character of these residential areas is best maintained by preserving or adding to existing vegetation and a balance between buildings and open space. Curvilinear streets
are appropriate in suburban single-family neighborhoods.

8

•
•

.1

Private and Public
Amenity

•

Tree canopy preservation
Stormwater managed at neighborhood/project scale
or in combination with on-site green infrastructure
Selected areas may be suitable for transit oriented
development
Underground Utilities
Site plan review

Suburban single-family neighborhoods typically transition from the least
dense natural and rural environment to the more dense urban environment while strategically incorporating natural features into site design and
providing more formal open spaces. Existing landscapes may be preserved
to define curvilinear streets, common areas and parks spaces associated
with civic and institutional uses. Ideally, landscapes, rather than buildings,
are used to frame these neighborhoods.

.7

Appropriate
Development
Policy

•
•

Suburban Single-Family Neighborhoods

ra

Potential Development Uses and Policies
Primary Land
• Single-family detached residential
• Single family attached townhouses and condominiums
Use(s)
Secondary Land
• Institutional
• Assembly
Use
Density/Intensity • 2 to 5 dwelling units/acre
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parkway

parkway
arterial

Mobility Characteristics for Suburban Single-Family Neighborhoods
avenue

boulevard

R
Boulevard Avenue

Natural Areas, Parks, Open Space
Single Family Neighborhood
Mixed Residential Neighborhood
Neighborhood Mixed Use

Main
Local
Street

Waterfront

.7

Parkway

08

Place Type

.1

8

local / multi-family

waterfront

local / single-family

Suburban Corridor
Urban Corridor

arterial /
collector
arterial /
collector

ev

main street

collector /
local

local / single-family

collector /
local

local / multi-family

ie
w

main street

avenue

D

ra

ft

arterial

boulevard

Special District
Waterfront: Urban
Waterfront: Working
Waterfront: Naturalized
Waterfront: Residential

4. Plan Pascagoula Design

waterfront

collector /
local

Urban Core

applicable street type street
class
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Limited Commercial Uses
Institutional
Assembly

Density/Intensity

•

10 dwelling units/acre

•
•

Canopy preservation
Stormwater managed at neighborhood/project scale
or in combination with on-site green infrastructure
Selected areas may be suitable for transit oriented
development
Underground Utilities
Site plan review

Appropriate
Development
Policy

Private and Public
Amenity

•
•
•
•
•

10 percent open space. Recreation areas must be
provided if not with 1/2 mile of a city park.
Bike trail connectivity to parks and centers

Mixed residential neighborhoods are distinguished by similar design characteristics as single-family neighborhoods. Locationally however, these
neighborhoods tend to be positioned in the interior of the community in
long established areas, rather than at its fringes. These neighborhoods offer far greater housing diversity and unit density is substantially increased.
Mixed residential areas are often experiencing transition or redevelopment. Secondary uses of institutions and assembly occur frequently in
mixed residential neighborhoods. Some limited commercial activity may
be present. The need for open spaces and parks in mixed residential areas
in order to serve higher unit densities is pronounced. Open spaces and
parks are provided in these neighborhoods.

ra

•
•
•

D

Secondary Land
Use

Mixed-Residential Neighborhoods

ft

Potential Development Uses and Policies
Primary Land
• Single-family detached dwellings
• Single-family attached townhouses and condominiums
Use(s)

•

Access

•
•

Garages are located behind the front facade or
placed to the rear of the lot
Limited curb cuts
Individual driveways

Landscaping and
Transitional
Buffering

•

Street trees, natural or constructed separation from
nearby commercial areas

Mobility
Street Type(s)
Non Vehicular
Mobility

•

Parkway, Local

•

Pedestrian facilities on both sides of the street, bike
lanes

Transit

•

Marginally feasible but selected areas may have access

ev

Parking

R

3 stories maximum

Precedent Imagery

8

•

.1

Building Height

.7

Build to lines close to street
Accessory buildings in the rear yard
Recessed garages
Residential buildings typically have porches
At least one entrance faces the primary street

08

Building Frontage

•
•
•
•
•

Building
Placement

ie
w

General Design Character
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Mobility Characteristics for Mixed Residential Neighborhoods
avenue

R
Single Family Neighborhood
Mixed Residential Neighborhood
Neighborhood Mixed Use

Boulevard Avenue

Main
Local
Street

Waterfront

.7

Natural Areas, Parks, Open Space

Parkway

08

Place Type

.1

8

local / multi-family

waterfront

local / single-family

Suburban Corridor
Urban Corridor

arterial /
collector
arterial /
collector

ev

main street

collector /
local

local / single-family

collector /
local

local / multi-family

ie
w

main street

avenue

D

ra

ft

arterial

boulevard

Special District
Waterfront: Urban
Waterfront: Working
Waterfront: Naturalized
Waterfront: Residential

waterfront

collector /
local

Urban Core

applicable street type street
class
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Neighborhood Mixed Use
Potential Development Uses and Policies

Neighborhood mixed use areas are neighborhoods comprised of a blend
of dwellings, shops, community institutions, and offices. Single family
dwelling predominate, though attached dwellings are present. Muliplefamily dwellings are smaller in scale with fewer units in building and buildings dispersed through the ares.

•

6 to 10 dwelling units/acre

•
•

Canopy preservation
Stormwater managed at neighborhood/project scale
or in combination with on-site green infrastructure
May be suitable for transit oriented development
Underground Utilities
Site plan review

•
•

10 percent open space. Recreation areas must be
provided if not with 1/2 mile of a city park.
Bike trail connectivity to parks and centers

•

3 stories maximum

•

Garages are located behind the front facade or
placed to the rear of the lot
Commercial parking to side and rear
Limited curb cuts
Shared driveways

Access
Landscaping and
Transitional
Buffering

•
•
•
•

Precedent Imagery

Street trees, natural or constructed separation from
nearby commercial areas

Mobility

08

Parking

R

Building Height

8

Building placement is variegated
Commercial buildings reinforce streetscape
Accessory buildings in the rear yard
Recessed garages
Residential buildings typically have porches
At least one entrance faces the primary street

.1

Building Frontage

•
•
•
•
•
•

ev

General Design Character
Building Placement

Street Type(s)
Non Vehicular
Mobility

•

Avenue, Main Street, Local

•

Pedestrian facilities on both sides of the street, bike
lanes

Transit

•

Marginally feasible but selected areas may have access

4. Plan Pascagoula Design

While mixed use neighborhoods may be built as new developments, in Pascagoula they are in older developed areas that have experienced cycles of
development and redevelopment to varying degrees. They are served by
avenues, main streets and local streets which typically combine to form a
rectilinear neighborhood structure.

ie
w

Private and Public
Amenity

•
•
•

.7

Appropriate Development Policy

Neighborhood mixed use areas are centered around key community crossroads and connect to the broader community by major thoroughfares.
Ideally, neighborhood mixed use areas are also connected by pedestrian
and cycling facilities and served by community open spaces and parks. As
the name implies, these neighborhoods are broadly mixed in their activities including living, employment, entertainment and civic opportunities.
Streetscape elements are used to promote walkability.

ft

Density/Intensity

Primary Land
Use(s)

ra

Single family detached
Townhouses and condominiums
Small scale multiple-family
Commercial
Institutional
Assembly

D

Secondary Land
Use

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Mobility Characteristics for Neighborhood Mixed Use
avenue

R
Boulevard Avenue

Natural Areas, Parks, Open Space
Single Family Neighborhood
Mixed Residential Neighborhood
Neighborhood Mixed Use

Main
Local
Street

Waterfront

.7

Parkway

08

Place Type

.1

8

local / multi-family

waterfront

local / single-family

Suburban Corridor
Urban Corridor

arterial /
collector
arterial /
collector

ev

main street

collector /
local

local / single-family

collector /
local

local / multi-family
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main street

avenue
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boulevard

Special District
Waterfront: Urban
Waterfront: Working
Waterfront: Naturalized
Waterfront: Residential
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waterfront

collector /
local

Urban Core

applicable street type street
class
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Potential Development Uses and Policies

•
•

Building Height

•

4 stories maximum

•

Parking between buildings and primary streets is
limited to one double-loaded aisle
Additional parking is located behind or beside
street-facing buildings
Parking areas have a perimeter landscape buffer
where adjacent to street(s)
Garages are located behind the front facade or
placed to the rear of the lot
Parking lot landscaping and surface can be integrated with stormwater treatment
Limited curb-cuts
Shared access
Cross access between developments is common

•

Parking

•
•
•

Access
Landscaping /
Transitional
Buffering

•
•
•
•

Significant constructed buffering along the perimeter of the site

Mobility
Street Type
Non Vehicular Mobility
Transit

ra

Mixed-use/commercial buildings have shop fronts
at street level
Residential buildings typically have stoops,
porches, and/or balconies
Street-facing facades have at least one entrance
that faces the street

D

•

ie
w

Building facades set back from the street

Low rise buildings line corridors with opportunities for more dense infill
development on vacant and under utilized properties. Frontage roads may
be used in high traffic areas. Direct vehicular access from the corridor into
a site is typical. Bike lanes typically exist, although street parking may or
may not be present depending on the location. The streetscape contains
street trees and landscaping, lighting and other amenities that enhance
commercial activities.

ev

Building Frontage

•

Precedent Imagery

08

Building Placement

Suburban corridors are formed around major thoroughfares that link various parts of the community and provide access to neighborhood and core
urban areas. Automobiles serve as the underlying organizing design element. Moving traffic through the corridor is a primary concern along with
other functions of providing for consumer activity. They are typically lined
with commercial, office and residential uses and characterized by a widely
spread development pattern. Suburban Corridors contain larger scale
commercial developments such as regional shopping centers, supermarkets, movie theaters and department stores.

ft

Private and Public
• Public use spaces
Amenity
General Design Character

Typically, suburban corridors serve as connectors, linking single family, mixed residential, and neighborhood mixed use areas to the broader
community. Suburban corridors are intended to allow traffic to move efficiently while also accommodating pedestrians and cyclists. These corridors are framed by buildings and streetscapes, and should be served by
open spaces and major assembly or intuitional settings.

R

•
•
•

Suburban Corridors

8

Appropriate
Development Policy

Commercial
Office
Single-family attached residential
Institutional
Assembly
Slope and canopy preservation
Urban stormwater management methods; include
permeable surfacing, parking lot bioretention
where possible
Site plan review
15 percent open space
Transit oriented development may be appropriate

.1

Secondary Land Use

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

.7

Primary Land Use(s)

•

Parkway, Boulevard, Avenue, Local

•

Pedestrian facilities, bike lanes, bike racks

•

Required according to transit policy
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parkway

parkway

boulevard

arterial

Mobility Characteristics for Suburban Corridors
avenue

R
Single Family Neighborhood
Mixed Residential Neighborhood
Neighborhood Mixed Use

Boulevard Avenue

Main
Local
Street

Waterfront

.7

Natural Areas, Parks, Open Space

Parkway

08

Place Type

.1

8

local / multi-family

waterfront

local / single-family

Suburban Corridor
Urban Corridor

arterial /
collector
arterial /
collector

ev

main street

collector /
local

local / single-family

collector /
local

local / multi-family

ie
w

main street

avenue

D

ra

ft

arterial

boulevard

Special District
Waterfront: Urban
Waterfront: Working
Waterfront: Naturalized
Waterfront: Residential

waterfront

collector /
local

Urban Core

applicable street type street
class

77

Urban Corridors

Potential Development Uses and Policies
• Commercial
Primary Land
• Office
Use(s)
Secondary Land • Upper floor residential
• Institutional
Use

•

•

ft

Multi-family residential buildings typically have stoops
and/or balconies
Mixed-use/commercial buildings have shopfronts at street
level
Street-facing facades have at least one entrance that
faces the street

•

Building Height

•

3 to 4 stories

•

Parking located behind or beside the street-facing building facade on primary streets
Parking areas have a perimeter landscape buffer where
adjacent to street(s)
Permeable surfacing, bioretention in parking lots where
possible

•

•
•

Access
Landscaping and
Transitional
Buffering

•
•

Alleys
Shared access

•

Significant constructed buffering along the perimeter of
the site unless adjoining other urban designated area

Mobility
Street Type(s)
Non Vehicular
Mobility
Transit

•

Boulevard, Avenue

•

Pedestrian facilities, bike lanes, bike racks

•

Often serve as transit routes

4. Plan Pascagoula Design

Precedent Imagery

08

Parking

These areas typically contain multi-story structures and a compact development pattern. Buildings are located along the sidewalk to create a street
wall and enhance the pedestrian environment. Urban corridors may range
from two to six travel lanes, have bike lanes and on-street parking. Public
transit is common, ideally with frequent bus service. Wide sidewalks with
ample pedestrian and transit amenities are also common. Streetscape furnishings and public art are common, sometimes with a direct theme linked
to a nearby center or neighborhood.

.7

Building
Frontage

ra

Building facades of residential buildings have shallow
setbacks
Building facades of mixed-use/commercial buildings are
built close to the sidewalk

D

•

Building
Placement

ie
w

General Design Character

ev

Private and Public Amenity

R

•
•
•
•

8

Appropriate
Development
Policy

Canopy mitigation
Urban stormwater management; permeable surfacing,
cisterns, planter boxes where appropriate
Site plan review
Mixed use buildings
Preservation
Open space provided as pocket parks

.1

•
•

Urban corridors consist of complete streets, accommodating a variety
of travel modes and uses, that serve as major transportation routes for
people and goods linking traditional neighborhoods to each other and providing relatively fast and easy access to the urban core of a town. Ideally
well-served by transit, corridors can include a mix of commercial, light industrial and multi-dwelling housing. Urban Corridors serve as important
links between neighborhoods and the urban core, and also provide opportunities for the development of larger scale retail uses, such as grocery
stores and retailers. Urban corridors should be designed to provide convenient car access while at the same time allowing for safe and appealing
use by pedestrians, cyclists and other modes of transportation. Streets
are designed to provide access and to lower vehicle speeds, which allows
for safe pedestrian an multi-modal paths along corridors.
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parkway

boulevard

arterial

parkway

Mobility Characteristics for Urban Corridors
avenue

R
Boulevard Avenue

Natural Areas, Parks, Open Space
Single Family Neighborhood
Mixed Residential Neighborhood
Neighborhood Mixed Use

Main
Local
Street

Waterfront

.7

Parkway

08

Place Type

.1

8

local / multi-family

waterfront

local / single-family

Suburban Corridor
Urban Corridor

arterial /
collector
arterial /
collector

ev

main street

collector /
local

local / single-family

collector /
local

local / multi-family

ie
w

main street

avenue

D

ra

ft

arterial

boulevard

Special District
Waterfront: Urban
Waterfront: Working
Waterfront: Naturalized
Waterfront: Residential
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waterfront

collector /
local

Urban Core

applicable street type street
class
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Potential Development Uses and Policies

Urban Core

Mixed-use
Commercial/office
Single-family attached residential

Appropriate
Development
Policy
Private and
Public Amenity

•
•
•
•
•
•

Canopy mitigation
“Green street” and urban stormwater management which
may include permeable surfacing, planter boxes
Site plan review
Mixed use buildings
Preservation and conservation
Public space is primary amenity along with street furniture
to facilitate pedestrian environment

Building
Placement

•
•

•

Building Front•
age
•

D

General Design Character

The Urban Core is the traditional heart of Pascagoula and embodies the
community symbolically, culturally, and historically. The core is pedestrian
oriented and within easy walking distance of surrounding neighborhoods.
It provides locations for people to shop, eat, socialize and take care of
daily activities. Infill development opportunities may exist that would help
add to the traditional fabric of the City. Residential and office uses should
be integrated to diversify the mix of development. Streetscape furnishings and pedestrian amenities are abundant and intended to reflect the
Pascagoula’s history and culture. Vehicular traffic is secondary to the fundamental pedestrian and human scale of the area.

ra

Secondary Land
• Institutional
Use

ft

The Urban Core is intended to be the most compact developed area in
Pascagoula. It accommodates a variety of uses including commercial, office, civic, entertainment, cultural, residential and open space. The Urban
Core is oriented around the historic downtown area with a formal framework of streets laid out in the original town plan. It is anchored by the Jackson County Courthouse and Pascagoula City Hall. The compact development pattern includes taller buildings, a more refined street grid and a
lively streetscape environment that residential development.

Building facades of mixed-use/commercial buildings are
built close to the sidewalk
Building facades of residential buildings have shallow setbacks
Mixed-use/commercial buildings have shop fronts at street
level
Street-facing facades have at least one entrance that faces
the street
Upper floors may feature balcony access

ie
w

•
•
•

ev

Primary Land
Use(s)

Alleys
Direct street frontage

Landscaping/
Transitional
Buffering

•
•
•

Landscaping typically occurs in public space
Street trees where feasible
May include green infrastructure stormwater features

Mobility
Street Type(s)
Non Vehicular
Mobility
Transit

•

Avenue, Main Street

•

Pedestrian facilities, bike lanes, bike racks

•

The Urban Core is a transit destination

8

•
•

•

Precedent Imagery

.1

Access

Parking

.7

•

Parking located behind or beside the street-facing building
facade on primary streets
Parking areas have a perimeter landscape buffer where
adjacent to street(s)
Public parking garage may be available

08

•

R

Building Height • 2 stories
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parkway

parkway

boulevard

arterial

Mobility Characteristics for Urban Core
avenue

R
Single Family Neighborhood
Mixed Residential Neighborhood
Neighborhood Mixed Use

Boulevard Avenue

Main
Local
Street

Waterfront

.7

Natural Areas, Parks, Open Space

Parkway

08

Place Type

.1

8

local / multi-family

waterfront

local / single-family

Suburban Corridor
Urban Corridor

arterial /
collector
arterial /
collector

ev

main street

collector /
local

local / single-family

collector /
local

local / multi-family

ie
w

main street

avenue

D

ra

ft

arterial

boulevard

Special District
Waterfront: Urban
Waterfront: Working
Waterfront: Naturalized
Waterfront: Residential

waterfront

collector /
local

Urban Core

83

Special Districts

Potential Development Uses and Policies

•

Best practices for development of individual use consistent with the principles of this plan
Slope and canopy preservation
Site plan review
Neighborhood- or district-scaled stormwater management with on-site features
Mixed use buildings

•

Amenity provision varies by use

•

Buildings are placed in accordance with a master development plan accounting for the nature of the particular
use

•

Buildings frontages are determined in accordance with
a master development plan accounting for the nature
of the particular use

•

3 to 4 stories

•
•
•

Extensive parking required
Parking lots broken up and buffered with landscaping;
use of permeable surfacing, bioretention landscaping
to reduce water quality impacts
Naturalized plantings incorporated

Access

•

Major destination access provisions

Landscaping/
Transitional
Buffering

•

Significant constructed buffering along the perimeter
of the site unless adjoining a natural amenity, park or
open space.

Building Height

Parking

Precedent Imagery

08

Building Frontage

Mobility
Street Type(s)

•

Parkway, Boulevard, Avenue, Local, Waterfront

Non Vehicular
Mobility

•

Pedestrian facilities, bike lanes, bike racks, greenways

•

Special Districts may serve as transit route termination
point

Transit

4. Plan Pascagoula Design

ie
w

General Design Character
Building Placement

A substantial local road network is required to accommodate heavy freight
traffic where industrial uses are concentrated. High levels of vehicular traffic during peak hours in special districts with office and educational uses
may slow traffic movement. Multi-modal transportation options should be
integrated in these districts to provide alternative travel to and from these
destination districts. Parks and open spaces in special districts are very
important to provide areas for outdoor activity and as a complement to
concentrated activity. These should be more formal and serve as a focal
point of the development.

ev

•
•
•

ft

•

ra

Density and intensity varies by use

D

•

R

Private and Public
Amenity

Specialized commercial area

8

Appropriate
Development
Policy

•

Special districts are intended to support large numbers of employment
uses, and will take different forms based upon the use and the intensity
of the use. Special districts are areas of a variety of development forms
that have their own unique internal layout of streets, blocks, and buildings
typically owned, maintained or designed by a single entity. Most suitably
located near but just off major roads and highways, Special districts will
include such activities and uses as educational institutions and campuses,
hospitals, group homes, industrial and business parks, conference centers,
airports and undeveloped planned unit developments.

.1

Secondary Land
Use
Density/Intensity

Educational Institutions
Campus environments for health care and employment
Airport
Conference centers or exposition facilities
Employment and industrial areas

.7

Primary Land
Use(s)

•
•
•
•
•
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parkway

boulevard

arterial

parkway

Mobility Characteristics for Special Districts
avenue

R
Boulevard Avenue

Natural Areas, Parks, Open Space
Single Family Neighborhood
Mixed Residential Neighborhood
Neighborhood Mixed Use

Main
Local
Street

Waterfront

.7

Parkway

08

Place Type

.1

8

local / multi-family

waterfront

local / single-family

Suburban Corridor
Urban Corridor

arterial /
collector
arterial /
collector

ev

main street

collector /
local

local / single-family

collector /
local

local / multi-family

ie
w

main street

avenue

D

ra

ft

arterial

boulevard

Special District
Waterfront: Urban
Waterfront: Working
Waterfront: Naturalized
Waterfront: Residential
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waterfront

collector /
local

Urban Core

applicable street type street
class
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Potential Development Uses and Policies

•
•

Institutional
Transient recreation use

Appropriate Development Policy

•
•
•
•

Stormwater treatment & control for industrial sites
Site plan review
Heavy Industrial Equipment
Limited support services, compatible with industrial
waterfront use

•

Minimal but related to internal uses when present

Private and Public
Amenity

General Design Character

Ship building, petroleum, goods movement and other maritime-dependent
manufacturing are of dominant importance in the Working Waterfronts
of Pascagoula. This is demonstrated by the clustering of active maritime
cargo, manufacturing and public operations in these areas.
The Working Waterfront areas are located on both the east and west sides
of Pascagoula and form its developed boundaries. Aside from the waterfront itself, these areas are served by freight rail lines and arterial roads to
move goods and personnel into and out of the area. Working waterfronts
are characterized by high levels of employment requiring the movement
high levels of employees to and from the areas. They are also characterized by very intense and heavy industrial activity.

ft

Secondary Land
Use

Working Waterfront

ra

Industrial
Commercial/office
Port facilities

D

Primary Land Use(s)

•
•
•

Parking

•

Varies widely depending on use

Access

•

Access to accommodate high traffic volumes

Landscaping/
Transitional
Buffering

•
•

Buffered against diverging adjacent uses
Structural screening (fences, walls)

Mobility
Street Type(s)
Non Vehicular
Mobility
Transit

•

Parkway, Avenue, Waterfront

•

Minimal

•

Transit access is highly desirable

ev

Varies widely depending on use

R

•

8

Building Height

Precedent Imagery

.1

Varies widely depending on use

.7

•

08

Building Frontage

ie
w

Building Placement • Varies widely depending on use

87

Urban Waterfront

Potential Development Uses and Policies
Commercial
Entertainment
Conference centers or exposition facilities

•

Institutions

•

Density and intensity varies by use

•

Best practices for pedestrian oriented waterfront devel-

•

Mixed use buildings

ra

ft

Appropriate Development
• Site plan review
opment Policy

•

Buildings frontages are determined in accordance with
a master development plan accounting for the nature of
the particular use

Building Height

•

3 to 4 stories

Parking

•

To the rear of buildings with waterfront reserved for
pedestrian use

Access

•

Pedestrian and cycling access emphasized

Mobility

.1
.7

Street Type(s)

•

Avenue, Main Street, Waterfront

Non Vehicular
Mobility

•

Pedestrian facilities, bike lanes, bike racks, greenways

Transit

•

Transit access highly desirable

4. Plan Pascagoula Design

Precedent Imagery

08

Landscaping and
Transitional Buff- • Primary buffering of widely diverging uses
ering

ie
w

Buildings are placed in close proximity or attached in
accordance with a master development plan accounting
for the nature of the particular use

R

•

Building Frontage

The Urban waterfront is the traditional heart of Pascagoula and embodies
the community symbolically, culturally, and historically. The core is pedestrian oriented and within easy walking distance of surrounding neighborhoods. It provides locations for people to shop, eat, socialize and take care
of daily activities. Infill development opportunities may exist that would
help add to the traditional fabric of the City. Residential and office uses
should be integrated to diversify the mix of development. Streetscape
furnishings and pedestrian amenities are abundant and intended to reflect the Pascagoula’s history and culture. Vehicular traffic is secondary to
fundamental pedestrian and human scale of the area.

D

Private and Public
• Amenity provision varies by use
Amenity
General Design Character
Building Placement

The Urban waterfront in Pascagoula is the area where the characteristics
of the Urban Core come into contact with contact with water. These areas
are occupied by port infrastructure and port activities. It accommodates a
variety of uses including commercial, office, civic, entertainment, cultural,
residential and open space. The Urban Waterfront is oriented around the
historic downtown area with a formal framework of streets laid out in the
original town plan. It is anchored by the Jackson County Courthouse and
Pascagoula City Hall. The compact development pattern includes taller
buildings, more refined street grid and a lively streetscape environment
that residential development.

ev

Secondary Land
Use
Density/Intensity

•
•
•

8

Primary Land
Use(s)

88

Residential Waterfront

Potential Development Uses and Policies
Single Family Residential
Multiple Family Residential
Townhomes and condominiums

Secondary Land
Use
Density/Intensity

•
•

Institutions
Assembly

•

Density and intensity varies by use

Appropriate
Development
Policy

•
•

Best practices for pedestrian oriented waterfront development
Site plan review

•

Amenity provision varies by use

D

Private and Public
Amenity

Residential waterfronts are those areas that accommodate residential
dwellings of all types near their waterfront edge. Accessory structures
such as piers or buildings associated with watercraft or are often present
along residential waterfronts if water conditions permit. Typically, dwellings are oriented towards the waterfront when it is expansive or where
their is an intervening street. Dwellings frequently back up to smaller waterfronts.
Residential waterfronts ideally include parks and open spaces which serve
to create common or public access points to the water rather than an entirely privatized frontage along with cycling and pedestrian conveyances
to those points.

ft

•
•
•

ra

Primary Land
Use(s)

Buildings frontages are determined in accordance with
a master development plan accounting for the nature of
the particular use

Building Height

•

3 to 4 stories

Parking

•

Garages are located behind the front facade or placed
to the rear of the lot

Access

•

Pedestrian and cycling access emphasized

Landscaping/
Transitional
Buffering

•

Buffering of widely diverging uses

Mobility
Street Type(s)

•

Avenue, Local, Waterfront

Non Vehicular
Mobility

•

Pedestrian facilities, bike lanes, greenways

Transit

•

n/a

Precedent Imagery

.7
08

Building Frontage

R

•

8

Buildings are placed in close proximity or attached in
accordance with a master development plan accounting for the nature of the particular use

.1

•

Building Placement

ev

ie
w

General Design Character

89

Potential Development Uses and Policies
Primary Land
Use(s)

•
•

Naturalized Waterfront

Beaches, marshes and other natural areas
Restoration - Interpretive and educational installations

Secondary Land
Use

•

Accessory uses required for recreation uses and maintenance (e.g. boat launches)

Appropriate
Development
Policy

•
•
•

Waterfront preservation, protection and restoration
Site plan review
Preservation and conservation

Pascagoula’s naturalized waterfronts are typically large areas with significant open spaces and concentrations of coastline or riverbank related
natural resources, including wetlands, wildlife habitats, and other open
spaces that represent important features of the coastal ecosystem, some
of which are recognized and protected in a variety of regulatory programs.
These areas are undeveloped and often offer opportunities for outdoor
recreation.

ra

ft

Private and Public • Public space is primary amenity along with facilities to
facilitate pedestrian environment
Amenity

Buildings are minimized
Building envelopes located outside most sensitive resource areas

•

Few buildings are present

Building Height

•

n/a

Parking

•
•

Off site parking
Limited or off-site parking; sheet drainage, permeable
surfacing, landscaped perimeters to minimize impact

Access

•
•
•

Pedestrian access
Managed recreational boating access
Connectivity to trails, bike system

Landscaping/
Transitional
Buffering

•
•

Preservation and restoration of natural environment
Native and naturalized landscaping

ie
w

•
•

Building
Placement

D

General Design Character

Street Type(s)
Non Vehicular
Mobility
Transit

•

Parkway, Local, Waterfront

•

Pedestrian facilities, bike lanes, bike racks

•

n/a

4. Plan Pascagoula Design

.7

.1

8

Precedent Imagery

08

Mobility

R

ev

Building Frontage • Access structures such as piers are present
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parkway

parkway
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arterial

Mobility Characteristics for Waterfront Districts
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Natural

Urban
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Natural

main street
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local / multi-family
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Natural Areas, Parks, Open Space
Single Family Neighborhood
Mixed Residential Neighborhood
Neighborhood Mixed Use
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Main
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Street

Waterfront
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Parkway
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Place Type
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Residential
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Working
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Residential
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Residential
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Natural
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arterial

Residential

Special District
Waterfront: Urban
Waterfront: Working
Waterfront: Naturalized
Waterfront: Residential
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waterfront

collector /
local

Urban Core

applicable street type street
class
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Strategic Development Areas
Seven strategic development areas were identified in the planning process. These areas were identified as Strategic Development Areas of their
key locations within the City, the catalytic role they can play in the redevelopment of Pascagoula, and because they have been the focus of planning attention by the City in past.
The seven Strategic Development Areas are:

2. Downtown

1

North Waterfront

2

4

South Pascagoula Infill

3

Ingalls East Bank

6

Medical District

7

Highway 90 Corridor

ra

3. Ingalls East Bank

Downtown

ft

1. North Waterfront

D

4. South Pascagoula Infill
5. Chicot/Old Mobile

ie
w

6. Medical District
7. Highway 90 Corridor

ev

Each of these areas is considered individually in the following sections.

• Overall Development Vision

R

• Area Context

Chicot/Old Mobile

8

• Key Challenges

5

.1

• Related Plans in Place

.7

• Applicable Best Practices

08

• Current Related Projects
The seven Strategic Development Areas are illustrated on the map to the
right.
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1

North Waterfront

Area Context
Pascagoula’s North Waterfront is located north of Highway 90 and encompasses the east and west sides of the Pascagoula River. The east riverfront
has served as an industrial area since the early 1900’s. The west riverfront
area, known as Lowery Island, has been developed into a park named River
Park.

• Naturalized Waterfront development on the west side

ft

ie
w
ev
8

Active Working Waterfront

C

View from Lowry Island

North Waterfront Strategic Development Area

.7

.1

B

08

• Urban Waterfront development on the east side

D
A

C

R

Overall Development Vision
Pascagoula’s North Waterfront is envisioned as an Urban Waterfront on
the east bank, transitioning over time from a Working Waterfront. The
west bank is envisioned to continue as it currently exists, as a Naturalized
Waterfront. The Highway 90 bridge over the Pascagoula RIver offers an
opportunity to significantly increase pedestrian mobility and enhance
area mobility. The North Waterfront’s key development characteristics
include:

Dock Relics

B

D

A

ra

Recently, new development has been occurring on the east riverfront,
which transitions a portion of the area from industrial to commercial. The
Pascagoula Redevelopment Authority has targeted the area for redevelopment and the City has tested concept plans as to how the area might
best redevelop over time. Complimenting the potential redevelopment
area on the east bank, the River Park on Lowry Island is under construction on the west bank. Additional development of the park is envisioned.
In addition, the Highway 90 bridge over the Pascagoula River is considered
part of the North Waterfront Strategic Development Area.

• Enhanced mobility connections using the Highway 90 bridge
• Enhanced mobility connections to the Downtown

D

Shoreline Pollution

95

Key Challenges
Key challenges related to the North Waterfront Strategic Development
Area include
• Landowner plans
• Legacy pollution and shoreline contamination
• Integrating with adjacent neighborhoods

Related Plans in Place

ra

ft

The following plans have previously been developed and address the
North Waterfront Strategic Development Area:

D

• Pascagoula Comprehensive Plan - 2010
• City of Pascagoula Local Hazard Mitigation Plan - 2013

ie
w

• Historic Resources of Pascagoula - National Register of Historic Places
• Pascagoula Unified Development Ordinance - 2013

ev

• RESTORE 2C - Lighthouse Park
• RESTORE 2E - Fletchas Acquisition

R

• RESTORE 3A - Lowry Island
• RESTORE 4E - Greenways

8

• Urban Renewal Plan
• Pascagoula Brownfields Assessment Grant Summary

Pascagoula Lowry Island Project
COMMUNITY VISION (Project 2):

Restore the vitality of Riverfront access for the public through acquisition and
development of property that has historically been industrial or vacant. By
removing existing blight along the river, and providing access to developers and
the public, the City will provide opportunity for sustainable job creation while
improving the quality of life for residents and tourists to our area.

Project

Total Requested Funding: $7,575,520

3

FLETCHAS ACQUISITION:

Approximately 16 acres along the north part of the Pascagoula riverbank is
currently owned by the Fletchas family, and is generally in a state of disrepair. It
has been used in the past as a shipyard and as a result, there is an industrial feel
to the site, with heavy equipment, ships, and piers in various states of repair.
This project would acquire the property and clean it of any environmental
concerns and debris. Once the property is cleaned, the City would work with
the Pascagoula Redevelopment Authority (PRA) to attract private developers to
the site.

08

• Pascagoula Redevelopment Authority - Housing Needs Assessment

.7

.1

• Pascagoula Riverfront: A Vision for Renewal

• 2015 Strategic Plan

RESTORE 2C - Lighthouse Park Master Plan

Combined with MDA/CDBG and
Tidelands funds, this project request
will completely change the function of
Lowry Island from an underutilized park
and seafood processing area to a lively
harbor, network of boardwalks and
trails, enhanced park area, pier, and
location for shrimp boats, charter boat
services and recreational boats to call
home.

PROJECT FRAMEWORK:

The City has been actively working to revitalize the east riverbank of the
Pascagoula River since Hurricane Katrina. Several projects have been completed
or are underway to improve use, access, value, and appearance of the river.
This project will fit well with that overall goal.

Requested Funds:
$7,575,520

2E

3A

Lowry Island

Fletchas Acquisition

RESTORE 2E - Fletchas Acquisition
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RESTORE 3A - Lowry Island
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Applicable Best Practices
Applicable best practices for achieving the vision in the North Waterfront
area include:
• Pascagoula Redevelopment Authority involvement
• Site remediation
• Coastal Restoration
• Mobility retrofits to accommodate cyclists and pedestrians

ft

• Rezoning the area to implement the Urban Waterfront placetype

Highway 90 Bridge - Existing

ie
w

• Restaurant Construction
• Pascagoula Redevelopment Authority marketing and conceptual design

D

The following projects are currently being conducted or anticipated in the
near future in the Downtown Strategic Development Area: :

ra

Current Related Projects

North Waterfront Strategic Development Area Concept Map

08

.7

.1

8

R

ev

• Vacant industrial property cleanup

Highway 90 Bridge - Pedestrian Retrofit Concept
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2

Downtown

Area Context

A

R

• Downtown partnership, plan implementation

.1

Delmas Ave.

.7

B

08

• Creating activity during non-business hours

8

• Branding and visual cohesion

• Pedestrian improvements

C

ev

Key challenges related to the Downtown Strategic Development Area include

• Revitalization and attraction of investment capital

B

ie
w

Key Challenges

• Building exteriors

A

D

The Downtown Strategic Development Area is envisioned as the heart of
the Pascagoula community. Containing abundant historic resources, waterfront access and key city gateways and thoroughfares, the Downtown
Strategic development Area includes multiple and overlapping development and redevelopment strategies and partners.

Existing Waterfront

ra

Overall Development Vision

ft

Pascagoula’s downtown area encompasses its Main Street District, the
waterfront south of Highway 90, Market Street north of Ingalls Boulevard
and the Market Street - Highway 90 Intersection. The area incorporates
multiple place types and mobility types with the area ranging form Urban
Core to Urban Waterfront.

Downtown Strategic Development Area

C
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Market Street
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Related Plans in Place
The following plans have previously been developed and address the
Downtown Strategic Development Area:
• Pascagoula Comprehensive Plan - 2010
• City of Pascagoula Local Hazard Mitigation Plan - 2013
• Downtown Development Plan
• Downtown Design Plan - 1982
• Pascagoula Unified Development Ordinance - 2013

ft

• 2008 Charrette

ra

• Historic Resources of Pascagoula - National Register of Historic Places

D

• RESTORE 2A - Riverfront Aquisition

ie
w

• RESTORE 2B - Waste Water Treatment Facility Improvement / Relocation
• RESTORE 4E - Greenways
• Urban Renewal Plan

ev

• Pascagoula Riverfront: A Vision for Renewal
• Pascagoula Brownfields Assessment Grant Summary

R

• Pascagoula Redevelopment Authority - Housing Needs Assessment
• 2015 Strategic Plan

Applicable Best Practices

• Implementing Design Standards

08

Applicable best practices for achieving the vision in the Downtown area
include:

.7

.1

8

• 2017 District 9 Hazard Mitigation Plan

• Facade Grants

Related Plans
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Current Related Projects
The following projects are currently being conducted or anticipated in the
near future in the Downtown Strategic Development Area:
• New City Hall
• Waste Water Treatment Plant Decommissioning
• Potential Residential Redevelopment
• Market Street
• Hancock Bank Mixed Use

ft

• PRA’s Commercial Incentive Program

Market Street - Existing

ev

Possible Redevelopment at the City Docks

08

.7

.1

8

R

Delmas Ave.

ie
w

D

ra

• Market Street/Ingalls Avenue Rezoning
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Vacant Business on Market Street
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Existing View of Downtown Waterfront
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Existing View of Pascagoula Street

Potential Redevelopment and Improvements

Potential Redevelopment of the Downtown Waterfront

ie
w

D
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Potential Gateway Development at Highway 90 and Market Street

08

.7
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8

R
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Potential Gateway Development at Highway 90 and Market Street

Potential Gateway Development at Highway 90 and Market Street
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Potential Gateway Development at Highway 90 and Market Street
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3

East Bank

Area Description
The East Bank Shipyard Strategic Development Area is comprised by the
original Ingalls facility which has now relocated to the west bank of the
Pascagoula River.

A

• Restored river access

Aerial View of East Bank

ra

• Full-scale redevelopment with public access to riverfront

ft

Overall Development Vision

D

• “Daylighted” drainage / stream channel

B

ie
w

Key Challenges

ev

Key challenges related to the East Bank Strategic Development Area include
• Landowner’s constraints

R

• Legacy Pollution
• Site assessment study -- what are the options?

8

• Creating a vision for the best use of the site

Entrance Gate to East Bank

C

08

.7

.1

B

A
East Bank Shipyard Strategic Development Area

C

View of East Bank from Point Park
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Applicable Best Practices

Related Plans in Place
The following plans have previously been developed and address the East
Bank Strategic Development Area:

Applicable best practices for achieving the vision in the East Bank area
include:

• Pascagoula Comprehensive Plan - 2010

• Many golf courses and parks on reclaimed sites!

• City of Pascagoula Local Hazard Mitigation Plan - 2013

• Daylighting and restoration of channel

• RESTORE 1C - Channel Dredging
• RESTORE 1D - Inner Harbor
• RESTORE 2D - Ingalls Drainage

Current Related Projects
East Bank Storage and Staging

ft

• RESTORE 4E - Greenways

ra

• Pascagoula Riverfront: A Vision for Renewal
• Pascagoula Unified Development Ordinance - 2013
• Urban Renewal Plan

D

• Pascagoula Brownfields Assessment Grant Summary

Seattle’s Gas Works Park - Repurposed Brownfield

R

ev
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w

• District 9 Hazard Mitigation Plan

08

.7

.1

8

RESTORE 2D - Ingalls Drainage
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Atlanta’s Old Fourth Ward Park - Brownfield Turned Park

D

ra
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Potential Redevelopment (Park, Mixed-Use, Etc.)

Potential Destination Park (Amphitheater, Water Access, Etc.)
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8

R

ev
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Potential Shared-Use Path Connection

OR Reactivation of Industrial Use (Lay-Down Yard, Ship Building)
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Key Challenges
Key challenges related to the South Pascagoula Infill Strategic Development Area include:
• Complex economics with flood insurance for rebuilding and infill
• Need to adjust Unified Development Ordinance standards to enable
economically viable housing and housing types.
• Limitations on land assembly

$
$
$

1100
110,000
25,000
30,000

Total Value

ft

A

ra

D

NEW SINGLE FAMILY
Sq. Ft
Building Construction Cost
Land Value
Flood requirements (foundation/elevation)

1100
55,000
25,000
80,000
27,500

$

165,000

NEW ATTACHED SINGLE-FAMILY - Town homes
Lot Size
Lot Value
$
Sq Ft/Unit
# Units
Construction costs all units
$
Flood requirements (foundation/elevation)
$

1 acre
100,000
1100
11
1,210,000
264,000

Total value of developed site
Total value per unit

1,574,000
143,091

$
$

B

South Pascagoula Infill Strategic Development Area

08

• Low grade relative to base flood elevations requiring elevation of
homes

107,500

ie
w

The development vision for the South Pascagoula Infill area includes redevelopment of vacant parcels with somewhat increased dwelling density
and a broadening of housing products and types. This infill development
is to be high-quality residential, mirroring historic architecture present in
the area with the preservation of tree canopy and street trees now present in the neighborhood. The area is a prime location for the “new rooftops” needed in the City to boost population and economic vitality.

$

ev

Overall Development Vision

New Value

R

North - Ingalls Avenue
West - Mantou Street
South - Washington Avenue
East - Country Club Drive

$
$
$
$

8

Area Description

REHAB Existing
Sq. ft
Building Value
Land Value
Total Existing Value (Land + Building)
50% Improvement - land

.1

South Pascagoula Infill

.7

4

A
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Large Vacant Open Space off Sunset St.

B

Old Building Pads on Chickasaw Ave.
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Related Plans in Place

Applicable Best Practices

The following plans have previously been developed and address the
South Pascagoula Infill Strategic Development Area:

Applicable best practices for achieving the vision in the South Pascagoula
Infill area include:

• Pascagoula Comprehensive Plan - 2010

• Legislative, organizational approaches for land banking / land assembly

• City of Pascagoula Local Hazard Mitigation Plan - 2013

• Collaboration with developers active in the Gulf Coast region to
identify and develop effective regulations and incentives for housing
types that can work with the area’s economics and market

• Pascagoula Unified Development Ordinance - 2013
• Historic Resources of Pascagoula - National Register of Historic Places

• Continued efforts on flood zone reevaluation

ft

• RESTORE 4E - Greenways

ra

• Urban Renewal Plan
• Pascagoula Redevelopment Authority - Housing Needs Assessment

D

• 2015 Strategic Plan

ie
w

• A Pattern Book for Gulf Coast Neighborhoods - Mississippi Renewal
Forum

The following projects are currently being conducted or anticipated in the
near future in the South Pascagoula Infill Strategic Development Area:
• Historic Resources of Pascagoula - National Register of Historic Places
• RESTORE 4E - Greenways
• Urban Renewal Plan
• Pascagoula Redevelopment Authority - Housing Needs Assessment
• 2015 Strategic Plan

R

ev

• District 9 Hazard Mitigation Plan

Current Related Projects

.7

.1

8

RESTORE 4E - Greenways

08

Pattern Book for Gulf Coast Neighborhoods

Opposite page: Aerial photo of focus area
with vacant parcels highlighted
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Vacant land zoned residential
Vacant land zoned commercial
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Potential Infill Housing Prototype
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5

Chicot/Old Mobile

Area Context

B

The heart of the Chicot/Old Mobile Strategic Development Area is the intersection of Chicot Street and Old Mobile. The neighborhoods surrounding this intersection are also included this area. These Chicot neighborhoods extend to the railroad track to the north, Eden Street on the west,
Scovel Avenue on the south and Louise Street on the East. This portion of
Pascagoula was largely built from the 1950’s and exhibits the characteristic of classic suburban development. The area is increasingly Hispanic
in ethnicity and diversifying quickly. Because of its age, many of its structures and sites are nearing the end of their first use life cycle. This is typically accompanied by pressure for the re-purposing of buildings and sites,
and diversifying property uses. Consequently, there are opportunities to
guide redevelopment for maximum effectiveness in neighborhood revitalization.

ra

Post-Katrina Housing of Orchard Rd.

ie
w

Overall Development Vision

R

ev

The Chicot/Old Mobile Strategic Development Area is envisioned as a
revitalized area of mixed uses and diversified housing products interconnected with its neighborhood assets such as Colmer Middle School and
I.G. Levy Park. Its future development characteristics include:

8

• Quality mixed-use infill

I.G. Levy Park

C

Intersection of Chicot & Old Mobile

.7

• Recreation center near IG Levy Park as catalyst

08

• Visually enhanced, multi-modal street network

Key Challenges

B

.1

• Respectful of neighborhood context

Key challenges related to the Chicot/Old Mobile Strategic Development
Area include:
• Complex economics for redevelopment
• Limits on land assembly
• Determining best approach, function for Chicot Street
• Adjusting UDO to incentivize development
• Lack of identity for the area

A

D

A

ft

C

Chicot/Old Mobile Strategic Development Area
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Related Plans in Place

Applicable Best Practices

The following plans have previously been developed and address the Chicot/Old Mobile Strategic Development Area:

Applicable best practices for achieving the vision in the Chicot Strategic
Development area include:

• Pascagoula Comprehensive Plan - 2010

• Neighborhood branding and wayfinding

• A Pattern Book for Gulf Coast Neighborhoods - Mississippi Renewal
Forum

• Strong design standards

• RESTORE 4C - IG Levy Sports Complex

• Land assembly / banking initiative

• RESTORE 4E - Greenways

• Collaboration on financing

• Urban Renewal Plan

• City of Pascagoula Local Hazard Mitigation Plan - 2013

• Pascagoula Redevelopment Authority - Housing Needs Assessment

• Pascagoula Unified Development Ordinance - 2013

ra

Current Related Projects

D

• 2015 Strategic Plan
• District 9 Hazard Mitigation Plan

R

ev
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w

The are no current related projects in the focus area.
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.7
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8

RESTORE 4C - I.G. Levy Park Expansion
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ft

• Neighborhood identity elements such as signage
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6

Medical District

Area Description
The Medical District Strategic Development Area extends from its northern boundary of Shortcut Road south across Highway 90 to Bartlett Avenue on the south. Hospital Road forms a north-south axis for the District.

A

Existing Roundabout

• Continued development with hospital as anchor
• Strong sense of place for District

ev

Key Challenges

D

8

R

Key challenges related to the Medical District Strategic Development
Area include

Singing River Hospital

C

Medical Offices along Hospital Road

.1

B

Medical District Strategic Development Area

08

.7

• Improving multi-modal access while accommodating hospital needs
(i.e. emergency)

C

ie
w

• Potential southern anchor development in the old shopping center
location at Old Mobile and Hospital Road that has been demolished

• How to serve as gateway to City and medical district

A

D

• Addition of assisted living, other compatible uses

B

ra

The Medical District is envisioned as hosting a diverse array of both medical services and medical employment.

ft

Overall Development Vision

D

Potential Southern Anchor Development Site
and a Planned Roundabout at Old Mobile/Hospital Rds.
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Related Plans in Place
The following plans have previously been developed and address the
Medical District Strategic Development Area:
• Pascagoula Comprehensive Plan - 2010
• Pascagoula Unified Development Ordinance - 2013
• Urban Renewal Plan
• Pascagoula Brownfields Assessment Grant Summary
• Pascagoula Redevelopment Authority - Housing Needs Assessment

ft

• 2015 Strategic Plan

D

ra

• Hospital Road improvement plans with roundabout

Applicable Best Practices

Potential Pedestrian and Aesthetic Improvements

ie
w

Applicable best practices for achieving the vision in the Medial District
Strategic Development area include:

ev

• Medical district plans (Hattiesburg, Baton Rouge)

R

Current Related Projects

08

.7

.1

8

No current related projects
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Hwy. 90 Divides the Medical District and is Auto-Oriented
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7

Hwy. 90 Corridor/Denny Avenue

Area Description

A

Street View of 14 Street

D

The development vision of the Highway 90/Denny Avenue Corridor centers on making the strategic development area more visually attractive
and enjoyable to use, whether for shopping, dining or accessing its services. Included in this vision is the need to improve Corridor identity and
enhancing mobility according to the principles of Plan Pascagoula!

ra

Overall Development Vision

ie
w

• Clear visual identity and connection with City of Pascagoula

R

ev

• Safe and efficient corridor for moving traffic

Key Challenges

08
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8

Key challenges related to the Highway 90/Denny Avenue Corridor Strategic Development Area include:

• Lack of landscaping in parking lots

B

Hwy 90 Corridor - Anywhere USA

Highway 90/Denny Avenue Corridor Strategic Development Area

• Attractive and economically vital highway corridor

• Could be anywhere, not identifiable as Pascagoula

ft

The Highway 90/Denny Avenue Strategic Development Area is that part
of Pascagoula that lies between the railroad track to the south and Shortcut Road to the north with the exception of the area designated as the
Medical District.

A

B
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• High speed traffic and heavy traffic volume

Related Plans in Place
The following plans have previously been developed and address the Highway 90/Denny Avenue Corridor Strategic Development Area:
• Pascagoula Comprehensive Plan - 2010
• Pascagoula Unified Development Ordinance - 2013
• RESTORE 4E - Greenways

ft

• Urban Renewal Plan

Potential commercial infill

Applicable Best Practices

ev

Applicable best practices for achieving the vision in the Highway 90/Denny Avenue Corridor Strategic Development area include:

R

• Strong parking lot and site landscaping standards for new development and redevelopment

.1
.7
08

There are no current related projects in the focus area.

8

• Commercial district-specific design guidelines

Current Related Projects

4. Plan Pascagoula Design

D

• 2015 Strategic Plan
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• Pascagoula Redevelopment Authority - Housing Needs Assessment

ra

• Pascagoula Brownfields Assessment Grant Summary

Existing Commercial
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w
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Areas for Potential Infill Development Off Highway 90 (existing condition)
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Conceptual Infill Development

Potential Commercial Infill
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Mobility

matrix allows for cross-classification to the FHWA conventional functional
classifications.
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D
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Notable specific initiatives include the following:
• Reconfiguration of the bridge deck on the US 90 bridge over the Pascagoula River to incorporate a walking and cycling lane similar to the
bridge between Biloxi and Ocean Springs (See the North Waterfront
Strategic Development Area for illustrations). This initiative would
provide access from the core of Pascagoula to the River Park, which
is currently only accessible by motor vehicle. The image depicts how
this configuration could look.

ev

08

Two key differences exist between these street typologies and those
previously used in the City. First, they are context-specific, and are
related to particular place types developed as part of the planning
process. Street types and place types are correlated through the Applicability Matrix (attached), so that streets within each place type are
contextually consistent with the surrounding land use and vision, and
the streets enable that vision to be implemented. Second, the street
types are not categorized in a conventional manner; there are more
street types than typically covered by the conventional functional classification of “arterial,” “collector,” and “local” streets. However, the attached matrix shows the relationship between the new street typologies and the more conventional three functional classifications; this

It is anticipated that implementation of the street types would occur
mostly during resurfacing or reconstruction projects since the roadway
network in Pascagoula is fairly built out. It is recommended that anytime a
resurfacing or reconstruction project is anticipated that the subject street
be reviewed in the context of the applicable street type and evaluated as
to what aspects of the adopted street type could be incorporated. It is
further recommended that when existing multi-lane streets are the subject of a project that traffic analysis be conducted to determine the number of needed travel lanes and any excess pavement could be reallocated
for bike or parking space.

As shown on the Mobility Framework Map (following page), corridors with
yellow are recommended to be evaluated to incorporate a dedicated bicycle and pedestrian facility, either on (bike lanes, shared lanes, or separated lanes) or off-road (shared use path). Corridors shown in green denote expansion of the greenway system to create a contiguous waterfront
greenway.

R

Mobility projects proposed for Pascagoula include a combination of
road enhancements and expansion of the existing greenway/pathway
system. The corridors of note are illustrated on the Mobility Map, which
serves as the Thoroughfares Plan as required by Section 17-1-1 of the
Mississippi Code. All street projects are focused on the connectivity
and multi-modal principles that were articulated by the communityStreet design should be guided by the street typologies developed as
part of this community process; the various street types are illustrated
in the cross sections attached.

Six street types are proposed for the City of Pascagoula. Each illustrative
section that follows is accompanied by a table that summarizes both design elements (what is and is not included in the street) and design specifications (engineering guidance on items such as widths). Each section is accompanied by brief description of each of the proposed street typologies.

8

Projects

Palette of Street Types

Place Type
Natural/Open
Single Family Neighborhood
Mixed Residential Neighborhood
Neighborhood Mixed Use
Suburban Corridor
Urban Corridor
Urban Core
Special District
Waterfront: Urban
Waterfront: Working
Waterfront: Naturalized
Waterfront: Residential

.1

As Pascagoula plans for the next twenty years, the community should
focus on building a mobility system that offers choices, and focuses
on moving people instead of simply moving cars. Pascagoula residents
and visitors should have multiple options about the routes they drive
to reach destinations, and also options about the mode of travel they
choose to use whether it be by car, bicycle, or walking. The system
should also be consistent with and sensitive to the surrounding context of the place type it serves. The future mobility map illustrates recommended focus corridors and connections over the lifespan of this
plan, both for motor vehicles and for active transportation. The plan is
augmented by development of a street typology that includes six new
street types to allow for streets that are safe and attractive for all users
regardless of how they chose to move, serve the future land uses place
types, and support the surrounding natural and built contexts.

.7

Design of Mobility System

Expanded Walking and Biking Network to Connect
Assets

Parkway

Boulevard

Avenue

Main Street

Local

Waterfront

8
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• does not consider other modes of transportation, and

ra

ft

• does not consider roadway functions outside of access and mobility

D

Consequently, alternative planning descriptions have been developed
which are responsive to both existing and planned development contexts.
Pascagoula’s existing mobility network has been evaluated in light of both
conventional transportation planning criteria and the design contexts to
which Pascagoula aspires. Common alternative road descriptions, typologies, and there applicability to the conventional classification system, are
shown below:
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• In addition to linear on and off-street facilities throughout Pascagoula, key intersections should be enhanced for pedestrian and bicycle
safety, as well as to demarcate key natural and cultural destinations
within the City. As shown on the Mobility map, proposed nodes will
serve as gateways to Downtown, River Park, and the Medical District,
as well as to other key neighborhoods and parks. In addition to improved crosswalks, signals, and landscaping, the City should explore
iconic features such as public art to capture and convey the unique
identity of Pascagoula.

The two main shortcomings of the Functional Classification System in an
urban environment are that it :

ev

• Accommodation of alternative, low speed vehicles such as golf carts
on non-arterial roadways offers an inexpensive, low (or no) emission
and overall low impact means of mobility. Designation of appropriate routes where these vehicles may operate will contribute to the
achievement of overall mobility goals of Plan Pascagoula!

The complete functional classification system has been developed around
the hierarchy of movements: main movement, transition, distribution, collection, access and termination. The map at left illustrates the existing vehicular mobility network in terms of this conventional classification system.

R

• Creation of a greenway through the East Bank (see the East Bank’
Strategic Development Area for illustrations) on the east bank of the
Pascagoula River. Coupled with two pedestrian and bicycle bridges
that could be iconic in nature, this initiative would provide for access
between downtown Pascagoula and the beach front. The greenway
could also leverage additional redevelopment on the site, which may
include passive and active recreation in the form of a regional park;
Seattle’s Gasworks Park could be a benchmark for park design on this
property.

• Principal Arterial
• Minor Arterial
• Collector
• Local

4. Plan Pascagoula Design
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The traditional functional classification system has become the predominant method of transportation professionals for grouping roads. It was
originally developed by transportation planners as a method of communicating the road’s character of service. In its most basic form the classification system articulates information about the roads setting (i.e., urban
or rural) and the extent to which it provides access to adjacent land and
travel mobility. These functions lead to the designations of:

8

Street Typology and Functional Classification

Enhancing Functional Classification

118

4-6
Off-Street
No
Shared Use Paths (preferred) one or both sides
Open (swale) or closed (curb + gutter); context dependent
Yes, with left turn bays
Appropriate street trees in median and tree lawn / verge
Yes, benches, trash receptacles, and bike racks related to
context

Lighting

Yes in urban contexts; optional in rural

Sample Parkway Image
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Furnishings

Parkway Design Specifications
Description
Dimensions

Component
A
D
F
G

D

A parkway is a regional facility intended to carry traffic from point to point
with little interruption by driveways or intersections in the way of driveways and intersections. Parkways can occur in both urban and rural contexts, with drainage accomplished in a closed or open system. Parkways
respect the natural environment, with a more natural landscape scheme in
keeping with their natural setting. Bicycles and pedestrians are accommodated on parkways on a separated shared use path, but within the overall
right of way. US Highway 90/Denny Avenue is an example of a parkway.

Design Elements
Number of Lanes
Parking
Sidewalks
Bicycle Facilities
Drainage
Median
Streetscape

Travel lane
Median
Verge
Shared Use Path

12’-36’

10’-30’

10’ min. - 14’ preferred

45 MPH (rural); 35 MPH (urban)

R
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Target speed

11’-12’
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Parkway

Parkway
Description

.7

.1

8

TARGET

HAWK Signals Provide Safer Crossings for Pedestrians
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35

G

F

A

A

D

A

A

F

G
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4-6 Through; +2 on access lanes
Only on access lanes in multi-way configuration
Yes

Bicycle Facilities
Drainage

Shared Use Path; sharrows in access lane/ multi-way configuration
Open (swale) or closed (curb + gutter); context dependent;
curb required on access lanes
Yes, with left turn bays

Streetscape

Formal; street trees in median and tree lawn / verge; Tree
wells in walkway in multi-way configuration
Benches, trash receptacles, bike racks on access lanes in
multi-way configuration
Yes; vehicle scale on main lane; pedestrian scale on access
lanes

Furnishings
Lighting

Sample Boulevard Image
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Median
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A boulevard is a regional travel facility that typically consists of commercial
frontage, with multiple intersections and access to businesses. Boulevards
have a more formal streetscape pattern, and occur primarily in developed
areas. Boulevards include a closed drainage system and accommodations
for pedestrians and bicycles in a facility such as a shared use path that is
separated from moving traffic. Boulevards can include an access lane to
afford local trips an alternate to reentering the through lanes, and to create store frontage with on-street parking. Boulevards are typically four
or more lanes in width and occur in built up areas with commercial uses.
The segment of US Highway 90 that currently has frontage roads would be
considered as a boulevard along with South Market Street.

Design Elements
Number of Lanes
Parking
Sidewalks

D

Boulevard

Boulevard
Description

Boulevard Design Specifications
Description
Dimensions
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Component
Travel lane
A
Parking (access lane)
B
Bicycle facilities
C
Median / Verge
D

ev

11’-12’ (main lane); 10’-11’ access lane

E

R

Sidewalk

G

Sharrows in travel lane

16’-36’ (center); 18’-22’ (side, in multi-way)

10’-14’ (main lane); 16’-20’ with tree wells
(with building, frontage, multi-way)

Shared used path

10’ (min.) - 14’ (preferred)

Target speed

35 MPH (main lane); 15 MPH (access lane)

HAWK Signals Provide Safer Crossings for Pedestrians

.7

.1

8

TARGET

8’

08

35

E
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D
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Avenue
Description
2-4
Optional: parallel
Yes
Bike lane or Separated lane
Closed (curb + gutter)
Optional in 2 lane; required in 4 lane; accommodate left
turn bays or spot/flush median for left turns
Formal; street trees in median and tree lawn / verge; Tree
wells in hardscape walkway

Median
Streetscape
Furnishings
Lighting

ft
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Yes; vehicle scale on 4 lane; pedestrian scale on 2 lane

D

Avenue Design Specifications
Description
Dimensions

Component
A
B
D

Median / flush median

10’-11’ (spot and flush)

E

Sidewalk

6’ (min.) 8’ (preferred); 16’-20’ with tree
wells (Neighborhood Mixed Use)

C1

Bike lane

6’ (min.)

C2

Protected bike lane

One-way: 7’ + 3’ separator (preferred)
6’+2’ separator (constrained segment);

Parking (parallel)

10’-11’

ie
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Travel lane

8’

30 MPH (4 lane); 25 MPH (2 lane)

Protected Bike Lane Along an Avenue

.7

.1

8

Target speed

TARGET

Sample Avenue Image

Bike racks / street furniture; public art

R

An avenue is a walkable, low-speed street that carries a mixture of through
and destination traffic. Avenues provide access to abutting commercial,
residential, and mixed land uses, and accommodate cars, pedestrians,
and cyclists. Avenues can have between two and four travel lanes, and
can have planted medians and side planting strips. They may also have on
street parking, and will have sidewalks and some form of on or off-street
bicycle accommodations. Ingalls Avenue, Chicot Street, 14th Street, and
Market Street would all be considered Avenues.

Design Elements
Number of Lanes
Parking
Sidewalks
Bicycle Facilities
Drainage

ev

Avenue
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30

E

C1

A

A

D

A

C2

B

E
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2
Yes; Parallel or angled (back-in angled preferred)
Yes
Sharrows; Shared Lane
Closed (curb + gutter); Permeable parking (optional)
No
Formal; Tree wells in hardscape walkway
Bike racks / street furniture; public art

ft

Sample Main Street Image
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Pedestrian scale

Component
A
B

Description
Travel lane
Parking

D

Main Street Design Specifications

Dimensions

ie
w

Main Streets are designed to provide connections between neighborhoods and districts, as well as providing access to Avenues and Boulevards
from local streets. Main Streets are highly walkable and serve as the primary street for commercial or mixed-use centers. On-street parking is
provided in either a parallel or angled configuration. Due to high anticipated pedestrian activity, design speeds are kept low. This condition also
allows bicycles to share space with automobiles in general travel lanes,
negating the need for distinct bike lanes. Additional landscaping and traffic calming techniques that are ideal on Main Streets include street trees
in grated wells, curb bulb-outs, and a relatively high density of street furniture and public art. Pedestrian-scale street lighting should be installed,
and utilities should be located underground, in alleys or other streets to
the greatest extent possible. Sidewalks are required on both sides of the
street, and will be at least 16 feet from the back of curb to the building
face, to provide space for activities such as outdoor cafes and strolling.
Delmas Street and Pascagoula Street in Downtown Pascagoula would be
considered Main Streets.

Design Elements
Number of Lanes
Parking
Sidewalks
Bicycle Facilities
Drainage
Median
Streetscape
Furnishings
Lighting

10’-11’
8’ (parallel)

16’ (min.); 20’ (preferred); 4’ tree
wells

E

Sidewalk

C

Bicycle facilities

Sharrows in travel lane

Target speed

20 MPH

R
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Main Street

Main Street
Description

Pedestrian Crossing on a Main Street
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TARGET
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20

E
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B

A C

A C

B

E
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Local Street

Designated Bicycle Route on a Local Street
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Sample Local Street Image

TARGET

Local Street
Description
Yes; Parallel or yield (informal)
Yes
Routes / shared

R

Closed (curb + gutter); rain gardens / bioswales (optional)
Configuration dependent on context
Pedestrian scale

E

.1

TARGET

8

No

A B

A B

A

A

F

E

LOCAL SINGLE FAMILY
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Local Street Design Specifications
Description
Dimensions

F

08

Component

20

2 (max.)
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Design Elements
Number of Lanes
Parking
Sidewalks
Bicycle Facilities
Drainage
Median
Streetscape
Lighting
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D

Local Streets provide access to individual lots, accommodate pedestrians
and serve as low speed bicycle and vehicle routes. Local streets should be
relatively short in total distance related to the other street typologies, and
serve as the street that fronts residential development. For multi-family
frontages, the parking is accommodated in parallel bays adjacent to distinct travel lanes; for single family frontages, the street is a shared cartway
where two moving directions of traffic share space with parked vehicles
in a “yield” condition. Streetscape is more formal, with street trees in a
regular planting spacing, and sidewalks on both sides of the street. Neighborhood streets serving primarily residential uses would be considered
local streets.

10’ dedicated lanes (max.); 24’-27’ two-way
yield
7’ parallel in bays; informal curbside in yield
condition (24’-27’ street width)

A

Travel lane

B

Parking

E
F

Sidewalk

5’ (min.) both sides

Verge

5’ (min.)

Target speed

20 MPH

20

			

E

F

B

B

F

E

LOCAL MULTI-FAMILY
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Waterfront streets pass through areas typified by waterfronts, conservation areas, or parks. They form connections through these sensitive areas
while laying lightly on the landscape. Lighting is optional on these facilities, and bicycles and pedestrians are accommodated in an off-road facility such as a shared use path typically on one side of the street. Drainage
is accomplished via open swales on the sides of the street, or through rain
gardens or bioswales in the same configuration. Beach Boulevard is an example of a waterfront street in Pascagoula.

Design Elements
Number of Lanes
Parking
Sidewalks
Bicycle Facilities
Drainage
Median
Streetscape
Lighting

2 (max.)
Optional, informal (waterside only)
No - shared use path
Shared use path
Open swale; rain gardens; bioswales
No
Natural; informal
Optional, pedestrian scale, dark skies compliant

Sample Waterfront Image
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Waterfront

Waterfront
Description
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Waterfront Street Design Specifications
Component
Description
Dimensions
Travel lane
10’-11’ dedicated lanes
A
Parking
7’-8’ (parallel)
B
Verge
0’-20’
F
Shared used path
10’ (min.) - 14’ (preferred)
G
20 MPH

R
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Target speed

Waterfront Shared-Use Path
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G
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V. Making Vision Reality - Implementation
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Implementation Matrix

8

Organizing for Implementation
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Organizing for Implementation
Comprehensive implementation can be organized in a variety of ways.
Recommendations can be organized by priority, type of strategy, plan goal,
or developmental characteristic. The chosen organizational method for
Plan Pascagoula! is to organize recommendations according to developmental elements as extracted and applied from the field of urban morphology (the study of the form of human settlements and the process of
their formation and transformation). The specific organizing headings of
Plan Pascagoula! are:

Capital Improvement Programming

• Adding or deleting tasks or actions as Plan Pascagoula! is amended from time to time

The Capital Budget (or Capital Improvement Plan) is a tool for planning
major capital expenditures of a municipality so that local needs will be
identified and prioritized within local fiscal constraints that exist. The
Plan proposes that plan recommendations be included in the City’s Capital Improvements Plan and that funding for them be included as part of
the Capital Budget.

The process is intended to elevate the plan and the planning process in
the overall budget, policy and management decisions of Pascagoula. For
this approach to succeed, strategies, decisions, and policies must be periodically evaluated and revised to respond to changing conditions. Implementation is an incremental process. Some recommendations will be carried out in a relatively short period of time. Others are long-term in nature.
Policy strategies can range from cost neutral for some implementation actions, to those that may require more detailed study and significant budget commitments. Some recommendations will require the partnership,
cooperation and action of other local boards and commissions. The Plan
ultimately is to serve as a guide to all persons and entities interested in
advancing the quality of life in Pascagoula.

Implementation Partners
The list of potential partners provided in the plan is an attempt to identify
those individuals, groups, or organizations that can or should be involved
in implementing the action. It should not be viewed as exclusive or comprehensive in that others who have not been listed may have an interest,
skill, or responsibility for assisting with the action. New partners are always
encouraged to play a part. It should also not be interpreted to be mandatory. While we feel that these partners can and should play a critical role
in implementation there may be reasons why they cannot assist. This part
of the plan must remain very fluid in order to be as responsive and nimble
as needed to take advantage of opportunities and partnerships as they
present themselves over the coming years. An annual review of this section is suggested.

ft

• Global Implementation

• Removing tasks or actions completed satisfactorily

ra

• Land Use
• Downtown Preservation and Redevelopment
• Housing
• Environment, Parks and Open Space

Annual Work Programs

• Mobility and Infrastructure

Using the Comprehensive Plan as a basis for organizing the annual work
programs of local departments, boards, and other agencies will help accomplish the goals and objectives of the Plan. If the activities of all municipal organizations can be coordinated, there can be significant benefits
in efficiency, economy, and outcomes. The matrix assigns responsibilities
and priorities to implementing the recommended strategies and tasks.
These recommendations can and should be used by other organizations
when preparing and evaluating their capital planning and work programs.

8

As A Reference For Proposed Actions
Using the Comprehensive Plan as a basis for land use, zoning, development and other decisions within the City will help accomplish the goals
and objectives of the Plan. All land use and development proposals will be
evaluated in terms of compliance with Plan Pascagoula!.

08

Plan implementation is the overarching goal of the planning process. While
identification of key strategies is important, the plan can only facilitate the
realization of Pascagoula’s development goals if tasks or actions are implemented to make it happen. The Plan Implementation section, like the
plan as whole, is a working document used to implement the vision and
strategies expressed in the previous sections. As a working document, it is
expressly intended that this Plan will be used on a regular basis. The implementation section should be updated regularly and systematically by:

.1

Recommendations in each of these topic areas are guided by Pascagoula’s
Planning principles and the collective input of the planning process.

.7

• Administration and Intergovernmental Coordination

R
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• Economic Development
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• Design and Landscaping

• Measuring and reporting the progress of implementation
• Adding new tasks or actions which will help accomplish the overall
goals of Plan Pascagoula!
• Refining tasks or actions already under way in order to enhance their
implementation or improve their effectiveness

Annual Operating Budget
The Annual Budget is the guideline for municipal spending over the coming fiscal year. Plan recommendations should be considered during formulation of the City’s Operating Budget so that the overall objectives of
the Plan will be accomplished.

City as Prime Activator
The intent of this Implementation Plan is that it will be incorporated into
and chiefly implemented through the actions of the City including appointed commissions and committees. These actions may and should include ordinance amendments, budget approvals, capital improvements
programs, and similar activities and products; however, it will take the entire City of Pascagoula working together and supporting this Plan for it to
be fully implemented as proposed.

Understanding the
Implementation Matrix
The illustration at right provides a sample of the implementation matrix
with comment and interpretation. Key features of the matrix include the
prioritization of strategies, the type of strategy (policy, project or management), plan reference, action and intended time frame for action, next
steps and status, intended outcomes and measures of progress.
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5. Plan Pascagoula Implementation

IM OG ST MT LT 
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Implementation Matrix
Priority

Strategy
Type

Plan
Ref.

Actions

Outcomes

Time
Frame

Measures Of Progress

Next Steps

Partners

GLOBAL IMPLEMENTATION
• Adopted Plan

2.

Use the Plan as a reference
when reviewing development
applications.

Plan compliant, strategic
development decisions

• Documented consultation of the plan
in staff reports

3.

Update and report on the
Up to date and relevant
Implementation Element on an
planning
annual basis.

• Production of an annual report

4.

Use the Plan to guide preparation of the Capital Budget.

Plan compliant capital
budgeting

• Capital budgeted plan recommendations

5.

Use the Plan to guide preparation of the annual Operating Budget.
Hold an annual retreat for Department Heads to review the
status of implementation.

Plan compliant annual
budgeting

• Operating budgeted plan recommendations

Heightened plan implementation

• Completion of an annual retreat

Sec. V.



Management

Sec. V.



Management

Sec. V.



Management

Sec. V.

6.

• Adopt this plan

OG

• Evaluate application requirements
to ensure applicants address plan
requirements in submissions

PBD, PB, City Council

• Produce annual report at the end of
fiscal year 2018

PBD, PB, City Council

OG
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Management

IM

D



Management

Sec. I,
Page 6;
Sec. IV.
Pg. 45
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Sec. I,
Page 6

PB, City Council

ft

Adopt this plan

Official policy basis from
which to achieve Pascagoula’s Planning Principles.

Policy, Management

OG
OG

• Input capital projects into capital
budget as appropriate beginning in
FY 2018/19 budget cycle
• Input recommendations into operating budget as appropriate beginning
in FY 2018/19 budget cycle

Department Heads, City
Council
Department Heads, City
Council

OG

• Convene retreat during the budgeting process for FY 2018/19

Department Heads, City
Council

ST

• Review data/mapping options for
inventory
• Select the implementation method
• Assign responsibility for implementing

Parks & Recreation; Mississippi Forestry Commission

MT

• Track restoration and water quality protection activities within the
City and region and take advantage
of opportunities to implement this
strategy
• Follow up on Restore MS projects 1C
and 2D
• Implement MS4 requirements
• Seek additional funding sources if
Restore MS funding is not secured

City Council, Public Works,
Restore MS, MDEQ, USACOE, Developers, Property
Owners



Project,
Policy, Management

Pages
11-12, Sec.
IV, Place
Types Pgs.
46-74

8.

Protection of the tree
canopy; GIS or other
• % of the Inventory completed and in
electronic inventory of the
use for development review, planning
City’s tree system able to
& maintenance
be used by Parks & Recreation

Increase and enhance the
quality of, and public access
to, the waterways, shorelines
and beaches that make up
Pascagoula’s greatest natural
heritage.

Reduced over-land and
stormwater-related pollution; restoration of natural
functions in degraded
drainage channels,
shorelines and waterways;
greater degree of natural
buffering against flooding
and storm surge

.1

8

Create an inventory of the
legacy trees and street trees
to support planning and
implementation that effectively maintains, replaces and
adds tree canopy.

.7

Project

7.

08



Sec 1, Pg.
10, Sec.
IV, Place
Types Pgs.
46-74

R

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

• Annual progress towards Measurable
Goals of MS4 program
• Dredging of channel to Yazoo Lake
(Restore 1C)
• Restoration of drainageway from Yazoo Lake to northern bayou (Restore
2D)
• # of public access points

IM = Immediate; OG = Ongoing; ST = Short Term; MT - Medium Term; LT = Long Term
CC = City Council; PB = Planning Board; PBD = Planning and Building Dept.; JCC = Jackson County Chamber of Commerce; HPC = Historic Preservation Commission; JCEDF = Jackson County Economic Dev. Foundation; MS = Main Street

Status

IM OG ST MT LT 
Priority



Strategy
Type

Plan
Ref.

Policy

Sec 1, Pg.
10-12, Sec.
IV, Place
Types Pgs.
46-74
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Actions
9.

Outcomes

Support conservation and restoration activities in the larger
Pascagoula River watershed
that maintain and enhance
its condition as an intact and
ecologically rich eco-region.

Time
Frame

Measures Of Progress

Public and private initiatives that maintain and
enhance riverine and forest conditions within and
upstream of the City

• # of river miles and acreage in permanent conservation
• Forest health and diversity as measured by State and US forestry evaluations

Greater awareness of sea
level impacts; reduced
long-term impacts to
people and property

• Sea level benchmarks established
• Annual reporting
• Periodic (biannual or tri-annual) reporting (ain’t nothing to report annually)

Next Steps
•

LT

•

•

Policy

Policy

Sec 1, Pg.
10-12, Sec. 13. Require a 50-foot undisturbed
IV, Place
natural buffer by perennial
Types Pgs.
streams and wetlands
46-74
Sec 1, Pg.
14. Require natural methods as
10-12, Sec.
the predominate means of
IV, Place
stabilizing stream banks and
Types Pgs.
shorelines
46-74

5. Plan Pascagoula Implementation
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• # of stormwater complaints received
by the City

R

Fewer negative stormwater impacts, less flooding

• Estimated % of impervious surface
within the City

•
•

Revise the zoning code to include
stormwater management measures as
an integral component of new development and redevelopment
Encourage low impact design as a preferred method of stormwater management.

City Council, PB, Staff

•
•
•
•

Develop draft standards
Seek input on draft
Adopt standards
Track implementation and condition of
buffers

Developers, builders, PB,
City Council, City staff

•

Develop standards, or refer to effective state or regional standards as a
benchmark for the City

•
•

•

ST

Protection of riparian
areas; higher quality wetlands and creeks

• Zoning and subdivision codes amended
• Linear feet of buffer

ST

Better functioning and
• Codes and design guidelines amendmore attractive banks and
ed or adopted
shorelines

ST

City Council, MDEQ, USACOE, FEMA, Ocean Science Trust

PB, City Council, Staff

•

ST

Jackson County; The Nature
Conservancy; Mississippi
Wildlife, Fisheries & Parks;
Mississippi Forestry Commission

Revise the zoning code to limit impervious surfaces/ show calculations
Implement low impact design in public
projects
Revise code for low impact design in
private projects
Implement “green infrastructure”
stormwater management and landscaping features in public projects

•

8

Policy

Sec 1, Pg. 12. Minimize the potential for
10-12, Sec.
stormwater runoff to cause
IV, Place
flooding, non-point pollution
Types Pgs.
and property damage in Pas46-74
cagoula.

A greener, cleaner Pascagoula

.1

Policy

.7



Sec 1, Pg.
10-12, Sec. 11. Minimize the amount of acreage devoted to impervious
IV, Place
areas
Types Pgs.
46-74

08



Project,
Policy

Sec 1, Pg. 10. Monitor sea level rise for its
10-12, Sec.
potential impact on the City
IV, Place
and adapt and respond as
Types Pgs.
needed to protect people and
46-74
public and private investment.

Monitor proposals to build lakes on
tributaries of the Pascagoula River in
George County
As necessary, make formal City statements in support of maintaining the
river as an undamned watershed
system
Obtain the latest sea level projections
for the Pascagoula area
Work with appropriate State and
Federal agencies and organizations
to establish benchmarks and monitor
annual levels
Direct public investment away from
high hazard areas

Partners

Developers, builders, property owners, PB, City Council, Staff

Status

IM OG ST MT LT 
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Strategy
Type

Plan
Ref.

Actions

Outcomes

Time
Frame

Measures Of Progress

Next Steps

Partners

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Policy
Project

Sec. II,
16. Recruit destination retail,
Pgs 14-18,
restaurant and entertainment
Sec. IV,
to Downtown, and mixed-use
Place
development along the RiverTypes Pgs.
front
46-74

# Businesses increasing
Downtown and the Riverfront become retail and
entertainment destinations

• Vacant buildings and units as a % of
all buildings and units
• # of potential infill lots

Policy
Project

Sec. II,
17. Along Market Street and InPgs 14-18,
galls Avenue, recruit neighborSec. IV,
hood-scale retail, commercial,
Place
and associated uses to serve
Types Pgs.
needs of local residents.
46-74

Market and Ingalls revital- • # of vacant developable properties
ized into neighborhood• Ratio of vacant developable properscale place with local
ties to developed properties
• # of new neighborhood-scale busicommercial needs and
nesses
services

Policy
Project

Sec. II,
Pgs 32- 18. Along Denny Avenue, recruit
36, Sec.
commercial and retail to serve
IV, Place
the greater Jackson County
Types Pgs.
area’s needs.(See Strategic
46-74,
Development Area 7)
Pgs. 97-99

Policy

Sec. II,
Pgs 32-36

19. Identify regional economic

development targets for Pascagoula.

ST

ST

R

ev

ie
w

D

ST

8

• Amount of new investment in the corridor
• # of vacant developable properties
• Ratio of vacant developable properties to developed properties
• # of new regional-scale businesses

.1

The Denny Avenue/ Hwy
90 corridor becomes an
attractive regional retail
destination

.7

existing and future needs as
identified in market analysis.

ra

• A minimum of 10% of 2016 dollars
leaking to other areas is recaptured in
Pascagoula

Sec. II,
Pgs 14-18,

Pascagoula establishes
general employment
target industries and
coordinates with the private sector and economic
development partners to
recruit new employers

• Target employment sectors are identified
• Marketing program is established

• Provide market data from this plan to
area economic developers, realtors,
business owners
• Update market research every five
JCC, JCEDF, MS, PRA
years
• Institute a zip code survey tracking
system to monitor customer base
• Monitor leakage annually
• Target active, independent businesses for downtown
• Continue to use Anchor Square as
retail incubator
• Targeted riverfront development
JCC, JCEDF, MS, PRA, PBD
• Create incentives for mixed-use
development
• Incentivize with public-private partnerships for infrastructure
• Create incentives for appearance
enhancements to existing properties
(grants, design assistance, etc)
• Revise code to produce better design
• Consider incentives for appropriate
JCC, JCEDF, MS, PRA, PBD
sites for new development
• Create public-private partnerships
using public infrastructure improvements to incentivize new investment

ft

15. Focus retail recruitment on

Declining leakage in
primary and secondary,
increasing tax base grows

Policy
Project

ST

08

Priority



ST

• Revise code to produce the designs
in this plan
• Determine and prioritize appropriate
public investments to create environment for investment
• Engage key industries and regional
economic development partners
to identify employment sectors for
recruitment
• Create marketing materials to promote opportunities (economic profile
on existing industries and workforce,
cut-sheets, testimonial ads, trade
show materials, etc.)
• Distribute materials on website,
direct marketing, digital and social
media

PB, City Council, PBD,
JCEDF, PRA

PRA, JCEDF, City Council,
Mississippi Development
Authority

IM = Immediate; OG = Ongoing; ST = Short Term; MT - Medium Term; LT = Long Term
CC = City Council; PB = Planning Board; PBD = Planning and Building Dept.; JCC = Jackson County Chamber of Commerce; HPC = Historic Preservation Commission; JCEDF = Jackson County Economic Dev. Foundation; MS = Main Street;
ECD = Economic and Community Development


Status

IM OG ST MT LT 
Priority

Strategy
Type


Actions

Outcomes

Sec. II,
Pgs 3220. Partner with Huntington
36, Sec.
Ingalls Industries (Ingalls) to
IV, Place
determine the future of Old
Types Pgs.
Ingalls (See Strategic Devel46-74,
opment Area 2).
Pgs. 8790

Successful repurposing
of the industry’s vacant
property

Time
Frame

Measures Of Progress

• A coordinated plan for the property is
created
• The property is redeveloped in a way
that benefits Ingalls and Pascagoula

ST

Next Steps
• Host strategy sessions with partners
to determine Ingalls future vision, opportunities for public sector partners
to assist in making use of property
more viable, and opportunities for
shared use or potentially redevelopment of site
• Work with Ingalls to market and develop the property

ra
D

ie
w

• Healthcare Industry Zone is established
• Amount of new medical and supportive business investment in the Zone

ST

ev

Growth of the medical
district

.1

nancing Districts to facilitate
development consistent with
this plan.

New potential for econom- • TIF district analysis is completed
ic growth and investment • Districts are established if feasible

.7

Policy

Sec. II,
Pgs 3236, Sec.
IV, Place
Types,
Strategic Dev.
Areas

22. Create Tax Increment Fi-

MT

08

Policy

Sec. II,
Pgs 3236, Sec.
IV, Place
Types,
Strategic Dev.
Areas

8

R

Project

Sec. II,
Pgs 3236, Sec. 21. Establish a Healthcare Industry Zone in the Hospital area
IV, Place
(See Strategic Development
Types Pgs.
Area 2).
46-74,
Pgs. 9597

Documentation of financ• Completion of a financing assessment
ing tools for funding public
tools for development projects
• Identification of potential financing
improvements and recruitconsistent with this plan.
tools
ing business

23. Catalog alternative financing

5. Plan Pascagoula Implementation

MT

Partners

JCC, PRA, JCEDF, MDA,
Ingalls, PBD, ECD

• Develop a Healthcare Industry Zone
Plan for the Singing River Hospital
area.
• Identify opportunities for new investment from healthcare uses and create a mixed-use medical district
• Partner with JCEDF to create ecoJCEDF, Singing River
nomic development strategies specifically targeting healthcare-related Healthcare, MDA, PBD, City
businesses
Council
• Take advantage of statewide incentives for healthcare-related businesses
• Partner with Mississippi Gulf Coast
Community College and other institutions to train and recruit nurses and
other healthcare professionals
• Identify areas that may use TIF
districts as a potential funding
mechanism to bring in new investment (Riverfront, Downtown, Medical
District, etc.)
PRA, ECD
• Qualify each potential district and
identify potential development projects
• Complete feasibility analysis
• If feasible, create a Redevelopment
• Study the use of Business Improvement Districts for downtown, Market
Street and the Medical District
• Assess the potential of MDA Brownfields Redevelopment Tax Credits
PRA, ECD
• Assess the potential of MDA low
interest loans, tax exemption, etc.
• Create marketing tools to promote
each viable resource

ft

Project

Plan
Ref.
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Status

IM OG ST MT LT 
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Strategy
Type

Plan
Ref.

Actions

Policy

Sec. II,
Pgs 32-36

Time
Frame

Measures Of Progress

A stronger, more vibrant
entrepreneurial and small
business environment

• Identification of potential flex spaces
in Downtown and along the riverfront
• Feasibility study of “Riverworks” is
completed
• # of co-working spaces/facilities created

ST

Next Steps
• Work with local industries and business development partners to identify size, facility, and infrastructure
needs for possible flex-spaces
• Explore the feasibility of establishing
a “Riverworks” co-working flex place
for small businesses, entrepreneurs,
and Ingalls/Chevron contractors
• If feasible, identify space for “Riverworks” and partner with property
owner to develop
• Cultivate relationships with regional
developers
• Host a “Pascagoula is Open for Business” investor forum
• Continue to use PRA as an intermediary in economic development dialog
with private property owners
• Track Market Study implementation
progress
• Review vision of Anchor Square
based on previous successes and current economic climate
• Establish benchmarks on the type
and # of businesses to start and
transition
• Determine what, if any, additional
infrastructure and resources are
needed to maintain success
• Seek funding and partnerships for an
entrepreneurial challenge competitive grant program targeting startups, potentially with cash awards and
business training.
• Use Anchor Square to facilitate entrepreneurial development programming and workshops
• Pursue other incentives (business
license fee abatement, rent writedowns, marketing grants) and tie
those to desired businesses.

Partners

City Council, MS, PRA, Private Partner, ECD

Complete implementation
• # of Market Study recommendations
of the 2015 Market Study
implemented
recommendations

ST

itself as an award winning
small business incubator for
entrepreneurs and start-ups.

Strong small business and
entrepreneurial presence
in Downtown

• Increase in transition of start-up businesses
• Vacancy rate in Anchor Square

R

Sec. II,
Pgs 32-36

MT

Project

Sec. II,
Pgs 32-36

27. Expand an Anchor Square

entrepreneurial development
program.

.7

.1

8

Project

26. Help Anchor Square solidify

ev

ie
w

recommendations of the 2015
Market Study.

D

25. Implement other relevant

ra

ft

Project

Sec. II,
Pgs 3224. Create ‘Riverworks’ co-work36, Sec.
ing office space in downtown
IV, Place
or along riverfront, as recomTypes Pgs.
mended in the 2015 Market
46-74,
Study
Pgs. 8790

Outcomes

An environment where
small, independent businesses and entrepreneurs
thrive

08

Priority



• # of small businesses located within
the city
• Value of new small business and entrepreneurial investment
• Rate of small business failure
• # of days small business spaces remain vacant

MT

City Council, JCEDF, ECD

JCC, PRA, ECD

City Council, PRA

IM = Immediate; OG = Ongoing; ST = Short Term; MT - Medium Term; LT = Long Term
CC = City Council; PB = Planning Board; PBD = Planning and Building Dept.; JCC = Jackson County Chamber of Commerce; HPC = Historic Preservation Commission; JCEDF = Jackson County Economic Dev. Foundation; MS = Main Street


Status

Policy
Project

Sec II,
Pgs 3236, Sec.
IV Pgs.
90-92

28. Recruit outdoor recreation

and ecotourism-focused businesses, manufacturers, and
supportive growth.

29. Create a unified and consistent economic development
market position for Pascagoula.

Time
Frame

Measures Of Progress

Recognition as a place for
entrepreneurs focused on
outdoor resources (biking,
watersport, fishing, etc.)

•

Increased new investment
and a stronger economy
and tax base

•

•

•
•

# of outdoor recreation, destination
businesses
# and type of positive mentions as a destination in outdoor business publications
and on websites

ST

•
•

30. Present information to State

and Federal decision-makers
on the impact of flood hazard
areas and insurance costs on
housing, population growth,
and the economic climate in
Pascagoula.

Revision of, or clarity on,
flood hazard zone mapping

•
•
•

Next Steps

Partners

• Identify outdoor recreation businesses (outfitters, guides, manufacturers
of outdoor products)
• Create incentive packages for the re- JCEDF, MS, Parks and Rec.,
cruitment of outdoor-related business
JCC
• Create and distribute/implement
marketing, positioning City as an
outdoor recreation destination
• Elevate marketing efforts
• Establish brand building off of Flagship City, positioning town as ‘open
for business’
JCEDF, MS, Business Part• Integrate brand messaging into all
recruitment tools including those
ners, JCC, ECD
of regional economic development
partners
• Establish an ongoing marketing budget line item

ft

Sec II,
Pgs 3236, Sec.
IV Pgs.
90-92

Outcomes

An economic development brand is created and implemented
Amount of new investment
Changes in the tax base

MT

ra

Policy
Project

Sec II, Pg.
10, Pgs
32-36

Actions

D

Policy

Plan
Ref.

133

ie
w

Strategy
Type



Map amendment or policy clarification
Consider adding (check w Donovan)
“Clear path outlined for permitting of
new development within flood areas.
Revision of Flood Hazard Maps
Consistency in elevation requirements in
adjacent states
# of building permits

OG

• Identify studies required
• Monitor upcoming opportunities to
engage with State and Federal officials
• Identify outstanding issues

MT

• Survey structure condition in existing
neighborhoods
• Identify target infill sites for development or redevelopment
• Revise development code and tools
to permit new housing types such as
attached single-family, multifamily,
and townhomes, and allow smaller
lots to reduce housing cost and accommodate new products
• Encourage higher denser development that lessens floodproofing construction costs shares flood insurance
burdens.
• Identity potential for additional incentives to alleviate flood insurance
costs

R

Priority



ev

IM OG ST MT LT 

South Mississippi PDD, PBD,
City Council, Staff, MEMA,
FEMA

31. Reduce constraints to in-

vestment and development
related to floodproofing and
flood insurance costs.

5. Plan Pascagoula Implementation

New residential investment strengthens existing
neighborhoods

08

Policy
Project

Sec II,
Pgs 3236, Sec.
IV Pgs.
90-92

.7

.1

8

HOUSING

• # of new building permits for new struc•
•

tures and renovation
Average property values within existing
neighborhoods
# of deteriorating and dilapidated
structures

PB, PBC, City Council,
MEMA, FEMA

Status

IM OG ST MT LT 
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Strategy
Type

Plan
Ref.

Actions

Outcomes

Time
Frame

Measures Of Progress

• Marketing materials for incentives are
created
New housing development • # and type of incentives used
• # of new homes constructed using
incentives

Policy
Project

Sec. II,
Pgs 3233. Market Pascagoula to young
36, Sec.
professionals and millennials
IV, Place
as a great place to live.
Types Pgs.
46-74

A vibrant, growing young
professional and millen• Growth in young adult population
nial population, reversal of • Overall population and commuting
population decline and job
pattern changes
migration patterns

ST

Next Steps
• Create digital and print marketing
tools to better promote local incentives, Central Business District Tax
exemptions, etc.
• Host development forum with residential developers to share development opportunities, discuss constraints for development, promote
incentives
• Track the use of incentives and new
home construction activity
• Engage local industries to determine
opportunities for employer-assisted
housing development, corporate
apartments, etc.
• Create social media and digital marketing tools to position Pascagoula
as residential destination
• Target recruitment of businesses that
support young professionals - restaurants, entertainment, recreation, etc.
• Identify and pursue catalyst entertainment development projects brew pubs, restaurants, etc.
• Promote entrepreneurial and livework potential

Partners

Planning and Building
Department, Economic and
Community Development

ST

34. Partner with real estate devel- Adopted zoning that

fosters infill housing of
different styles and ownership structures that are
• Zoning regulations that foster new
economically feasible for
housing development
developers of existing
• # of new projects built
vacant or under-market
property in the flood hazard zones.

.1

opers and housing providers
to ensure the regulations encourage new types of housing
that can be developed at sizes
and price points that balance
with the challenging economics of flood ratings and insurance.

.7

Policy

Sec. II,
Pgs 3236, Sec.
IV, Place
Types Pgs.
46-74

8

R

ev

ie
w

D

ra

ft

Policy
Project

Sec. II,
Pgs 3232. Use state and local incentives
36, Sec.
to promote residential conIV, Place
struction.
Types Pgs.
46-74

08

Priority



MT

Jackson County Chamber,
Private Sector Industry,
Economic and Community
Development, Emerge Pascagoula

• Identify projects in adjacent communities that have balanced floodrelated provisions and insurance cost
with a successful project
PB, PBD, City Council, Board
• Initiate dialogue with developers
of Realtors
• Submit information and recommendations to the PB
• Revise code to accommodate policy

IM = Immediate; OG = Ongoing; ST = Short Term; MT - Medium Term; LT = Long Term
CC = City Council; PB = Planning Board; PBD = Planning and Building Dept.; JCC = Jackson County Chamber of Commerce; HPC = Historic Preservation Commission; JCEDF = Jackson County Economic Dev. Foundation; MS = Main Street


Status

IM OG ST MT LT 
Priority

Strategy
Type

Plan
Ref.
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Actions

Outcomes

Measures Of Progress

Time
Frame

Next Steps

Partners

MT

• Review planned park improvements
and budgets for enhancement opportunities
• Include relevant projects in the Capital Improvements Plan

City Council, Parks & Recreation

PARKS AND OPEN SPACE

# of acres enhanced
# of trees planted

•

Linear feet of trail improved, built or for
which land is acquired

ra

ft

•
•

Multi-use trails will be
established, extended or
improved in accordance
with the plan, and land
for connections acquired
where necessary
Completed renovations
for Point Park (Restore MS
1A); the remaining length
of the beach promenade
(1B); Inner Harbor (1D);
Spinnaker Point (1E); and
BB Jennings Park (4A)

Project

The Live Oak Recreation
Center and Sportsplex are
Sec 1, Pg.
38. Build the Live Oak Recreation built and operating, serve
10, Sec.
Center and Sportsplex (either the people of Pascagoula,
IV, Place
at IG Levy Park or East Pasca- and generate economic
Types Pgs.
goula).
activity (e.g. hosting tour46-74
naments, attracting new
residents, etc.)

•
•

# of parks enhanced
Linear feet of promenade extended

MT

• Coordinate actions with the transportation plan

City Council, Parks & Recreation

LT

• Continue to pursue funding
• Work with Army Corps of Engineers
(USACOE) on any permitting issues
for promenade extension, waterfront
work
• Assess experience of residents, boaters, tourists with existing parks and
facilities

City Council, Parks & Recreation

LT

• Continue to pursue Restore MS and
other funding
• Evaluate suitability of IG Levy vs.
East Pascagoula
• Commission architectural and planning studies as needed
• Select site

City Council, Parks & Recreation

08

.7

.1

8

R

Project

Sec 1, Pg. 37. Build out master planned
10, Sec.
parks and recreation resourcIV, Place
es as funding is made availTypes Pgs.
able through Restore MS and
46-74
other sources.

D

Policy
Project

Improvements to park
landscapes enhance
Pascagoula’s beauty,
provide access to active
and passive areas and
natural open spaces for its
residents, and contribute
to healthy air, water and
ecology

ie
w

Project

enhancements related to the
“ecosystem services” these
Sec 1, Pg.
spaces provide, improving
10, Sec.
tree and stream buffer plantIV, Place
ings, rehabilitation of soils and
Types Pgs.
landscaped areas, and res46-74
toration of natural areas and
drainage ways that provide
habitat, shade and water
quality.
36. Update and begin to implement the master Greenway
Sec 1, Pg.
Trail System in the Parks
10, Sec.
and Recreation Master Plan
IV, Place
to connect the City’s parks,
Types Pgs.
green spaces, bayous, lakes,
46-74
streams and community services.

ev

35. Continue to implement park

5. Plan Pascagoula Implementation

•
•
•

Amount of funds secured
# of plans completed
# of people served by new facilities

Status

IM OG ST MT LT 
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Measures Of Progress

Protection of neighborhood character and
historic qualities

Partners

ST

• Revise plans as needed
• Estimated needed funds
• Continue to pursue Restore MS funding
• Build coalition of support by identifying and organizing stakeholders to
help support the plan

City Council, Parks & Recreation, Secretary of State,
Lease Holders

ra
• Concept plans are developed and
reviewed by PB, Task Force, Council

• Review blight elimination program as
a way to assemble lots
• Enhanced code enforcement
• Acquire MS State Tax forfeited lots for
infill

.1

Policy

Sec. IV,
Place
43. Expand preservation protecTypes Pgs.
tions to key neighborhoods
46-74,

Revised development
code, enhanced development form

.7

Policy

Sec. IV,
Place
42. Revise development code to
Types Pgs.
implement place types
46-74,

Next Steps

ft

• % of estimated funds needed that are
secured
• Master plan and permitting completed
• Improvements built
• New uses operating

Time
Frame

D

Investments are made in
the harbor, park, access
39. Complete the Lowry Island
Sec. II,
and circulation system,
Project, changing its function and private and public
Pgs 32to a lively harbor, network of
36, Sec.
marina areas to impleboardwalks and trails, enIV, Place
ment the plan, enhanchanced park area, pier, and
Types Pgs.
ing Pascagoula’s quality
location for shrimp boats,
46-74,
charter boat services and rec- of life and economy by
Pgs. 87attracting new residents,
reational boats to call home.
90
recreational users and
businesses
40. Develop options and concepts for the Old Ingalls site,
Sec. II,
including ambitious plans
The City is prepared to
Pgs 32such
as
a
“land
swap”
with
the
facilitate any one of a
36, Sec.
Pascagoula Country Club or
number of beneficial outIV, Place
Types Pgs.
recruitment of a large recomes when the oppor46-74,
gional facility, as well as more tunity arises to redevelop
Pgs. 87conventional options such as
the site
90
mixed-use development or
passive recreation.
Sec. II,
Pgs 3236, Sec.
A reduced number of
41. Address blighting influences
blighted properties
IV, Place
Types Pgs.
46-74

8

Polcy

Outcomes

MT

ie
w

Project

Actions

ev

Project

Plan
Ref.

R

Strategy
Type

08

Priority



ST

• Discuss at PB
• Create task force
• Secure additional help as needed
with concept planning
• Bring plans to stakeholders, public
and CIty Council

•

Create staff initiative

PBD, PB, City Council, Ad
Hoc Task Force, Ingalls

PBD, PB, City Council, Ad
Hoc Task Force, Ingalls

LAND USE

• Revised development code
• Improved buffers between industrial
and residential
• Establish neighborhood associations
• Develop a structure for neighborhood
advocacy

• Creation of a new district and district
design guidelines

ST

• Initiate development code update

MT

• Determine support for the creation of
the district
PBD, PB, City Council, HPC,
• Review the zoning code to determine
Neighborhood Associations,
its current impacts on the neighborhood and revise as needed

PBD, PB, City Council

IM = Immediate; OG = Ongoing; ST = Short Term; MT - Medium Term; LT = Long Term
CC = City Council; PB = Planning Board; PBD = Planning and Building Dept.; JCC = Jackson County Chamber of Commerce; HPC = Historic Preservation Commission; JCEDF = Jackson County Economic Dev. Foundation; MS = Main Street


Status

IM OG ST MT LT 
Priority

Strategy
Type

Plan
Ref.
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Actions

Outcomes

Measures Of Progress

Time
Frame

Next Steps

Partners

PBD, PB, City Council, HPC,

Policy

Sec. IV,
44. Encourage appropriate infill
Place
development and use of existTypes Pgs.
ing buildings.
46-74,

New development on
vacant in-town lots; reuse
of vacant buildings

• % of properties vacant within existing
urban areas
• Ratio of infill to greenfield development acres and projects

MT

• Review city policies related to land
use, utilities and incentives to determine their effectiveness at encouraging infill development and revise as
needed to make infill a priority

Policy

Sec. IV,
Place
45. Revise development code to
Types Pgs.
implement place types
46-74,

Revised development
code, enhanced development form

• Revised development code

ST

• Initiate development code update

PBD, PB, City Council

ST

• Review land development codes
and determine where revisions are
needed
• Revise land development codes and
adopt the changes

PBD, PB, City Council

MT

• Review complete streets policies from
other communities
• Write a complete streets policy for
Pascagoula

PBD, PB, City Council,
MDOT, associated interest
groups (cycling, walkers,
etc.)

MT

• Identify opportunity corridors
• Include bicycle facilities in the Capital Improvements Plan

PBD, PB, City Council,
MDOT, associated interest
groups (cycling, walkers,
etc.)

OG

• Identify opportunities for expansion
• Include sidewalks in the Capital Improvements Plan

PBD, PB, City Council,
MDOT

ST

• Identify key areas and assets
• Identify opportunities for expansion
• Include greenways in the Capital
Improvements Plan

Enhanced development
typologies so that existing and
form, function and apfuture streets are complete
pearance
and context sensitive.

• Revised development code

47. Adopt a “complete streets”
policy and then develop and
adopt design standards to
transform streets being repaved, built, etc.

Policy

Sec. IV,
Pgs. 100108

Project

Sec. IV,
• # miles of dedicated bikeway
48. Integrate bike lanes to expand
Pgs. 100Expanded bicycle network • # miles of shared bikeway
the bicycle system.
108
• % increase year to year

Project

Sec. IV,
Pgs. 100108

Project

ie
w

Better streets that accommodate all modes of
transportation

ev

• Adoption of policy

R

49. Expand Pascagoula’s side-

Increasingly continuous
pedestrian network

• # miles of continuous dedicated sidewalk
• Sidewalk to street ratio

Continuous greenway
facility that provides connection to key city areas
and assets

• # of miles of greenway
• # of key city areas and assets connected to the greenway network

Sec. IV, 51. Expand the comprehensive
Pgs. 100destination-based wayfinding
108
system.

• Installment of additional wayfinding
Installment of a additional
signage
wayfinding to complete
• # of key city areas and assets identisystem.
fied by wayfinding signs

.7

.1

8

walk system as part of street
improvements and targeted
projects to fill gaps.
50. Expand Pascagoula’s greenSec. IV,
way system to connect water,
Pgs. 100neighborhoods, and commer108
cial centers.

08

Project

ra

Sec. IV,
Pgs. 100108

46. Implement this plan’s street

D

Policy

ft

MOBILITY

5. Plan Pascagoula Implementation

MT

• Identify key areas and assets
• Complete wayfinding plan

PBD, PB, City Council,
neighborhoods, associated
interest groups (cycling,
walkers, etc.)
PBD, PB, City Council,
business and economic
development groups, neighborhoods, other associated
interest groups (businesses,
institutions, cultural and
historic groups, etc.), ECD

Status

138

Strategy
Type

Plan
Ref.

Actions

Outcomes

Measures Of Progress

Next Steps

Partners

OG

• Identify current connection points
• Identify future connection opportunities
• Include connection in all relevant
planning and installation projects
(streets, sidewalks, trails, transit) and
in the Capital Improvements Plan

Staff, PB and other relevant
appointed boards and
commissions, MDOT, City
Council, neighborhoods, associated interest groups

Policy

Sec. IV,
Pgs. 100108

Increased awareness and
access to the water, and
increased tourism opportunities

• # of public connection points to the
water
• # of ways the public can connect to
the water

53. Enhance Pascagoula’s street

ridors.

More attractive and economically stronger city

• Public opinion of street corridors
• # of streets where streetscape projects have been implemented

ra

Water quality indicators
Tree canopy coverage calculations
% of sensitive lands preserved
Inflation adjusted storm damage costs

LT

D

ie
w

54. Beautify existing street cor-

Project

•
•
•
•

ev

Policy

Increased tree canopy, improved ecosystems, lower
ambient temperatures,
better storm outcomes

LT

R

trees and parks to protect
and improve the City’s natural
environment, and to provide
resilience from heat, storms
and drought.

• Calculate current tree coverage
• Identify the current amount of sensitive lands (wetlands, flood hazard
areas, endangered habitat, etc.) and
the % permanently preserved
• Revise land development codes to
protect identified resources and to
encourage the expansion of the tree
canopy
• Encourage the private dedication of
sensitive lands to recognized conservation organizations
• Identify all streets/street segments
where streetscape projects are
needed
• Prioritize streets/street segments
• Include projects in the Capital Improvements Plan

ft

52. Enhance public connection to
the waterfront by all modes
of transportation by ensuring
efficient, well-marked physical
access for a variety of purposes, including boating, recreation and employment.



Time
Frame

Relevant city departments,
PB and other relevant appointed boards and commissions, City Council, MDEQ,
MDWFP

Relevant city departments,
City Council, MDOT

COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES

Sec. II,
Pgs 29-32

8

Understanding of supply
availability and quality to
support housing, wellhead • Annual water supply and quality presentation to PB and City Council
protection area planning
and economic development

.1

Project

Jackson County Utility Authority, monitor the quality and
availability of water supply
while plans are developed
for a consolidated treatment
plant providing water re-use
for industry.

MT

• Coordinate with JCUA to designate
a point person and target date for
presentations to PB and Council

LT

• Designate City Council and management representatives to meet with
JCUA
JCUA, Jackson County City
• Establish a working group
Council, Restore MS, Army
• Outline parameters for a communicaCorps of Engineers
tions plan
• Determine engineering milestones
• Create presentations

.7

55. In cooperation with the

08

Priority

IM OG ST MT LT

JCUA, City staff

56. Work in close partnership with Establishment of working

Project

Sec. II,
Pgs 29-32

the Jackson County Utility Authority to carry out planning
and secure funding to decommission the Pascagoula-Moss
Point Regional Wastewater
Treatment Plant, enhance the
regional collection system,
and create a new, consolidated treatment plant providing
water re-use for industry.

group the City, JCUA and
civic/business stakeholders
Engineering plans moved
into design/permitting
Funding plan developed
and presented to congressional, Mississippi and
special funders

•
•
•
•

Working group established
Communications plan created
Milestones for engineering established
Presentations to funders completed

IM = Immediate; OG = Ongoing; ST = Short Term; MT - Medium Term; LT = Long Term
CC = City Council; PB = Planning Board; PBD = Planning and Building Dept.; JCC = Jackson County Chamber of Commerce; HPC = Historic Preservation Commission; JCEDF = Jackson County Economic Dev. Foundation; MS = Main Street

Status

IM OG ST MT LT 
Priority

Strategy
Type

Plan
Ref.
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Actions

Outcomes

Time
Frame

Measures Of Progress

Next Steps

Partners

STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT AREAS

Policy



Policy

ST

• Initiate plans

PB, PBD, City Council, Staff

Revised development
code

• Initiation of code revisions

ST

• Start review

PB, PBD, City Council, Staff

Plan consistent revitalization projects and policies
initiated

# of plan consistent revitalization projects and policies initiated

ft



• # of new businesses
• 3 of new dwellings

ra

Policy

New development in strategic development areasSDAs

D



Sec. IV,
Strategic
Develop- 57. Prioritize the Strategic Develment Aropment areas
eas, Pgs.
77-97
Strategic
Develop- 58. Review development coding
for each area and adjust to
ment Aralign with the plan
eas, Pgs.
77-97
Strategic
Develop59. Execute planning concepts for
ment Areach area
eas, Pgs.
77-97

ST

• Initiate projects

PB, PBD, City Council, Staff

ie
w

ADMINISTRATION AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL COORDINATION
60. Initiate an awards program



Policy
Management

Sec. V



Policy
Management

Sec. V

•

Establish criteria, promote and provide
organizational support

PBD, City Council

Leadership positions held

OG

•

Establish criteria, promote and provide
organizational support

City Council

•

Declining number of complaints and
code cases

OG

•

Declining number of complaints and
code cases

•

Increased cooperative efforts

OG

•

Identify means

62. Assume a leading position in

Leadership in regional development affairs

•

63. Maintain aggressive code

Clean, orderly and beautiful
neighborhoods and commercial areas

64. Enhance coordination and

Close and cooperative efforts in development matters
of mutual interest

enforcement program

communication with Jackson
County Government

5. Plan Pascagoula Implementation

City Council, Main Street

ST

•

regional planning bodies

ev

Sec. V

ST

• Establish goals and guidelines for
recognition
• Determine which board/entity will
administer the program

Creation of for councils in the short term

Series of functioning councils

hood councils

R



Project
Project
Management

61. Create a series of neighbor-

Creation of an ongoing recognition
program

8

Sec. V

.1



Project
Project
Management

•

.7

Sec. V

More efforts to restore,
recognizing the ‘best of’ restorehabilitate and use infill
ration, rehabilitation and new
sites
infill construction.

08



Project
Project
Management

PBD

City Council, PBD

Status

ie
w

D

ra
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08

.7

.1

8

R
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.1

Focus Group Notes

8

R

ev

VI. Appendix

08

.7

Pascagoula Segmentation
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147
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EMERGE – Young Professional Association focused on making Pascagoula
more attractive and desirable for new residents and businesses. Reps. Michelle Coats (Jackson County Planning Director, member of Main Street,
Historic Pres, and other organizations) and Landon McCarthy (local banker)
The EMERGE program is under the Jackson County Chamber of Commerce. Provides a voice for young professionals in Pascagoula to articulate
what they want the City to be or amenities they want it to have.

• Same position with “restaurant” – currently negotiating with them

EMERGE Group meets monthly at Bozos, Jacks by the Tracks, Scranton’s
2nd Thursday - meet Landon McCarty - landon.mccarty@mandnebank.
com Michelle Coats – michelle-coats@co.jackson.ms.us
41 16 y.o. drivers license

• Everyone is “scared to be the first” – working with private sector who
is willing to take that “gamble”.

1. Jackson Co. Chamber – voice for young professionals

5. Don’t have entertainment
6. Quality of life issues

D
ie
w

ev

R

8

1. Background on PRA
• Can dispose of city property without red tape of City

8. They cannot “sell” Pascagoula based on the current condition of Market Street – when bringing prospective residents into town employers
and the Chamber avoid Market Street.
9. Pascagoula Street, Washington Street, and Beach Boulevard are considered the “good streets.”

• Trying to get right people in room to talk about that. - very least, looking at solutions and working with the partners.
• VISION for riverfront - Golf course - potential idea - move to Ingalls
property - maybe - “encapsulating” the site
• VISION of riverfront – Housing - identified a market that will fill there
- young hip millennial groups - people that work here that come to live
every day. That group has a desire for a “downtown” type place.

3. Opportunities
• Housing – restoring historic homes, rental condos
• Insurance requirements for floods presents limitations
• Outdoor recreation
• kayak - ties in the resources.

• Own two properties - Riverfront & property adjacent to RR on Market

• Largest, undimmed free flowing river in Country

• No plan yet for Market Street property – focusing on Riverfront.

• Paddlepalooza annual event. Also have weekly paddles

• Good support from council & business community. Did get the black
eye from the riverfront development, but have stayed persistent

08

7. The Singing River Arts Association is merging with Main Street Pascagoula in August

Pascagoula Redevelopment Authority – Organizations that manages areas and lands to foster redevelopment. Primarily consists of waterfront
area along east bank. Reps. Alan Sudduth (Chevron Gov. Relations), Jim
Estabrook (Estabrook Toyota, Ford, and Nissan)

.1

6. Pascagoula has a lack of activities for young professionals; no bowling,
movies, community theater.

6/21 – PRA – Pascagoula Redevelopment Authority

.7

5. Pascagoula restaurants are not open late on weekends.

• Getting with Utility authority – they are currently looking at investment for expansion/improvements. Question is - should we throw
good money after bad?

4. C.H. does movie night – socials

2. EMERGE has 25-30 active members; 50 enrollees total.

4. No adequate housing product exists that is attractive to young professionals; the Scranton Townhomes (Ingalls and Martin) could fit that
typology, but are mostly occupied by retirees.

• Sewage treatment - does hinder - some truth.

3. Blues at beach – socials

8. Survey – get copy of this

3. Why don’t young professionals live in Pascagoula? Perception is low
quality of life, lack of downtown entertainment, and lack of restaurants when compared to other Gulf communities such as Ocean
Springs. Positives are that everything is 5 minutes from the water, and
Pascagoula has great schools.

• Parking Deck - 2009 - built through CBDG grants

2. Vision, resources and amenities – try to promote those desires (email-50 list/25-30)

7. Access to water & good schools

1. Events include Blues at the Beach each month between April and
October

• MDA is working hand/hand with us – gave us $1.5 million to us to divide up equitably to incentivize development

ft

6.21.2016/EMERGE (Michelle Coates, Landon McCarty)

Bob’s EMERGE notes

ra

Focus Group Notes

4. Challenges
• Insurance

• Trying to get the first to invest - is quite a challenge

• Attracting people who can afford to live here - quality of life

• Have developed a list of perks for marketing to recruit that investment

• Family - not enough entertainment - family stuff.

2. Background on Riverfront development?
• Currently have potential developer for condos - gave us rendering
that we like -

10. There have been fatalities on Washington Street due to speeding.

• Density & product that we liked

11. Pascagoula lacks a housing product type that would appeal to young
professionals in the $100-200k range.

• Developer priced it and couldn’t make it work
• May use some $ to subsidize the way we originally vision

• Single - not enough singles
• PERCEPTION of Education – private school nearby v. rating – unfair
comparison to our good school system
• Limited housing product overall
• Dearth of relatively new housing with 1500 - 3000 sf. Middle or upper
- newer (10-15 years)
5. Market street vision
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• Market street is dying -

5. Riverfront development - vision, opportunities, needs?
• “City Centre of Pascagoula”

• Codes have been changes - new uses are allowed which is good
• Don’t see it happening - denser/ more pedestrian friendly - same mistake as Delmass covered and parking deck with no development.

• Mixed Use Commercial and Residential

• City needs to encourage business - select recruitment & financial incentives. in order for it to be marketable

• Linchpin for downtown to riverfront.

• Don’t have four lane access to beach for residents. Someone brought
up idea of 2-lanes – Is there a value in maintaining some way to get
there efficiently.

• Looking at 5/6 stories.
• PRA - had signed agreement w/ developer in January - extended
contract 90 days until mid August - plans came back at higher costs
- standing firm - don’t want to lower standards because of “value engineering” of developer

ra

D

9. Perception of Pascagoula (residential & business positioning)
• Cheaper & affordable

ie
w

Main Street – Group of downtown property owners and merchants. No
longer staffed by City of Pascagoula. Shannon Strunk (Baber Rental and
other ventures, recently purchased old Hancock Bank Building across
from City Hall, seeking to achieve individual listing on National Register
to redevelop with mixed use), Liz Ford (also chairs Historic Commission)

8. Facilitate the quality of life – place for people to live, work, have
something to do – too many people leaving

• Internal Pascagoula perception - not anything new - blue collar/working class - using in negative connotation

ev

* Shannon & Cynthia Strunk (Baber Leasing. Rental and other ventures, recently purchased old Hancock Bank Building across from City Hall, seeking
to achieve individual listing on National Register to redevelop with mixed
use)
* Liz Ford (also chairs Historic Commission)

7. Can be that bridge/pioneer to show that investment can work here –
show return on investment

• Residents don’t understand that they can affect the equation - IF I
support local business, it drives new businesses to come in.

R

6/21 – Main Street

ft

6. Hancock Building

10. Vision of Market Street - DT & outside? Development-wise.
• “Pascagoula houses” - old row houses taken up to northern Mississippi.

.1

8

1. Background
• Follow 4 Points – National Main Street Model

• Street - always been wide like that - just not been used.

• Spun off City into non-profit

• Residential initially west side pave first - east side paved 15 years later.

3. Main thing - Moving from Anchor Square - into Arts Association – dual
space
4. Anchor Square
• Great vision and awesome concept

* Carla Todd – CEO
* Trudi Dixon – Small Business Issue Group chairperson (also Exxon)
* Chamber
Jackson County Economic Development Foundation – Industrial recruitment arm of Jackson County and 4 municipalities. Christina Lustek Pate
(Deputy Director of JCEDF)
Jackson County Chamber of Commerce – business and small business
advocate of Jackson County and 4 municipalities
1. 700 active members from MS & AL
2. 75-100 volunteers
3. Jackson County & coast
4. Involvement from Industries & suppliers, particularly Ingalls, Chevron
– these industries encourage contractors to join base.

7. Community Relations

• Too much commercial space on Market Street

8. Education

6. 5 IMG (Issue Management Groups) = Focus areas

9. Membership

• Had a great restaurant - didn’t want rules/hours, also wanted better
location. When it left, makeup changed.

1. Bryan and Tonya – concerned with losing their parking as they have a
corner lot at Tucker and the plan eliminates their head-in parking, and

6. Plan Pascagoula Appendix

6/21 – Jackson County Chamber of Commerce

• Be walkable

• Some spin off, others some don’t realize they need to still be in biz.

• Kind of turning into beauty shops & Beau shops.

3. Jennifer – Owns Foster-Brim Consulting (paralegals, Lomax Building). Not concerned about parking as they have a surface lot and they
have little to no walk-up customers. Other tenants in the building are
concerned about parking though.

5. Strong chamber focused on development – not a “social chamber”

6.20.2016/Main Street Businesses
Group (Bryan and Tonya, Convent Corner; Scott Lemon; Jennifer Prim)

• Could be doing better - some businesses have done well in moved

2. Scott – Owns 1964 Market, east side just north of Ingalls, 4 parcels.
They have 7-8 spaces along the front and would like to see no reduction in number of spaces available. He is OK with the roundabouts
and the lane reduction, only concern is parking.

• Consume small space (districts) for something useful. Start from middle and work out – grow critical mass

08

2. Events – Live Oak (six years and growing)

.7

• Downtown plan – vision & implementation

they do not have a parking lot

10. Regional Strategy (legislative, partnerships)
11. Small Business
• Part of alliance that markets the Mississippi Gulf Coast as a destination – Gulf Coast Tourism Commission and Gulf Coast Business Council
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• Nature - Audubon center in Moss point - birding coast - targeting suppliers & business
• Outdoor Recreation - Dauphin Island & other barrier islands, kayaking, etc.
• Pascagoula can lay claim to outdoor rec stronger than any other Gulf
Coast community. To date, no one has taken advantage.
13. Tourism - also workforce – ED has to realize that.

5. Highest Paid teachers

6. A minority pleased at plan.
7. Still, City keeps sputtering along with it.

R

6/22 – Public Meeting #1 (These notes are in addition to those on the map – previously sent to team)

• Apartment Complexes had to close down

8

3. Need coordinated traffic signals to go up with improvements
4. Signals need to respond/react to bikes.

08

16. Market Street Vision
• Beautiful homes lining Market - like St. Charles, executive housing with its own central business district.

2. Tucker intersection will see congestion as traffic bottlenecks from
4-lanes to 2-lanes. Needs to be 4-lanes going south.

.1

• Population decline - why didn’t they come back after Katrina like they
did in other communities

1. Bike lanes are needed in the upper 4-lane section

.7

• Insurance - influences that MONTHLY note

2. 250 teachers

5. Don’t have four lane access to beach for residents. Someone brought
up idea of 2-lanes – Is there a value in maintaining some way to get
there efficiently.

ie
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15. Challenges to development & promotions
• Lack of housing product

1. Teachers don’t live here – can’t afford
3. 1200 total employees

ev

• Schools are good

School’s Group Boyd West – bfwest@pgsd.ms Kathy Chenoweth – kathyc@
pgsd.ms Frank Catchings – fcatchings@pgsd.ms Belinda Dammen – bdammen@pgsd.ms Debbie Anglin – danglin@pgsd.ms

4. City needs to encourage business - select recruitment & financial
incentives. in order for it to be marketable

9. Market Street is our “front door” and is not a “pretty presentation”
now. Needs to be improved roadway and buildings to be more attractive/more marketable

• Close to work - 10 to 15 minutes max to

18. Starting with a clean slate which should be seen as positive.

3. Don’t see it happening - denser/ more pedestrian friendly - same mistake as Delmass covered and parking deck with no development.

8. Currently little traffic on bulk of Market Street. On Saturday there is
NO traffic. Highway 90 gets congested as people leave town.

14. Residential
• Young families – great place to raise kids

17. Housing – Don’t have a great apartment complex - where single person can live - great place - safe, etc.

2. Codes have been changes - new uses are allowed which is good

Pascagoula-Gautier School District

4. Apt’s not here Eden Street
6. There are no new subsidized

ft

• Businesses here have survived here in this region that are solid &
unique

1. Market street is dying

ra

12. Competitive Positioning
• Geographical area - no one looks like us - residential to commercial,
rivers & people

Market Street Focus Group (invited about 5 business to discuss proposed changes in the area)

D

• Symbiotic relationship between each and every Gulf Coast community – MUST work together to find success – not compete.

5. People won’t turn off Tucker from 4-lanes to 2. No need to do that,
will merge to other lane and create congestion.

7. 7200 students – 17% Hispanic (800 EL)
8. 77 million since Katrina
9. College & Career Tech Center (400)
10. Lots of delaps & eyesores
11. Student Advisory Council
12. Neighborhood Groups
13. Neighborhood Assn
14. Delmass Estates Assn.
15. Pride in ownership
16. Felt Disrespected at council
17. Prep Tax Abatement
18. Jen Dearmon – Symposium
19. Neighborhood Sketch
20. Get histories

Eco Tourism/Pascagoula River/Birders -

6. Currently little traffic on bulk of Market Street. On Saturday there is
NO traffic. Highway 90 gets congested as people leave town.

Eric Richard, Charlie McVea, and Darcie Crew (Parks and Rec Director)

7. Market Street is our “front door” and is not a “pretty presentation”
now. Needs to be improved roadway and buildings to be more attractive/more marketable

2. Eco-tourism is here – in what form?

8. Removing power lines needs to be a priority of these improvements.
9. Need to look at design standards for market street to be consistent/
cohesive. Will change over time as new comes in (Dollar General,
Walmart, etc)

1. Tourism Group
3. Close to blue water, marsh, cypress swamp
4. Audubon society
5. Trying to develop that role, city is increasing access
6. Environmental marketing message
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10. Not aware of any doctors

5. Wide curb cuts

8. Environmental diversity

11. Schools up and coming/ Astronomics ($ to spend)

6. Very few restrictions in past design standards

9. Great place to live for access

12. 2500 total / 1500 in Pascagoula

7. Restrictions seen as not business friendly

10. Harder for a visitor to access

13. Access to Mobile, Ability to harness industry employees

11. McCox tours, Eco tours

14. Wheel Tax

Pascagoula Economics

12. Pascagoula River Audobon Center

15. No social life

1. Decline in population

13. Bird-friendly Community – Pursuing this

16. Growing Population – Need people

2. Lower income moving in

14. WMA North, Sand Hill Crane Area

17. (Entertainment District)

3. Here forever or low income worker housing

15. Coastal Birding Trail

18. Will Identify a Medical Zone

4. Maintain identity

16. ZG Parks

19. Retirement Plan – 500 million down to 300 million

5. Proud of blue collar origins

17. George County Lake Project - Keep Chevron running

20. 3600 impacted – 400 in Pascagoula

20. Threatened – Sturgeon, paddlefish, striped bass
21. Pascagoula Pride Paddlers
22. Inorganic pollution from upstream

ra

Project Engineers.
Jaci Turner (City Engineer) and Byron Houston (Compton Engineers)

ie
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19. Will lose evap & seepage (George county wanted these)

D

18. There is a permit application

ft

7. Have beaches 10 miles out

Uncategorized Notes:

6. Want the things Ocean Springs offers
7. Entertainment, etc.
8. Bozo’s
9. Make street more active
10. Take up parking – like Ed’s
11. 50k sf Walmart Market, Ingles Neighborhood Market

Community Vision - Qualities

12. Cedar Street Waterfront – old shipyard

24. 150 miles how wide load

1. What would you put in the brochure?
• Who we are

13. Parking proposed down south

R

25. Cost of insurance

ev

23. Balance – Industry and Environment

14. Commercial likes

• Who we want

27. Bayou Teche map

• Greatest assets

16. Lake George project

• What is Pascagoula’s best building?

17. Dam and reservoir development

• Design Component

18. Pascagoula River

2. Schools, entertainment, unappealing 1250
3. Ocean Springs – People in the streets
4. No young people live or buy in Pascagoula 17 miles apart
5. 2 hospital campus – Pas – 400 beds, Ocean S. 150 75% cap
6. Recruiting Doctors & Talent
7. Growth Limited in Ocean Springs due to property
8. Skilled nursing facility – 1 million, may add hospice
9. Hwy 57 Bienville Orthopedic

.1

.7

1. Very little appeal (30-32) docs -> owned, affiliated 50th 200,000

• Deliverables
• Issues/features map

08

Hospital Group

8

26. Blue mix – get map

19. Chevron 3,000 – 4000 employees

• Urban and Suburban – identify areas

Ingles Shipyard

• Limits Flood zone

1. 13-14k employees – largest employer in the state

• Business and homes

2. Charitable to city projects

2. National Flood Insurance Program
• Limited to 50% improvements of the existing structural cost
• New structures are built to more restrictive codes
3. “Business Hub” of the county
4. Open parking lots

6. Plan Pascagoula Appendix

15. Neighbors do not

3. A lot of people work here and commute to Ocean Springs or Mobile
4. Blue collar, industrial, water front for shipyards, artsy, tree hugger
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Other - 6/20 – Team

quick - 2 or 3 year window

• Challenge - up fit & renovation, can only do half the costs every 10
years – FEMA, or build new
• Flood insurance - were downgraded from 5 - 7 (CRS) got a 10% increase in Flood Insurance. Made changes locally. Can do more improvements. A lot of rules adopted to reduce flood costs, but also
made it prohibitive to rebuild.

• Riverfront is the key - yet still a “joke”, bit of a laughing stock – with
the vision that fell through. Empty lots and parking deck is constant
reminder.

6. Reasons to come
• Primarily based on School district rating - #1 reason why people want
come.
• Affordability – is “affordable” BUT - very limited area for growth &
development - lack of product at all
• Newest product is Brambles – Pre Katrina and very small
• Private school - Catholic

D

7. Challenges
• Perception here is a big challenge to bring newcomers

2. Commercial
• Flood zone - too - 8 or 9’ on Gulf up to 13’. Basically a “pancake”

• Commercial development

5. Rate on desirability as place to live - Moss, Gautier, Goula, Ocean
Springs

• Still - huge opportunity

General Notes
1. Biggert Waters Act– Defeated

ft

1. Residential
• Tool – Can knock off $5000 in fees for $150k or more - don’t build a lot
of houses though

4. Back now to pre Katrina prices/days on market

ra

Aaron, Bob, Donovan Scruggs (notes started in Donovan’s office, expanded with team in gym

• Need a personality or face to carry the flag – an organization, person
etc., to lead the renaissance

2. (true cost -> flood insurance)
3. CRS – 7
4. Very prohibiting to rebuild

• Looking at (loose policy) of taking property down - NFIP regs is deterrent - using 2019.11 state statues

• Pascagoula has a glut of 50s era houses. Lots of vacancy and rental

6. State allocated 1-2 million to repair flood area

• Insurance – 90% of town flooded/floods. Some of challenge is real &
some is perception. Estimate on $400k new house is $2k/year in fire/
wind, $500 in Flood – not too bad really

7. Design – Happy with the way it is 100% impervious surface, curb cuts

8. Price Points
• Last 2 years - more for $200k sale than previous 5 –years

R

3. “Pascagoula mindset”
• Don’t want to be “Ocean Springs” - too artsy/fartsy, tree hugger

• Some sunk upwards of $400k on new construction, but risky return
wise

5. Can’t get people with connection - people outside of the community.
6. USS Cole was fixed here.

6/22 – Matt Parker – Local real estate professional
1. Began as real estate appraiser 2001, broker 2003.
2. Based in Pascagoula - work across coast - primarily Jackson County
3. More investment property these days - After Katrina, values spiked

9. Products needed:
• Restaurants, entertainment, etc - people want to head - IF someone
does something right - can be there.
• Subdivision - 2k-2500sf - $200-$300 range etc, - maybe 12-20

08

• Have to “shift” that mentality. If Pascagoula wants to be here, mentality is going to have to change.

.7

• Want to maintain that identity - blue collar origins.

.1

8

• Blue Collar

4. People moving back are the kids of the prominent family - name &
right click (Krebs)

ev

• FEMA requirements keep thing looking “dingy” - focus on function
rather than appearance!

ie
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• Limits business redevelopment to housing redevelopment (limits to
NFIP - mandates the 50%)

• Product hit hard here with Katrina. Others were able to rebuild
through greenfield development – Biloxi, Ocean Springs, etc.

• Single family attached - would happen - $200k initially - now $120k on
secondary market
• Attached - would happen on riverfront development area (PRA) if at
all

10. Needs
• CITY has to do a better job on selling the City
• Also have to sell ourselves to ourselves – can’t overcome perception if
we are down on our own community

5. Look @ pre & post Katrina

8. UDO best policies
9. No Examples
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Pascagoula Segmentation
Pascagoula Segmentation – “Millennial Snapshot”
A better understanding of the makeup of Pascagoula’s market can be made by performing a
market segmentation study. This analysis breaks down the counts and percentages of social
group clusters and will help identify the existing population based on their demographic
groupings including age, gender, income, education, occupation, and ethnic group. Each
cluster group will desire specific products.
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Boomer,
19.7%

50%

100%

ev
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PTA - Life Stage

.1

8

Family Life
24%

08

.7

Younger
Life
38%

ie
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0%

All data below comes from PRIZM Premier cluster groups as calculated by Nielsen Claritas, Inc.
For this study, Pascagoula’s Primary Trade Area (PTA) was used. This includes the 39567 and
39581 zip codes.
In general, Pascagoula’s PTA shows an equal
population of those in “Mature Years” – 38% to
those that are in “Younger Life” Stages, also
38%.

New Melting Pot
11%

ra

Gen X
, 25.5%

Lo-Tech Singles
11%

D

Millenial,
19.9%

All PTA segments and their

Market Segmentation - Pascagoula PTA

'16 Age Distribution - Pascagoula
CITY

There are varying definitions as to what age range
represents a true “millennial”, but for our purposes,
the City of Pascagoula population breaks down as:
• 19.9% - Millennial (21-34)
• 25.5% - Generation X (35-54)
• 19.7% - Baby Boomer (55-75)
A segmentation study presents much more detail,
beginning at general Life Stage. This primarily looks
at age and presence of children. However, within the
Life Stage aggregate data, there is not a direct
correlation to age groups as identified as “millennials”.
Still, certain conclusions can be made.

A more detailed look at ALL SEGMENTS is shown below.
demographic indicators are identified on the following page.

Mature
Years
38%

Home Sweet Home
3%
Pools & Patios
3%

Second City Startups
3%

Toolbelt
Traditionalists
10%

Metro Grads
3%
Bright Lights, Li'l City
4%
Park Bench Seniors
4%
American Classics
5%

Struggling Singles
9%
Second City
Generation Web
Generations
8%
7%
Source: Nielsen Claritas PRIZM Premier Segmentation.
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All of Pascagoula’s PTA Segments are shown individually below. While the Nielsen Premier Segmentation does
not group by true “millennial” age groups, millennials likely fall within the orange highlighted categories below:

Source: Nielsen Claritas PRIZM Premier Segmentation
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The top four categories making up the Pascagoula PTA market, that include millennial households are shown
below. Each of these make up from between 3% and 8% of the PTA population. A description of all segments can
be found at www.mybestsegments.com.

Source: Nielsen Claritas PRIZM Premier Segmentation.
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Source: Nielsen Claritas PRIZM Premier Segmentation.
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